


























Johnny starts anti free trad ijSSS'h
A Ganges Search and Rescue 
team member has taken a three- 
month leave to pursue a cause.
Last Friday John Wilcox said 
goodbye to his wife and baby 
daughter, and caught a ferry to 
begin a cross-Canada trip pro­




The 46-year-old part time 
Harlock Island resident will be 
traveling down the nation’s 
highways in a 1941 Chevrolet 
truck, custom painted with a 
maple leaf and dubbed “Old 
Blue.”
Wilcox likens himself to 
Johnny Canuck, Canada’s own 
Second World War comic book 
hero.
T-shirts and caps with a
maple leaf carrying the stars 
and stripes “No Deal” logo 
were designed by his wife Lynda 
and will be sold from the truck 
during the trip to help offset his 
expenses.
Wilcox has the support of 
many opposers of the free-trade 
agreement, but his personal 
convictions are what will keep 
him going on the trip to Ottawa, 
via St. John’s, Nfld.
“There are two things about 
the agreement that really con­
cern me,” he said at a send-off 
ceremony at Stonehouse Pub, 
Good Friday.
“There will be a tremendous 
swing in the production of 
military technology associated 
with the deal,” Wilcox said. A 
rail car plant in Nova Scotia was 
recently turned into a tank and
munitions manufacturing plant, 
he said.
“I feel it is all tied together.”
American government in­
volvement in Nicaragua, which 
has been opposed by the 
American government and the 
International Court in The 
Hague, will also be supported 
by Canadians if the deal goes 
through, Wilcox said.
“By giving them access to our 
resources we are perpetuating 
the American involvement in 
Nicaragua,” he said. “We’ll be 
signing the death warrants of 
Nicaraguans ... They will be 
using arms from Canada.”
Wilcox has combined ex­
perience in both the agricultural 
and marine sectors. He owns an 
Ontario farm with his brother 
and was a Canadian Overseas 
Volunteer in 1961 when he serv­
ed as an agricultural technician 
in India.
He has served on CUSO com­
mittees and has been involved in 
other areas of Canadian 
agricultural aid to Third World 
countries.
The Canadian government is 
not aware of all the effects the
free trade agreement will have, 
he says.
“They allowed Parliament 
three days to go through a 
2,400-page document weighing 
18 lb.,” Wilcox said. “They 
discussed it for three days, then 
it was closed and signed.”
“Mulroney doesn’t consider 
Canadians’ opinions. He just 
does what he wants,” Wilcox 
said.
Wilcox disputes Mulroney’s 
claim that the agreement will 
create employment for Cana­
dians.
“It will benefit certain in­
dividuals but, generally speak­
ing, for most Canadians it is a 
bad deal.”
The food and wine processing 
industries are just two that will 
be ruined by the agreement, 
Wilcox said.
“This is something Mulroney 
has pulled out of his hat to 
maintain or develop his political 
significance,” Wilcox said. He 
also opposes the Meech Lake 
: accord.'.:'
“Meech Lakei weakens the 
centre and free trade finishes 
v'':,'. Continusd on Pago A6-
unior):.::rn®rgfr;: 
has no immediate effect
JOHNNY CANUCK REVIVED — John Wilcox stands 
bostele his 1941 Chevy truck before leaving on a cross< 
Canada trip protesting the Canada-U.S. free trade 
agreement. He left Friday and plans to go across
Canada before arriving at the Parliament Buildings in 
Ottawa, July 1. The Coast Guard member took a three- 
month leave of absence to make the trip.
Retirement home proposol stymied
Fir-st Pacific and Westcoast 
Savings credit unions merged on 
March II, with little public 
evidence.
“Eventually, we may find we 
have to rationalize our Sidney 
operations,” said marketing 
vice-president Gordon Proctor. 
“However, we have no im­
mediate plans to close one of 
our branches on the Penin­
sula.”
All deposits are fully insured, 
he said. “There should be no 
disruption to depositors or in 
member service.”
The merger was ordered by 
finance minister Mel Couvelier 
after First Pacific Credit Union 
members vetoed a merger in a
referendum last year.
Couvelier established a new 
board which will operate the 
new credit union the 1989 an­
nual general meeting. Former 
North Saanich mayor Harold 
Parrott is one of nine members 
of the new board.
Clark Woodland, of the 
Coopers and Lybrand Con­
sulting Group, has been ap­
pointed interim chief executive 
officer. He will oversee opera­
tions during a 90-day transition 
period.
Woodland was not available 
for comment at press time. All 
other inquiries directed at either 
Westcoast or First Pacific were 
referred to Woodland.
A proposal to build a unique 
60-iinit retirement village that 
combines residential and 
agricultural use was rejected by 
Central Saanich council March 
21, because it doesn’t confront 
with the official commuttity 
plan.
The land, on the southwest 
corner of Central Saanich Road 
and Mt. Newton Crossroad, 
would have to removed from 
ALR boundaries for the 
Ucvelopment. But council 
would itot consider forwarding 
an application for removal to 
the land commission until the 
community plan is reviewed 
next year.
“I support uses on ALR land 
that are compatible . . . but I 
think it is a little premature,” 
said Aid. Wayne Watkins.
The plan, prepared by Vic­
toria architect Hubert Kwan, 
proposed continued agricultural 
use on the cleared farmland 
portion of the 28..5-acrc parcel 
of land. The devlopincnt would 
inject $700,000 into the 
economy each year, Kwan said,
About two-thirds of the 
paraccI is covered with trees and 
brush and about one-third is 
meadow that has been used by 
grazing cattle and for hay in 
past years.
The housing development
would be restricted to the treed 
area and remaining land would 
be used for a series of trails, a 
nature park and a lagoon fed by 
Rashleigh Creek coinpleie with 
a bird sanctuary and fish 
enhancement program, Kwan 
said.
“It flics in the face of the 
community plan,” said Aid. 
George MacFatlane. “It would 
dilute business from Keating, 
Saunichlon and Brentwood."
The re.sidcnts would want 
sidewalks along Ml, Newton 
Crossroad and (hat would en- 
courage them to shop at a pro­
posed shopping centre on the 
Pal Bay Highway and Ml.
Newton Crossroad, Macluirlanc 
said.
“Wc have enough land in this 
municipality (outside of the 
ALR) to last well into the next 
century," MacFarlane said.
Aid. Ed Hcrnblad spoke in 
favor of the development and 
recommended it Ire foiwarded 
to committee for further disciis- 
.sion.
"If ever there w.-is an applica­
tion before me that made sense, 
this one does," Hcrnblad said. 
Water and sewer runs right past 
the properly, he said.
Hunter and Hcrnblad voted 






Mkhobk still agalrist budget releose
North .Saanich Mayor Linda 
Michaluk has no plans to hold a 
vote of council on making 
budget docurnents public before 




“No, That's a decision for 
the mayor to make,"Michaluk 
said, ,
However, five aldermen said 
in interviews they think a draft 
budget sljould be made 
available to a Review reporfer.
Aid. Bill Ciordon contacted 
The Review after un editorial in 
last week’s.new.spaper criticized 
North Saanich covincit for the 
; mayor’s decision. ' '<1
“1 would like to say, une­
quivocally, that it was the 
mayor and the mayor alone wlio 
withheld tlie budget." Gordon 
said. When asked whether he 
would have voted for releasing 
the budget, he said, "I would 
have. Certainly."
The four other aldermen 
agreed, one of them with some 
qualification. And Aid. Dee 
Ilailin was unav,nlab!c fui 
rnent.
Michaluk said she feared that 
an inaccurate repent uoiild 
rciiult if the cunvputci piini*oui 
w'os released, because the 
reporter might have decided 
against silling through the five 
hoims of iiem-by item discus­
sion.
She also said lltni memos 
about the budget \verc released, 
and that she offered to go 
through She budget with the 
reporter after the meeting.
Michaluk said a story on (he 
North Saanich budget in Inst 
week's paper is proof her deci­
sion was corieci.
“Wc got a fairly accurate 
report out of it," Michaluk 
raid, acfding that rhe nniiced 
some “very^aninor" error.s. She 
didn’t icinembcr what they 
were.;''
Aid. .Rebecca Verrncer '‘iaid.
“1 think if a reporter is able to 
see the budget ihcic is less op­
portunity lor error."
"I have no problem with 
that," said Aid. Don Caverley
wlien asked whether he would 
favor releasing the prinl-oui.
He s.aid ilicrc is nothing con­
fidential in tin; documents, 
"'rhcrc’s nothing in there that’s 
earih-sliaiiering not from my 
perspective, anyway."
Aid. Bill Taylor said there are 
two options: let tlic lepoiier 
take a print-out from council 
chambers, or let the reporter go
throng!'! me ,'Virile
iilderrncn arc discussing il.
Me said he’d be in favor of at 
least letting the reporter use the 
'Information during the meeting, 
Aid, Chris Lott said,"l cer* 
lainly donT think (the draft 
budget) should be kept from the 
taxpayers nr the people repor­
ting for the taxpayers.”
Peninsula police depart­
ments are cracking down on 
drunk drivers this spring,
A special CounlerAliack 
program is being im­
plemented by Central 
Saanich municipal police 
and the RCMP during the 
month of April.
‘ 'There: will be; more of 
intense involvement with all 
depuriinents thi.s year," 
said George Lawson, Cen­
tral Saanich deputy chief 
constable,
“There will be a complete 
blitz in our area for a 
night," Law.son said. Five 
Cl renter Vi c I o r i a 
municipalities are combin­
ing as one team to check 
traffic lor drivers who have 
been df inking.
Esqnimnll, Oak Bay, 
Saanich, Victoria and Cen­
tral Saanid) mnnicipal 
police force members will 
serve on a team which will 
:i;c! dp rondbloc!'*:' nf
the municipalities.
"A major emphasis will 
be placed on impaired 
drivers w'ifh fbc secondary 
emphasis on enforcing seat 
bcfl lasvs," Lawson said.
Last month eight people 
were charged wtili impaired
driving and .seven drivers 
who had been drinking were 
given 24-hour license 
su.spcnsions by Central 
Saanich police, Lawson 
said,.'" :
Tickets were also handed 
out do 44 people for scat 
belt infractions during the 
month of March.
The RCMP will be runn­
ing a CounterAttack pro­
gram from April LI to May 
4 and plan a .similiur pro­
gram as iiuhc past.
"We will be placing us 
rnuch emphasi.s on road 
check activity as possible," 
said Sidney RCMP Staff 
Sgt, John Penz.
During the Christmas 
CounteiAitack program, 
police in the province 
clrecked more than .140,B<)0 
vehicic.s and charged B80 
people with impaired driv- 
.. big."','; '
Bcc.tUi'i'C h one of.
(he worst limes of year for 
drinking and driving ac- 
citJcut.s, CountcrAltack will 
again be canductiug a 
provirtce-wide police 
roadblock campaign, At­
torney Gcncriil Brian Smith 
announced icceiitly.






SALE ENDS MONDAY 
APRIL 11 AT 5:30
SALE
SIDNEY STORE HOURS lySON. - AT 9-5:30 SUN. 10-4 PM
VfSA‘ 2353 BEVAfSl AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115
1900 STORE ST„ VICTORIA 385-9703
ALL
FISHING RODS
All instock mooching, trolling or spinning 
rods.
275B Mooching Sale %^v«ea.
Single action, anodized aluminum construction mooching reel with 





47?®AG2800B Spin Reel Sale
Spin reel with graphite gear ration 3.9.1, line' 






A full size range in 3 styles of adults PFD’s, adult 
keyhole lifejackets plus a selection of Childrens PFDs. 
All D.O.T. approved.
! Reg. 18.99 to 29.99
OEPTHMASTER OOWNRIGQER;
Complete with 200 ft, of 140 lb. test line, 
jeiease pin and base plate.
^ ©HI®
Virtually invisible in the water. Precise Diameter 
throughout for better casting. High knot 
strength. Superior abrasion resistance.
Reg. 6.99 to'12.99
-28, 40, 60, 80 or 100 gram; 
Reg. 2.99 to 4.19 ea.
FRESHWATER COMBO
Sale
DAIWA STRIKE FORGE Casting combo. With
reel. (LINE NOT INCLUDED.) 
Reg. 89.99 ^ 
^ S dS^' '• ^ SStk'' \ ‘
D.O.T. approved boat cushion that 
doubles as a life saving device.
PLANO 6303 F^pular 






SKXBLaZER TWIN-B STAR red aerial flares. 
Pocket size pouch contains 6 launcher flares. 
Hand launched altitudes to 300 ft. visible 
over 20 miles, 10,000 candlepower, 







PRINCE Round crab 
trap has 24" diameter, 




At The Outdoors Show 
Esquimalt Arena this Weekend. 
Fri., April 8 ■— 2 p,m.-10 p.m. 
Sat., April 9 “ 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Open Sun.,
April 10-10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
ENTER TO WIN
A MUSTANG FUOATEHCOAT Hog. 79.99
IN BOTH Capital Iron Locations 
& at:our: BOOTH'^^^^
Features 3 separate air chambers with 
;; safetxxaj ves^^Made] pf'XQ0% ■ liea’^- du'ty •. 
P;V.C. that Is not affected by sun, 
saltwater, chlorine or oil. 510 lb. 




3/16*’ Reg. ,85 LIN. FT . ,..Sa!e mS5 
1/4” Reg. 1.10UN. FT, .,,,Sale «SS 
5/16” Reg, 1.45 UN, FT, ...Sale "1 « "1 5
3/8” Reg, 2,49 UN. FT. ■..,, SalO /I a 9









Save 20% on all 
childrens and adults 
sleeping bags including 
dacron hollofil II and 
polarguard fills.
Reg. 26.99- 189.99- '
45 litre capacity cooler foatufOR 





' side wails. 
Complete with 
pogs, guyline, 
polos and stuff 




TOURIST two burner 
camp stove with a 
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Learn Computer Basics (msdos) 
Advanced, Bedford. Word Processing
6 ■ 2V2 Hr. Sessions
l.B.M. COMPATIBLE
656-4425
SMALL Closes — SPACE LIMITED — REGISTER EARLY
BRENMAR SEMINARS









STEAK & PRIME RIB 
☆ FULLY LICENSED^ 
☆ SALAD BAR^




THE DYIMAMIC APPROACH 
TO RRSP INVESTMENT
REMEMBERING THE CRUCIFIXION on Good Friday 
were members of four Peninsula churches who walked 
more than eight miles from a morning service at St. 
Stephen’s Anglican Church on Mount Newton 
Crossroad to St. Elizabeth Roman Catholic Church on 
Third Street in Sidney for an afternoon service. The
group paused for fellowship at 14 stations along the 
route. Here, the group proceeds down Lochside Drive, 
led by one of the many members of the group who took 
turns carrying the cross in the fourth year of the local 




THE SINGLE FUND 
THAT MAKES ALL THE 
INVESTII^ENT DECISIONS 
FOR YOU.
Tlie key investment deci.sion is wliat mix of investment 
assets— Canadian, U.S. and foreign stocks, bonds, precious metals.
and cash— best suits anticipated market and economic condition.s. 
Dynamic Managed I’ortfolio makes this c
Group starts petition 
for John Dean Park
Preliminary hearing
Friends of John Dean Park 
are putting their signatures 
where their hearts are. The non­
profit society is circulating a 
petition.
The group wants the provin­
cial government to include : 66 ; 
acres of forest on the west side 
of Mount Newton in the park. 
This would extend the park to 
Alec Road, south of Cole Bay 
Indian Reserve.
The land is now held in forest '
reserve. “It is definitely of park 
quality,” said Friends president 
Edo Nyland.
“Most petitions fail because 
they ask the government not to 
do something or to go against 
its policy. This one should suc­
ceed because it doesn’t threaten 
anyone,” he added.
Jo Doman is collecting com­
pleted petition forms. She also 
has extra signing sheets. Doman 
can be reached at 656-5318. '
A preliminary hearing con­
tinues in Sidney Provincial 
Court into charges against 
David Stanley Tribe of Sidney, 
charged after the Nov. 1 death 
of a 21-year-old.
The Sidney man is accused of 
criminal negligence causing 
death, criminal negligence caus- 
•ing bodily harm, assault and 
reckless driving.
Tribe, 24, is accused of strik­
ing Geoffrey Scott Fenwick on 
Oct. 31 with his car on 
Cresswell Drive. Fenwick died 
in Victoria General Hospital the 
next day.
Roger Johalwas also injured 
in the accident. He was treated'
at Saanich Peninsula General 
Hospital.
The preliminary hearing 
began on March 30 and con­
tinues today.
l decision for you, 
professionally. This unique fund invests in ihe Dynamic Familv of 
mutual funds, each a proven performer. Its manager constantly 
monitors and adjusts the mix of funds in Dynamic Managed 
Portfolio to take advantaue of growtli and income opportunities 
while preserving capital. Tlie fund is ■ a «»
RRSP eligible. OYpiAlVllC=
it is the perfect fund for mye.stors •f’lJlir Snil 
wlio want an experienced portfolio I 
manager to make all the e.ssential OF
decisions for them.
The wise choice for all 
your eye wear needs
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
652-6222 I






















PENINSULA nEPHESENTATIVE J s
' .... L ;,:......;..!.VELMA RYDER ....
INVITES YOU TO SEE OUR 
SELECTION OF STEREO 







HITACHI NEC VCR N906U
VHS Videocassette Recorder
HITACHI 21” STERireiMNYO PORfABLE







»HT7L Turntablo •DAm 
Compact Disc Playor 
(optional) •OWZIO 
1 Cassette Deck "HSPOSO 
isp&aker
[oUnkiuo NEC DC ayatitm tmprovoa pfetura qualify •VHS 
\HO Impmyao aharpnaaa and
da fall • 1 KKhanna! caMo^ 
eepabla yolfagta aynfhaaitad 
I tuner •S-avanf/Tday 
[prpgrammabla flmar *13- 
\ function wlralaaa Mrarad 
I ramofa control
•Eull Square YIntad Plctura Tuba *104 Channal 
CaMa Canvarfor •iS Function 
Ramota Control •Lumlnar 
Colour Commandar •Colour 
Control DIaplay Oraphloa 
•Sound DIaplay Oraphica 
•Comb Flltar
•Dual Caeaalla Dock •High Spaad Dubbing] 
•Continuoua Playback (B to A) •Synchro Start Dubbing 
•IPBand Qraphtc BquaUtar •Auto Slop (Racord/Play) 
•Datacimbla l-way Spaakara •Soft Bfaol Caamtta 
Doom •Varfebla Monitoring 
Syetam •Built-In Condanaar.
LEO Opr/Oati, Indicator, LINE- 
IN Yamlnala, AC/DC 
Oparatkui YIntad, Olmantlona 
(\VxHxD): m X m m mm,
Walo ■V lght: 4,13 kg,
vr"j. f
ICASilVA ' REIVIOTE': 
OAnJiU CONITROL.
120 Watts Per Channol HI-FI System with 





3 Piece AM/FM Digital Tuner Double 
Cassette Portable Component System










•S-BamI Qraphk BquaUtar 
•Oalt-DHva Sami Automatic 
YumlaMa ftmitf •Doubla 
Catioita Dock (RdWWI 
•Ramola Conind iHsmi *10’^ 
3-W$y Spaakar Syatam 
lAom),
•Continuoua Playback •Synchro DuhMng Star! 
libbing
DA-400 *DPPS »SPSS 
alndax Sesrch *4 Wsy
nepesi
•Digital SynttmaM Yunai 
•Aulo Havaraa (Back Af •Auto 
Slap •High Spaad Dubbing 
•Symhronlrad Dubbing •3- 
ttartd araphle BquaUtar
•High Spaad D mi  •Bulll-ln MIcrophona
iV* .......ariabla Mmliorlng 
Syatam/ALC ftacording •Auto 
Slop •One ttullon recording 
•Pauaa Ctmirol •Soil EJacl 
•Olmanahma: IHxWxOI M.O.» 






Cassotle Player with 
3”Band Graphic bqualuier
SANYO SPORTSTER
•S-0and Draphlo Eqtfalliar 
' *Lt>eklng Faal forward 4 ■
Nawlnd •Auto Stop •Staraa 
Haadphonaa •Dalachabla Balt 




Stereo Cassette Sportster 
with Autn Stop.
•Compact atarao pixy •fo»m~i‘ii»hlonad llpMumiffhi
aiarao tmdphonaa •Aula Stop •Locking faal foiward
•Sim/Blaci buHm. •Extarnal "00 mwar J.ack. •Oparalaa m 
DC, mtkml DC car adaptor, 
or axlMnal AC with aplkwial 
adaptor, •Handy Dalachabla 
ttallCClk>
2496 BEACON AVE. 656-5341
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SECOND CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION NO. 0128
The community’s 
goldmn hoarfod
Nominations are starting to arrive at The Review of­
fice for Air Canada’s Heart of Gold Award program.
Designed to recognize those people who often aren’t 
acknowledged for their efforts, the program is an ex­
cellent vehicle for making known the selfless thousands 
a community relies upon.
Ironically, the people the program should reach are 
those least comfortable with any kind of recognition. 
They receive something else, something untangible, for 
their efforts: a sense of personal and community pride 
through altruism.
Heart of Gold, run in conjunction with Canada’s 
community newspapers, wants to celebrate community 
spirit. And there is no community spirit without 
selflessness, willingness and understanding.
A Heart of Gold nomination form appears elsewhere 
in this issue of The Review. Also, pamphlets on the pro­
gram are available at our office.
IN THE CREDIT WHERE credit isn’t due department, a 
seniors’ lunch sponsored by the Legion was called a seniors’ lunch 
sponsored by another local service club, in last week’s Review. Be 
assured, the popular luncheons are still sponsored by the Saanich 
Peninsula branch of the Royal Canadian Legion. The next lun­
cheon is May 10 at the hall, 1660 Mills Rd., at it starts at 12 noon.
ALSO FROM LAST WEEK: WAS IT an e.xciting glimpse into 
the workings of a newspaper or has reporter Juliette Proem chang­
ed her name to juliette proom byline? We’ll let you guess.
“FOR YOUR RECORDS,” say the most official-looking slips 
of paper from the Royal Canadian Mint. Received by Mlrs. E. G. 
Clark and her daughter, both of the Sidney area, the addresses on 
the envelopes point out that the two are involved \vith the Prince 
Rupert Curling Club. The addresses are otherwise correct, but 
neither person has anything to do with the Prince Rupert Curling 
Club. Odd things to keep “for your records.’’
AT SI.MON FRASER UNIVERSITY’S ANNUAL award 
ceremonies, Sidney resident Nadine Schwagley of Parkland Secon­
dary won a president’s secondary school entrance scholarship. 
More than lOO Simon Fraser award winners were honored, recent­
ly. Congratulations, Nadine.
LOCAL REALTOR Ron “The Wonder Pup” Kubek will have 
to settle for second best. Kubek is the number two realtor for NRS 
Block Bros. — in Canada. He received the award recently in Van­
couver, and another awrd for being the Sidney branch’s number 
one realtor.
IT TOOK A WHILE for Peter Cottontail to show up and claim 
his prize. The basket of goodies was collected at 1 p.m. Thursday. 
And it took almost as long to convince Reg Teemey of the Sanscha 
Hall board to give ds his name. First, he claimed he was Cliff 
Ruttan, then he quickly hopped to Bill Vander 2^1m. We’ll just call 
him Reggie Rabbit.
; THE MOUNT NEWTON Ma.sonic Lodge presented a S5.000 
cheque to the Saanich Peninsula General Hospital, yesterday, Pa­
tient Stan Fernstrom, the lodge’.s master. ga\e the cheque to ad­
ministrator John Benham, on behalf of his lodge.
TFiE ACUTE CARE wing of the Saanicii Peninsula General 
Hospital celebrates 10 years of service, Friday. “May 1 suggest that 
this may be an opportune moment for some ieader.s to make a 
donation , . . to the Saanich Peninsula Hospital Foundation?” 
says a note from Dr. A, G. Moffool. “This foundation will serve to 
maintain and improve upon this community hospital's ability to 
give service to an cvcr-incrcasing population on tliis peninsula in 
the future, and 1 can assure you that any such gifts would be very 
wisely used,”
NIMBLE FINGERS flew and knitting needles clicked, 
throughout Sidney for the past three weeks, as the Friends of Ab- 
beyfield worked diligently to jHoduce 117, 12diu;h by 12dnch 
squares, These will help complete what is hoped will be the longest 
scarf in the world. The project began in England as an Abbeyfield 
Society fund raiser. The scarf is now off to Tornoto, and from 
there it goes to England to be added to the main scarf, The com­
pleted scarf will be plactfd in tm exhibition in Birmingham, May 29, 
The final measuring ceremony will be overseen by the Guinness 
Book of Records. After judging, the scarf will be dismantled and 
lh(^ squares will be made into small blankets for the needy.
AAovfe:
Editor:-: '■
Central Saanich council should 
agree to move Western Canada’s 
oldest fair to Cumberland Farm 
on Stelly’s Crossroad, with the 
only condition that the North and 
South Saanich Agricultural 
Society agrees not only to keep 
the fair open for three days but to 
make the proposed site an agri­
cultural centre.
My grandfather, Sidney Fox, 
came to the Saanich Peninsula in 
1913 and cleared the land using 
horses to build a fann which is 
well known today as Silver Rill 
Farm. My grandfather and my fa­
ther, Stanley Fox, produced a vi­
tal milking busincs.s and then 
started with the corn. Dad was
bestowed wntii the tide of “com 
king” in: 1966.
I have been raised on this farm 
all my life and I’m the last person 
in this world who wants to see 
houses being built on our agricul­
tural land. I can remember riding 
my pony along Wallace North 
and seeing on the right an apple 
orchard and on the left a mink 
farm. Now, ilierc is nothing but 
houses and more houses.
This is just a liny example of 
the changes in the Peninsula. I 
understand that pceplc have to 
live somewhere and 1 also know 
farming is becoming less and less 
financially viable. But wc have to 
preserve something,
I .say Cumberland Farm. Really,
die only diing the land is arable 
for is growing hay. Never could 
you grow any produce there be­
cause of the lack of water. Even 
growing hay in our climate is a 
dicey proposidon.
Build an agricultural centre on 
Cumberland Farm. A number-one 
facility flexible enough to house 
the different events. Leave the ag­
ricultural centre open the year 
round and let the different clubs 
- whether cow, horse, dog, 
sheep, donkey, goat or whatever 
” have dieir different shows, 
meetings, and functions. Let die 
4-H Club decorate the main (ad­
ministrative) building with 
permanent murals, pictures, dis­
plays of .scenes of farming - )'cs-
Mel's B.S. Fund described
VICTORIA - 1 said lx:fore 
that the buclgci brought down 
by Finance Mini.stcr Mel 
Couvelier a couple of wcck.s 
ago isn’t half had, and I'd say it 
again if it weren't for a couple, 
of iicnis that insult one‘.s in­
telligence as well as one's scn.se 
of fairness.
I AT THE 
LEGISLATURE
HUBERT BEYER
NE,\T WEBNIiSDAY. June Rogers, wife of B.C. Ll.-0,.w.
Robert Rogers, will be in Sidney as the special guest of the Sidney 
Group of the Save the Children Fund of B.C, at its 44th annual spr­
ing tea. The group will give Rogers a thank-you gift for lutr active 
five yeaivs a.s chatelaine of Government House. The Crown's 
reprc.sentativcs have a special associutioit with the Save the 
Children Fund Queen Elizabeth 11 is the group’s patron, and 
Princess Anne is the fund's inieinaiional presidem. The tea, a ma­
jor fund-raising event for the group, begins at 2 p.m. at^ the 
Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall, Fourth Street, Sidney. Gncsi 
speaker Is Joe Wingfield from the Save the Children ITind in 
England, and he svill discuss problems m Liliiupiu and Mo/ambi- 
que, Members of the B.C. board of directors, including vice- 
president Joe Briggs of Duncan and Heather Siska of Victoria, will 
spn )irff*nd April 11 to IS ic sjnviMhf*Children Week in B.C,
FORMER REVIE'W owner and district pioneer Jimmy 
Wakefleki cHfbrafed hisdlst birtlKlay, Friday, at a party pul on by 
the local Rot.iry C'hih, Wakefield is a First World War veteran aitd 
a hero of the battle at Vim,y Ridge.
A SCR,AICH AND W’lN ticket pnvdiascd ai Sitlncy Pltar- 
mflsave. March 25, earned 21-year-old Lcanne Siovd a cool fivfe 
grand. Stovel, who “freaked out” when she won, will use the 
money to nav off a car kLin. Her grandmother says Leanne is 
alvmys in the right place at t he right ttrne.
First, there i.s the Budget Sta- 
l.Miizaiioii Fund, already referred 
to sviih ample jirsiillcaiion as 
the B.S. Fund. Couvelier irie.s to 
tell us that he jnn $450 million 
into Unit fund to suibili/.e future 
budgets, The idea is to put 
money into the budget when 
limes arc good and draw front it 
(luring bad economic times.
According to my home-grown 
economic model, you can only 
pul something into a rainy day 
fund when you’ve got il in die 
first place. In other words, if 
you want to salt a few iliou.satid 
dollars away for future use, you 
have to save them firsi,
Couvelier dixisn’t appear to 
be Nagged down by suclt 
simplistic logic. He created a 
$4.51) million fund out ol noth­
ing. In fact, he dociui’i expect to 
liavc enough money to pay for 
CVCI^lliHig illC guvvoiuitcul ,vill
do over the next 12months -• 
wiili or w'ithout the B,.S, Fund, 
V'du should try n with your 
own budget, .U’s a neat uick, 
.Snirposc you e.\}rect to earn 
S30,(KM3 after taxes next year, 
I'dan on .spending S3.5.0(X), I'hen 




Where Aviir you get the extra 
S5,(KX) when you already will 
be spending mare than you 
earn? Don't a.skme, Ask 
Couvelier. He’.x the creative 
guy.
'TIk* money in that fund 
doesn’t e.xisi, c.xccpt on pafwr. 
A real fund can only l>e 
financed from a budget suridus, 
but the S198,S-89 budget i.s e.x- 
pecied to have a S295 million 
deficit.
If Couvelier ever wants to 
produce the money in that 
myihic.nl fund, he’ll have to 
hot row it, which is exactly what 
he imciuis to do, during an elec­
tion year. Air the furui dfH’s is 
give the government the power 
to iHirrow an additioital $450 
million for uns|X'cified pur- 
pu.sc.*., Ami ihat, vvtii cuine m 
handy prior to the nc.xt election.
If you feel that your in­
telligence has been suificicnily 
in.siilied by Couvelier'.^ mirror 
magic, you're ready for the as­
sault on your schse of fairness. 
Jltc following is an excerpt 
from tlie budget sjk'CcIi:
"Over tiic next two decades.
the proportion of senior.s in our 
population is exivcied to in­
crease significaruly, To provide 
ior that growth, and increased 
costs, government svill increase 
n.ser fees^ for elients receiving 
c.Mcndcd and long-ienii care as 
well as iho.se receiving long­
term mental health and alcohol 
and drug ireaimeni.
" rhe. fees will be incrca.sed 
from 75 i>cr cent to S5 per cent 
of the combined old-age 
security and guaranteed income 
supplement payments. Tluvse 
new rates, however, svill emsure 
that even the ino.st nce<ly clients 
will continue to fiave more dis­
posable inenim* than tho-'.e in
seven other provinces.’'
'niai, means long-term care 
patients who.se only income is 
iJic maximum old ape security 
pension and thema.ximum In­
come Guaranteed Income gnp-
plcrncm will have iheir di<;. 
I’Kisahle income reduced to 
S 109,31. a month from $178.87 
a rnontJi,
And the only excuse the gov- 
cmmeni could come up witli
are even greedier and more cal­
lous in their approach to seniors 
needing long-term care,
Perhap.s realizing that this 
stiueeze on tlie poorest and 
most helpless British Colum­
bians might make The govern­
ment look bad, wliich it does, 
Stx'ial Services Miriisicr Ckuide 
Richmond announced a few 
(lays later that long-term care 
patieni.s will now bo eligible for 
Gnaranteed Avaihiblc Incoirie 
lor Need (G.MN) payments,
lhat latest tnovc will bring 
the dispostihle income of long­
term care patients relying on the 
two pieviou.sly nieiiiiun .sourcc.s 
of income buck up to S15S..U. 
In other words, the government 
ttxik a hell chunk from them 
and then gave them back a bit. 
Ihey’ll still get $20 a nmndi 
less than before.
The message: Getting old is 
bad enough for most peo[iIe. but 
getting old and sick , is .some­
thing you had belter not Ivcome 
in British ('‘(dumbia.
■llm mov*,- detles logic, 'Ibc
additional levenuc the govern­
ment will derive from confiscat­
ing another 10 percent of lone- 
icnn care paiicrii.s’ dispo,sable 
incomes is a few million at best, 
a drop in the biidgeinry bnekci.
Imr the inilividual. however, 
that tax grab could mean the 
diOercnce bcpveen keeping and 
(osmg self-iesivci. The vshole 
scheme sounds like Plan B iii 
case the public doesn’t buy
euih.m,t.si;i
lerday and today. ,•
Make il a place for tourists and ; 
visitors to come and admire any ; , 
lime of die year — not just at 
“fair dmc” to browse and com- 
ment on our history of the • , 
Saanich Peninsula farming and 
tod,ay’s modem technologies.
What about tractor, heavy duty 
farm equipment, feeding sup-. : 
pliers, veterinary, fertilizer or 
seed conventions showing us 
their latest technology and keep- ■ 
ing themselves up to date? There 
arc many things wc c,an do to 
enable the local agricultural per­
son to modernize his or her 
knowledge and for our young 
people to sec how it was done in 
Continued on Page AS
J
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More than one way to cure a house
“Hello House? Hugh here. Look, could you tell the bathtub to 
start filling; and make the water a couple of degrees hotter than 
normal. It’s been a tough day.
“And I’ll have tlie usual - a double. Is the wash done? Great. 
Be tliere in 10 minutes.’’
Of course, this conversation didn’t really occur but according 
to a group called the Smart House Consortium something very 
close to it is only a few years away. A revolutionary new cable 
which combines electricity and electronics will soon be on the 
market. Using microchips and home computers, toasters will be 
talking to stoves, washers to driers, fridges to ovens, and I’ll be 
talking to myself.
Although some very basic systems are already being sold for 
about $100, the upcoming, first-string systems will cost in the 
thousands and entail a partial or even complete house rewiring.
To me that sounded a bit steep. So about a year ago I came up 
with a simple, less expensive solution I’d like to tell you about. 1 
had concluded that I didn’t need a smarter house - just one that 
functioned at its old level of competency.
I didn’t care if washers and driers would soon be carrying on 
intelligent conversations concerning the holes in my .socks and 
the stains on my shirts. I wanted them to be young again, to 
return all the socks 1 gave them and to stop staining the shirts 
themselves.
The furnace was another problem. Il manufacturexl soot and left 
it in little piles in front of its motor for me to admire. Not unlike 
a cal will! important rat catches.
And the toaster. Once an object of affection and the soul of de­
pendability, it now produced burnt offerings which always coin­
cided with the limes I was in a hurry and needed a full belly.
Our house had forgotten its basic responsibility - to .serve its 
owners. I wasn’t prepared to spend thousands of dollars on a 
home brain transplant and I suspected lhat many other home 
owners shared my concerns and conclusions.
My belief was that homes such as mine did not have a physical 
problem. It was all menial and performing radical surgery and in­
serting unproven cables into a home’s innards was unnecessary 
and maybe even immoral.
Therefore, in the interest of a more holistic approach to 
rejuvenating tired homes, I set up a home counselling service, In-
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUeHNASH
temalional Relearning Enterprises (IRE).
At IRE we l)clieve that by talking through a home’s problems, 
by getting right down to die basement of ius frustrations, we are 
able to bring it back to its original usefulness without ripping 
open its attic or forcing new wires through its walls.
In the past, many people when faced with a malfunctioning 
home just dum[.x;d it on the market and bought a newer one. How 
do tliey lliink their house fell about that? Not very good 1 can tell 
you.
Did these same people simply sell a child when il failed to per­
form to their satisfaction? Did lliey rip out their apple trees when 
the fruit was not to their liking? Not on your dusiballs.
They lucked right in and discussed die situation with their child 
or tree and, through a mutual exchange of feelings, together with 
die help of professionals, arrived at a mutually beneficial solu­
tion.
Thai’s what IRE can do for your home.
So if your home is tired, listless, drops its paint into your flow­
er beds, cries dirough its ceiling, is unable to shake the moss 
from its roof, or leans listlessly to one or more sides, don’t 
despair. Call IRE.
It’s not always necessary to jack up your house and truck illo 
our office (we’ve leased a local soccer field), but sometimes 
we’ve found that getting a house away from its neighbourhood, 
where it might have picked up bad habits, is a good idea, at least 
for a short while.
However, to accommodate those hard-io-move homes or ones 
that are simply too lethargic to go anywhere, we make house 
calls.
And wc do windows.
fiacUi mwra t
656-7023
10139 McObriald Park Rd. 
Sidney
Central Soonich by election forums
ARLENE BOX KAREN HARRIS
I am running for alderman in 
Central Saanich because I believe 
council’s actions should represent 
the community’s wishes and I be­
lieve I can effectively work for 
the people of Central Saanich.
I am married with four teenage 
children, David, John, Maria ard 
Joe. In 1968 I retired from nurs­
ing to become a full lime 
homemaker. For the past 12 years 
I have lived and worked on a 
small farm in Central Saanich 
with my husband Len.
I was the originator and co­
ordinator of a parent volunteer as­
sociation at Mount Newton Mid- 
_dlc School, president of the Keat­
ing Home and School Association 
and food manager for die Cor­
dova Bay United Church family 
camp, I am pre.scnily tlie 
chairman of die Mount Newton 
new school committee. Being in­
volved in the community, I have 
spent many volunteer hours for 
church, sch(X)l and sport organi­
zations.
’fhese activities and my nursing 
experience have developed my 
organizational, research and com- 
rnunicaUon skills. The profession 
1 clio.se and my volunteer work in 
the community arc evidence of 
the caring, hard working and reli­
able person 1 am.
My main focus of late lias been 
with tlie Mount Newton new 
schcxil committee. Due to tin ex­
tremely imsaiisfaciory situation 
which exists at tlie present .school 
site 1 am very anxious that this 
building project lie started. 1 
respect the school botird’.s ability 
to decide on the mu.sl suitable kite
for a new school and I would sup­
port any request dial the school 
board presents to council.
I support:
•Preservation of the agricultural 
land Concept
•Decision on a new middle 
scIkxiI site
•Expansion of park and recrea­
tional opportunities in Central 
Saanich, including die CRD plan 
to expand Island View Beach 
park and the continued staging of 
the Equestrian Event at the ptirk.
©The relocation of the .Satinicii 
Agricultural Fair
•Continued fiscal responsibility
•Local businesses and the im­
portance of their contribution to 
the community
•Dcmtxjraiic revision of our 
conimuniiy plan,
Central Saanicii ' has long 
been respected for its planning, 
foresight, and pay-as-you-go 
policy. That is a tremendous 
credit to the people and council 
of Central Saanich. 1 would like 
the opportunity to continue that 
tradition.
I support the spirit and tradi­
tion of the community plan with 
its focus on the quality of life 
that is‘bur heritage in Central " 
Saanich — a successful blend of 
residential communities, com­
merce and light industry set in a 
firm agricultural land base — 
the envy of any municipality.
I will do my best to preserve 
our rural character and promote 
controlled, economically viable 
growth. I support orderly, plan­
ned development that does not 
infringe on the integrity of the 
agricultural land reserve.
1 will work hard to keep taxe.s 
down. Careful .spending of our 
tax dollars is a priority.
I am open to innovative ways 
of increasing community sup­
port of local business.
Central .Saanich children need 
a new middle scliool now! I will 
work with the school board to 
facilitate its location and con­
struction. I will dermind that the 
school board publisli ihcii 
future requirmems for schools 
in the comniuniiy plati,
I .see the need foi iiicf eased 
recreaiionid tuid cultural op­
portunities for till residents. An 
activity centre in the general 
vicithty of Ceiitenniiil I’aik 
would be very useful. We htive 
the perfect Idend of beaches and 
woods to futtlier promote tincl 
develop parks and outdoor 
rccrcaiitvn.
By the year 2000 the popula­
tion will be heavily w'eighted to 
the over-65 age group. Their 
needs and concerns must be 
considered.
Resolution of the Pat Bay 
highway interchange problem 
will have my support. Expan­
ding the sewer enterprise area is 
a problem that must beiiddress- 
ed. Affordable water for 
agricultural and adequate water 
for domestic and industrial use 
arc.further issues of immediate 
concern. Drainage also needs to 
be investigiticd.
1 airi acccsible to each and 
every person in this miiniciptili- 
ty ttt 652-9,164. I tun flexible in 
tile best interests of the entire 
comnumiiy tind I am able to 
commit my full lime energies to 
the business of the municipality. 
“Karen Cares.”








Conllnuod from Pa^o A4
the past. It appears wasicl'ul to 
’ keep farmland of that size for 
only three day.s a year, when the 
land can be utilized by the whole 
agrieiiliural community over the 
whole year,
As for finances, if the present 
fair can clear about .$I20,0(X) in 
1987 O'Ik: Review • Nov. 25, 
1987),! don’t sec wity il couldn’t 
afford to Iw oixut all year round. 
11,uve someone on the .society to 
take b(x.)kiuf;s and thiirgc lire 
dub,valid the farm suppliers a 
nominal fee per year to use tlii.s 
facility. As a ia,xpayer. I would be 
proud to conthbuie to such a 
number-one lacility,
The fjirming hi,story of the
Stumich Peninsula is a rich one 
1,b'.iill on, lu’itd v.:oik by ntu fmcfii
“No doubt his usual compifrintiv . , , hla proolous plautfi, nod sod conlroa In his
llrer.s.
Don’t let it fade away -- or die. 
- when we have thi.s u|i|K>(imi(iy 
mu only to pie.sctyc the 
memories, but to honor iltose. wlio 
put in the elToir for the following 
generations, ;





April 6th to 16th
ARE YOU READING 
OUR ADS?
If your are tell us and we 
will give you both of our 
last two weeks Specials!
9/, spT,k + FREE
/y Plug Cost GEAR OIL
On the cost of our already 
low priced spring service 
of your outboard.
‘A Natural Foods Store ”
ORGANiGALLY GROWN
HERB PLANTS
For Planting Out MOW!
BRENTWOOD BAY
7060 W. SAANICH RD. 652-1121
^ Save the Children Fund of B.C. 
Sidney Group
\|7 SPRING TEA
* Wed. 13 April, 2 PM
* SPECIAL GUEST »
Her Honour, Mrs. Robert Rogers
•Guest Speaker — Joe Wingfield, Deputy Director, 
Overseas - SCF-U.K.
•What’s happening in Ethiopia & Mozambique 
•Raffles .SCF Cards
•International Crafts •Admission by Donation
Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall — 9697 4th St., Sithiey
Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney is
BRIAN SHEPHERD
For a home demonstration of any of our fine products cat!: 
656-7567386-2411
TOMMIY TUCWEKS RED ROOFED 
UGHTHOUSt:
t/ioo 98io-7th St. Mariner Mall 
656-1711 VILLAGE MALL
FULLY LICENCED PREMISES
Open foi Breakfast, Lunch A Dinnot 
7;00 am -11:00 p.rn.
SEVENDAYS
THB GREAT FAMILY RESTAURANT
Voted//I on Vancouver Island 
Fabulous salad bar, famous rotisserio ciiicken
Take out service ..




GLASS & UPHOLSTERY C'
CALL US FOR:
WINDSHIELD REPAIR 
& REPLACEMENTICtIC CLAIM.S PROMT LV HANDLED
It ' ic: wiNDikMiM.DHIt/'AiHliiciic AfpROvip
-10025 GALARANRD.






656-1522 ■ ' -
6 Prods Ion Cyltlng - ,;
.. IN SIDNEY CENTRE ■ 
nm nm Botran Ave., Sidney, B,C..
in
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ARE YOUR INVESTMENTS PERFORMING 
TO YOUR SATISFACTION??
DO YOU HAVE A BALANCED MIX OF INVESTMENTS 
FOR BOTH GROWTH AND INCOME??
A MUST FOR THE SERIOUS INVESTOR 
TO RECEIVE YOUR FFTEEREPORT CONTACT:
STEPHEN BRICE
or AT 388-6411 (local 800)
ASSET STRATEGY REPORT '"S^NAME............................... ......... !
C/0 MIDLAND DOHERTY ADDRESS....................................
3B0-880 DOUGLAS ST. CITY .............................................








Your Lawnmowor Service Centre Riil
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 656-7714
WIN!





IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply 
fill in your name, address and phone on the
Sports fishermen have 
been given a 10-day reprieve 
on new chinook regula­
tions.
“We’ve instructed our 
vendors and enforcement 
officers to honor 1987 
licences until April 10,” 
said Bob Wowchuk, depart­
ment of fisheries and 
oceans sportsfish co­
ordinator.
New tags to be attached 
to each chinook salmon 
caught on the West Coa.st 
have not arrived from the 
printers.
When available, red tags 
will be attached to fish 
caught in Georgia Strait — 
from Sheringham Point to 
Quadra Island. Yellow tags 
must be affixed to all other 
Chinook salmon.
Tags will be sold in bags 
of four, except to fishermen 
who purchase a one-day 
fishing licence. These 
anglers will be permitted to 
buy two tags, since the daily 
limit of chinook salmon is 
two, said Wowchuk.
The old regulations apply 
until the new ones are ac­
cepted as government 
policy. This will happen 
when the regulations are 
published in the Canada 
Gazette.
“We expect the regula­
tions to be published the 
same day as the tags are 
available — on April 10,” 
said Wowchuk.
Until the regulations are 
published, sports fishermen 
may continue to catch the 
previous annual limit of 20 
chinook in inside waters. 
New regulations cap the 
number at eight per year.
VOLUNTEERS FOR the Canadian Cancer Society will be knocking on doors, starting 
today. Peninsula fundraising chairman Jim Cumming said the new local unit hopes to 
raise $50,000 for the society, which uses the money for cancer research, emergency 
aid and patient service programs. Above, canvasser Olive McHattie seeks a dona­
tion. The local canvas continues until April 17. The society is celebrating its 50th an­
niversary of fighting the dreaded disease.
Provlnclol grants annoynced
<4 FAMILY RESTAURANT
back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced 
every second Friday Lunch Hour.
652-0212
7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichtort
FOR PERSONALIZED 
SERVICE
The provincial government is 
giving Peninsula municipalities 
more than $1.25 million. It has 
announced its unconditional 






6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE , 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B:Givi
North Saanich will receive a 
$40,000 basic grant and 
$264,169 as an unconditional
grant. Central Saanich will get 
$69,328 for its basic grant and 
$472,580 as an unconditional 
grant. Sidney has been allocated 
$49,524 for a basic grant and 
$360,852 for the unconditional 
portion.
Unconditional grants are pro­
vided to municipalities to use as 
they see fit. The basic grant is
for administrative costs. Both 




An announcement on condi­
tional revenue-sharing grants 
will be made later. Municipal 
Affairs Minister Rita Johnston 
announced in a news release.
WE OFFER YOU TOTAL 
INDEPENDENCE 










#8-10114 MCDONALD PARK RD. 
P.O. BOX 2447 SIDNEY V8L 3X9 656-7087 MEDALLION gOOOLX
Elementary schools are facing 
a crunch in software availabili­
ty, but it’s not as severe as 
earlier projected.
Saanich schools hold district 
licences to 170 software 
packages. The licences allow 
free legal duplication for school 
use, said technology consultant 
Ed Bloom in a memo.
Art, elementary language 
arts, spelling, science math, 
polls and politics are some of 
the subjects addressed in the 
software with these licences.
“I believe this is an ap­
propriate interim solution to 
elementary/middle schools’ 
software needs,” said Bloom. 
He was responding to a query 
from parents belonging to the 
Sidney School Association.
Trustees are looking for a 
long-term solution to tlie soft­
ware crunch. Although the 
district holds an area-wide 
licence to 170 programs, others 
are purchased for a specific site
or computer.
The ^ board is considering 
budgeting for more computer 
software.
CANUCK
Continued from Page A1
mamma
off the edges,” Wilcox said.
So far Vancouver Islanders 
have shown a lot of support for 
Wilcox’ cause. Cash, work and 
donations have been pouring in 
from all sectors, he says,
“It’s really inspiring lhat peo­
ple feel so strong,” Wilcox .said.
The free trade protest was 
sparked two years ago When 
Wilcox attended a reunion of 
Canadian Volunteers Overseas. 
He discovered the Nicaraguan 
Constitution and found out 
“that people like us arc getting 
shot by American-paid
mercenaries.”
“If I endorse the free trade 
agreement and the Meech Lake 
accord, what 1 am doing is 
aligning and endorsing what the 
American administration is do­
ing,” Wilcox said. “There is no
way I can do that.”
“By getting involved with 
them I will be severing my con­
nection with every other nation 
in the world.”
^ Wilcox has the support of the 
Council of Canadians, author 
barley Movvai, the Canadian 
Labour Congress and many 
small businessmen on the 
Saanich Peninsula, he says.
THE DYNAMIC DUO - 
MURRAY)/ I4E.RLYM CHRISTIAN 
PROUD OWNFRS OF THAT 
H/APPV FAMILY KNOWN AS 
ISLAND furniture nARTN.'
ANSWER: Very! Ii is pen- 
crally IkM in tenns of lonjL 
term values ■ if all Iioines in 
given neighlxiihotHl are in the 
sanv: price range. t’’tofessiona! 
real estate appraisers have this 
ihwry on lire neiptiKnhixxrs 
innuciicc on hotnt,' piietx: A 
lunne will tend to go up in value 
if olhei homes aroimd it .ne 
iviore ex|x’nsivc. Il will tcinlTn 
go down in maikei value itoilicir 
m iln atc.i are in Umci 
price range. I vhcntkl also nivie 
that this is a bckhI vdliiii' ixrini if 
your home is for rctlc and is pric* 
oil peiow the average lot your 
neiphlxnluHKl,
..THINKING OF BUYING 
OH SELLING 
Don’! Delay • Phone Today 
doe Starke 6S64)S1 or 6564)147 
CaallePrnpftrliesMWlffrt 
43'9764 5lh SI., Sidney 
B.C,VflL2X2
BEAUTY QIIALITY --VALUE Wher0 idsc bat,..
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
■ .MON.-SAT. D AMtOflPM2S13 Beacon'Avi'ouf , Sidnev.“rriinUT-iiiMiiiiiMWiiwatieaiiiriitMiil'MiniiiiiiiiinrfniiiiiiirtiiriiiiirMeiiiTiiMiMiIiiiiiii
ni^\
Stom )
If it’s News Cali the Review
656-1151
■M uliniillMIIHIIIil




Porents seek better traffic contr©! Iri Deep Cove
Deep Cove parents want traf­
fic control improved near Deep 
Cove Elementary School.
A crosswalk at the corner of 
Birch and West Saanich roads 
ends in the busy parking lot of 
the nearby store.
When parents pick up 
students at the end of the school 
day, some park perpendicular 
to the school and others try to 
drive through a lot at the rear of 
the school.
“Rather than get caught in a 
traffic jam, some parents park 
in a church lot across West 
Saanich Road, creating a
dangerous situation,” said prin­
cipal Daphne Morris in a report 
to the school board.
“We’re getting good co­
operation from both the school 
board and North Saanich 
rnunicipality,” Germaine Ga- 
tien. Deep Cove School 
Parents’ Auxiliary secretary, 
said in an interview.
The parents group has asked 
for a small raised island on the 
store side of the Birch Road 
crosswalk.
It also wants a path from that 
crosswalk to the church parking 
lot. Many children currently 
jaywalk. If there were a safe,
marked walkway, more people 
would use the crosswalk, the 
report said.
The auxiliary also wants a 
footpath constructed along 
Wain Road west of West 
Saanich Road, similar to the 
one constructed along Birch 
Road a few years ago following 
a fatal accident.
North Saanich council ear­
marked $20,000 in its budget 
for this asphalt shoulder during 
recent budget discussions.
The parents will also take 
some initiatives. The auxiliary 
will survey families in the area 
bounded by the water, Wain
Road and West-Saanich road to 
see if an additional bus would 
reduce the number of cars con­
gregating at the school.
Parents are also trying to time 
their arrival at the school more 
precisely.
Buses are now loading and 
leaving slightly earlier, opening 
the front parking lot to cars. 
“The buses used to wait around 
for five minutes,” said Gatien. 
“Now they leave a little 
earlier.”
This plan has not been in ef­
fect long enough for its effec­
tiveness to be guaged, she add­
ed.





MARINE VILLAGE MALL 
(ACROSS FROM TOMMY TUCKERS)




iioiiica QUALITY PORTTAITS• ENLARGEMENTS UP TO 16”x 20”
LARGE NUEVIBERS of children needing a ride results in 
congestion by Deep Cove Elementary School.
Seaiey appointed 
to rogional committee
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
is one of a large group of 
regional development commit­
tee members who will advise 
Minister of State Stan Hagen.
Sealey was appointed to the 
committee during the recent 
Association of Vancouver 
Island Municipalities conven­
tion in Powell River.
Hagen is the minister oversee­
ing regional development in the 
Vancouver Island/Coast 
region.
Sealey said there was “some 
confusion” whether all those 
nominated by various groups 
would be selected by Hagen. 
But a spokesman from the 
minister’s office confirmed that 
all names sent are automatically 
on the committee. A complete 
list of the committee members 










the right to 
limit quantities
SPRING INTO SA VINGS 
A T SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
Judge T.K. Fisher, 
Commissioner
2531 BEACON AVE., 
“Sidney By the Sea”
*THE HONEST LESS PRICES STORE*
SERVING SIDNEY & THE PENINSULA FOR 25 YEARS
Please take notice that a 
public hearing will be held 
in Victoria on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, April 12 & 13, 
10.00 a.m., Parrot Room, 
Chateau Victoria, 740 


























Please phone Mr. Terry 
Julian at 6604169 il you 








Province of Britloh Columbiav__.__—/
FRESH END CUT Jj 30PORK LOIN ROAST......s.oskgli^
FRESH ENS CUT *4 39PORK CHOPS.........3.06 kg 1 I?.
FRESH CENTRE CUT 4
PORK LOIN CHOPS ....4.37 kg I








CHICKEN THIGHS... j.«kB 11?.
MAPLE LEAF»l»"SAUSAGE..wBko11?
MAPLE LEAFTOURTIERE .











PREV. FROZENSKINLESS WIENERS.ukko 791
WE alvmys produce more for your 








MAPLE LEAF ji aaSLICED SIDE «| |J9
BACON............ ..SOOg I pNo
Uilnli^U CO 113’s64‘ kg fin 'O' id. |













“Heart of Gold” Award
l.)o you know soriieotu; who jukk 
uui of his or her v-ay to miike your 
comrnuniiy «i iK'iier pliu'c io live!
Air ('Hfuidii .-111(1 ymir toinmunity 
ncwspaikcr would like to hcl(V suluu-; 
ilictk* ifiilikdduahi.
You t‘!Ui Sian ihiu);,s oil tiy 
nomirii'itinp, someone you know, 














I TANG'S ORANGE FUV.
CRYSTALS....... ...3xS2g
-SAVE MORE ON FROZEN- 
•McCAIN DEEP DELICIOUS A07
PIZZAS.,...............................



































• PUSS'N BOOTS AhST’D
CAT FOOD ....
• PUS.S 'N BOOTS
......4250
49'
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CENTRAL SAANICH
ALDERMANIC BYELECTION
With which candidate can you 
personally identify yourself?
(1) Arlene Box or (2) Karen Harris
Her Mandate will be to 
Represent you on Council
Skill Investment for
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
The Federal Business Development Bank is providing an 
opportunity for 30 small business owners/managers to upgrade 
their management and business skills. This 12 month program 
consists of:
- 10 workshops focusing on your key problem areas, and
- 40 hours of advisory assistance to analyze and 
implement new ideas gained from workshops
Limited to 30 businesses. Starts in April.
For more information call Keith Tomlinson at 388-0161.
Can you invest $375.'’“ now and $375.'’*’ in five 
months to improve your company’s Bottom Line?
Federal Business Banque f^erale 
Development Bank de developpsment Canada
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
7620 Central Saanich Road 
SundaySchool 9;45am




CHURCH ^ ^ ^
792SeaDr.
Brentwood Bay
10:30 a.m; Family Service




10030 Third St, Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 10:30 a.in.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mass ......... — • • 8:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass .................... . 12:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 10th, 1988 
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S:
SAANICHTON 
LOW SUNDAY
8:15 a.m.................. Holy Communion
10:0Q a.m................  Chroal Communion
Sunday School & Nursery 




Mooting at tho 
Sovonth-Day Adventist 
Church for Worship at 9:30 AM 
10469 Rosthovon Drive in Sidney 
Como Join our Growing Fellowship 
Rev, Peter Coulto — 655-3548
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Ml. Nowton & St. Stephen’s Rd) 
632-4311
8:30 sm.................... . Holy Eucharist
10:00 am .............Sung Eucharist









Ron & Eunice Freeman Welcome you to
(MPIhE PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
' Ir^ ' 4lh fl Ml. Oakor. Sidney 656-9957
■ H'"SUNDAY 10:30 a.rn,',....,....,... Family Worohip
In *1, ' Jlr and Sunday School





Sunday Service B;30 a.m.,11:00 a.m. 
REV. O.R, PAUL DAVIS
656-3213 (Home 655-3884
SAANICHTON BIBLE FEl.LOW.SHIP 
Kaailng Elofiionlary School
6643 C. Saanich Rd.
Communion Service...............0:30 a,»n.
Family Service ............ ... „ .11:M a.m.
Nuraery, Sunday School, 
Youth Oroups, Bible Studios
PsBteri 0M Stinton 
asi.03n m-4m
Sidney Ponlocoslal AsRombly 
10364 McDonald Park Road 
aidn»»y,li.C.V8L329
Pastor: Onvo Hauser 
9:45 am .. t.......... Sunday School




W. Saanich and Mills Rd. 
Sunday Services 6 a.m. and 10 a.rri.
SundaySchool 1(1 a.m.










FELLOWSHIP RAPTIBT CHURCH 
226SMIIl8Rd. Phono 656-5012
Rev. Gerald W. Mollor 
0:4S a,m., Sunday School
I i.Ju Muiitiiig Wuiaitip
jj.in. Evening Fellowship
4 Chimh for fp# Whol*
ST, ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
0e664fd fli., Sidney 
BUHDAY SERVICKS 
6 am. 9 am *nd II am 
(Church School A Nuisery at 6 am)





S IHrWWe w tfw w
TWO RIDERS — Lisa Smith, front, and Claire Vessey -- guide their horses along Island View Beach, Monday, 







2388 BEACON AVE. »■
MEL. COUVELIER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBERTS
CKDA1200
TOP 30 COUNT DOWN
T.W. SONG/ARTIST
1 GET OUTTA MY DREAMS GET INTO MY CAR/BILLY 
OCEAN (RCA)
2 MAN IN THE MIRROR/MICHAEL JACKSON (CBS)
3 DEVIL INSIDE/!NXS(WEA)
4 OUT OF THE BLUE/DEBBIE GIBSON (WEA)
5 WHERE DO BROKEN HEARTS GO/WHITNEY 
HOUSTON(RCA)
6 ENDLESS SUMMER NIGHTS/RICHARD MARX 
(CAPITOL)
7 ROCKET2 U/JETS (MCA)




‘11 ' tHINKIN’ About THE YEARS/HAYWIRE,(ATTIC)
12 DREAMING/O.M.DV(^R(3iNA 'V v, 
i s I SAW HIM STANDING THERE/TIFFANY (MCA)
14 I GET WEAK/BELINDA CARLISLE (MCA)
15 LOVE BECOMES ELEGTRIC^STRANGE ADVANCE 
(CAPITOL)
16 ELECTRIC BLUE/ICEHOUSE (MCA)
17 YOU DON'T KNbw/SCARLETT &BLACK 
(VIRGIN)
18 NEVER GIVE UP/BLVD. (MCA)
19 DOCK OF THE BAY/MICHAEL BOLTON (CBS)
20 ONE STEP UP/BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN (CBS)
21 MAGIC (IN YOUR EYES)/FM (DUKE ST.)
22 PAMELA/TOTO (CBS)
23 PINK CADILLAC/NATALIE COLE (CAPITOL)
24 HYSTERIA/DEF LEPPARD (POLYGRAM)
25 BACKWARD TOWN/GRAPES OF WRATH (CAPITOL)
26 PROVE YOUR LOVE/TAYLOR DAYNE (BMG))
27 ARE YOU SURE/SO (CAPITOL)
28 IN THE DANGER ZONE/GREENWAY (WEA)
29 SHATTERED DREAMS/JOHNNY HATE JAZZ (VIRGIN)

















If your Dutlneau Phone Number In now or him been recently chang­
ed, please call ua end we'll run II (roe'of r;hnrga for n period ol three 
moniha. Thin oorvlco limited to tho Roviow'u Trading arua.
New Business
Company Narno Phono Number
(241 Amandin African Merchant. (385*3121 
(14) Annamaries Electroiystn
A Cosmotlc Studio ............... 655-3011
(i4i BrendnorVetorInnry
Sorvlces ........... ..852-9700
(14) Capital Eloctrlc.... .......... ..652-2206
(24) Dlnl-A-Plnnl........... ........ 656-3078
(90) Elocirolux of
Canada........... ...... .......052-6660
05) PanlnsulS TV &
Eloctrenicci ..V — :P52 0167
(14) Sidney Vtiouum Service.,.. 655-4050
(24) Swl«i Grotto........... .........G52-9B00
(j:-) Tricin Dnvyn’o T-nclalp... ,655-3187
,.'i)Woa(coaftt Interiora............ GSS-4233
(94) WoBtorn Eloclro-Drlwo8 




I R V W
EASTER SPIRIT overwhelming for Helen McLeod, as 
she peeks through eggs to try her best at bowling. 
Tuesday afternoon bowlers at Miracle Lanes created 
special bonnets for an Easter Parade, last week.
wEimr WM7€Km
^&(o
Ti{£ FieyRE YOU mp 
ISmWlEOUGEO
20% FAS'rEll W KIGII1' li>SS
We’ve not. only reduced the time n 
takes to loHo weight, we've even 
reduced the price!
-loin now and Have on oiir faste.Ht 
pi'ogriiiTi ever: th(! N(!\v (Juick 
Succesi:!* Program, It. woi'ks ‘20* f 
ra.Hter than belbre, while keeping 
ymi healthy, So come to Weight 
Wntchers i'or a unique new iiro- 
gram I hats not only faster at. 
rediieing - it's aliict very reduced!
JOIN NOW
IIAI.F PRICK OP'I'KR! 
SAVK.$n,t)0








Cairiiiii E\.*c eJ'Uio.gc>:e:"13:vi 




eotan-i 40 fc VVe.g*'. A'i,?* (d f-, '
t* H t : Oil': Alin, I '' ■i'',0 .Hiu •' Vh’,Ogt|ii,r< atk
...
ariHDtlttJiMUKIjltMfli iMimMnii BflRRIw
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From one gloss house to onother
Even though I work in a glass house, it’s hard to resist 
throwing stones. Today’s target is the federal government.
In my naive way, I believe the senior level of government 
has a duty to uphold the language. It must maintain a high 
standard of proper grammar.
Yet two missives which have come across my desk recently 
show how reluctant the government is to fulfill this role.
The first is a new booklet prepared by the secretary of state 
on flying the Canadian flag. Most of its 12 pages are full of 
interesting directions on when and how the national flag 
should be flown.
When two or more than three flags are flown together, the 
Canadian flag should be on the left as seen by spectators. The 
maple leaf occupies centre court in a trio of flags, the booklet 
notes.
A flag is flown on a staff when the pole is planted on land. 
Flags are flown on masts at sea.
However, when the Sovereign or member of the Royal 
Family dies, the flag is flown at half-mast. This courtesy is ex­
tended to the governor general, a former governor general, a 
lieutenant governor, a senator and members of the House of 
Commons.
The rule extends to a mayor, at the place of residence.
Death, for the purposes of general rules for flying and 
displaying the Canadian flag, “may be taken to include the 
day of death and up to and including the day of the funeral.”
I digress. These details fascinate me.
The heading on these relevant paragraphs loosened my pit- 
' ching arm. The offending phrase is “half-masting.”
Our language changes with our population. Some new 
words work when others will not. 1 don’t really mind saying a 
flag is flown at half-mast. In fact, a series of diligent editors 
threatened to withold my income if I did not drop the term 
myself.
1 suspect the author was reluctant to use the term half-staff 
for fear some politician might lake this to mean the office 
could be staffed by half as many people. Personnel cuts 
would ensue, beginning with the author or the nearest 
secretary.
However, “half-masting” is an abomination. Apart from
- Tljpj T A QTT - ■
""'Word
by JULIPTTE PROOM
failing my basic test (does it sound right when 1 say it out 
loud?), it is technically incorrect.
A gerund, the -ing form of a verb, may properly be used 
turn a verb into a noun. It may be used in a modifying phrase. 
It cannot turn a noun into a verb which is used as a noun.
The other unfortunate target of my grammatical wrath was 
included in an announcement of the federal government’s 
contribution to the PALS literacy project in Saanich schools.
The computer-assisted program “will help Native Indians 
and adults.” Does this mean in federal eyes. Native Indians 
never reach adulthood?
Sitting at my desk, it’s easy to call these offenders to task. 1 
rest assured with every edition that our faithful readers will 
call after examining my offerings with the same critical eye.
However, my system of checks and edits is somewhat more 
flimsy. We write a great deal each week, sometimes relying 
more on memory and common sense than language texts.
At deadline lime, some mistakes are overlooked. We’re too 
busy looking at content to notice transposed letters or in­
terspersed verb tenses. It shouldn’t happen, but it does.
On the other hand, each piece of paper coming out of 
federal offices is checked by a variety of people. Surely .so­
meone could have put a blue pencil through the suffix in half- 
masting. Another could have inserted “other” before adults 
in the PALS news release.
The lackadaisical attitude demonstrated by these two 
missives is, unfortunately, symptomatic of a greater in­
dolence settling on our society.
THIS WEEK’S
® S P E C! A L
PORK ROAST
OLD VIENNESE STYLE WITH 
WINE SAUERKRAUT AND 
HOH^EryiADE DUMPLING
OPEN TUESDAY TILL SATURDAY 
LUNCH — 11 AM to 2:30 PM 




French use excessive, Davis says
Editor;
Sidney’s Gy Relph has been 
taken to task by a writer to the 
Times-Colonist for remarking on 
the excessive use of French in 
this province. I totally agree with 
Gy’s views, as I believe do the 
majority of people in this area.
' Our food packaging is now al­
most completely dominated by
this,language and it’s getting ye^ .^ 
annoying arid time-consuining 
when grocery shopping in partic­
ular.
One needs a magnifying glass 
to find the English, and it is 
usually even then showing the 
measuring amounts mainly in 
' metric rather than the standard 
measurements most of us grew up 
with.
The most frustrating thing is a 
box of oatmeal or porridge. One 
side of the packet has a semi­
circular spot that is suppo.sed to 
cave in and use as a pouring 
spout. Most times it is the box 
that caves in rather than the flap. 
When you do finally get a hole in 
it after repeated suibbing with a
sharp knife, you’ll find the cook­
ing instructions on that same side 
are in French! Naturally you turn 
the box over to read the English, 
right? and stand there like an idiot 
with a steady stream of flaky oats 
pouring into your shoes! A real 
sneaky way of trying to make us 
leam the language whether we 
wish toor not.
T^ world famous English 
“Garters” seeds of flowers and 
vegetables have not been seen in 
this country for years because the 
cost of adding French to the pack­
ets would have increased the con­
sumer cost enormously, and tlie 
company had more’ respect for 
their customers than to do it. Too 
bad our own governments and 
producers don’t show us the same 
consideration.
Ever notice also that most of die 
canned soups and such arc almost 
always French side out? Acci­
dently, you say! “Not bloody 
likely” as Eliza DoolitUc would 
have commented.
Likcwi.se, when the TV 
newsman a.sks me to look out for
i
Vitamins and cancer
Gancer docs not occur sudden­
ly, says Dr. Miriam Rosin, of 
Simon Fra.scr’s department of 
kinesiology. It’s a long process 
that begins with chromosmal 
damage and prcmalignani tissue 
changes such as leukoplakias — 
while patches which indicate ir­
ritation.
“An imporiani part of cancer 
prevention is identifying warning 
signs ns early as |>os.siblc, licoausc 
that is when treatment has the 
best success rate,” .siiys Ro.sin.
carotenes and vitamin A can 
rcvcr.se die damage.
an escaped or wanted man, it is 
seldom in feet or inches in height 
anymore, or pounds in weight. I 
wouldn’t know whether to watch 
for a midget or a giant, fat or 
skinny! I might hear that some­
one had fallen over a cliff so 
many metres high, so I would 
never know if the guy had only 
broken a toe or killed himsein 
It’s interesting to note lhat by 
far the majority of immigrants to 
this country make a point of 
learning English, which is sup­
posed to be the most complicated 
language in the world. Yet these 
newcomers pick it up very quick­
ly and the VieUiamcsc, most of 
whom can speak French anyway, 
still talk to us in the language of 
their host counUy,
I have some good friends in this 
area who are French speaking and 
dicy arc always courteous enough 
to talk to me in English, knowing 
diat I do not understand French. 
Gan you imagine that happening 
to an English speaker in Quebec?
A child, like an adult should 
have the choice himself, and .wc 
here in “British” Columbia 
should not have a language wc 
are mostly loo old, or set in our 
ways, or ju.sL plain unwilling to 
learn, insidiously worked in so
many subliminal ways into our 
lives. We did not vote for it, or 
from change to metric from stan­
dard and I believe most of us 
resent it’s intrusion.
Can you imagine the uproar if 
our native Indian peoples, as the 
minority they unfortunately are, 
insisted we should all leant Salish 
(which I prefer to French 
'"anyway?);;.'/.^' '..'v.■
I don’t see us in the future hav­
ing any great trade agreements 
with Quebec, but I do witli the 
Chinese, Japanese, Germans, 
Americans, and maybe even the 
Russians, but Quebec? forget it! 




IS A FREE PUBLIC LECTURE BY
ARNO PRELLER G.S.B.*
(Or UL-,NVIiR,COl.ORADO) r
THURSDAY APRIL I4th l988 AT 8 P.M. 
NEWCOMBE THEATRE
67.S lil:LIJ:VlLI.P Sl IU-lIT. VICIORIA
(»i:iIlNn rUH KOVAL B.C MUSliUM)
ALL ARE WELCOME
CHILD CAKl- AVAILAHLL
Si'OSSOKI.I) HV I IRSI C'lll.'KCn Hi GIIKISI. SCII.NHSI. \ |G|(>K|.N. M,C‘.
mmimiuim)| mi fHRisiiASscir^NGi; no.\Ki>()i nen Ki.siiin so GOl I H'llOS lAkl.N. I.Ql'Il’Ml ST I OR IlLARlSti I.NMANGI MI.NI W'Ml.AHI F
'In the very early stages, a
simple dietary change sometimes 
reverses tlie damage.”
Rosin, who also holds an ap­
pointment with the B.C. Cancer 
Research Centre, has co­
ordinated cancer research projects 
in the U.S..S.R., India, and die 
Phillipincs. She is curmntly in­
volved in identifying cancer 
‘markers’ — indicators of the 
chromosoiinal damage which may 
lead to the development of can­
cerous cells.
“There already exist several 
clinical methods of detecting pre- 
cancciou.s Icsion.s, but wc need to 
find a non •invasive method of 
identifying people who arc at 
elevated risk of cancer— some­
thing that can be. u.scd to screen 
large populations. ,
Rosin's work in identifying the 
'miciunudci ! marking
cltromo.somal damage provides a 
w'ay to recognize prccanccrou.s 
cell changes without laiuirittg
1 or tissue
"Heavy .smokers or tobacco 
chev/ers arc particularly .suscep­
tible to oral cancer,” Ro.sin says. 
”lf cell changes can be detected 
early enough in the prc-canccrous 
stage, oral adminisirauun o» ucw-
RETAIL 
STORE
SIDNEY — 9775 3rd STREET 
THURSDAY, APRIL 7th, 9 A.M.
OPENING
IIWWIkL***'
A comi>l«tn of tncdllttnl clolhinfli ontj »o>rl*t
Iw thf until# t»mllY — »H Ufyclwinwl or l«iun(l#t*4 oitil »t 
LOW, LOW pniccai
10% DISCOUNT low |Kie«»,
non iiinfll HAcioly •tirlna 
th« tttwiunriiM# «(
••I lot M
PHONE 6SS4384 9775 - 3ril STREET SIDNEY
iotnuii humMI
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Boneless Beef Outside Round. 










B.C. or U.S. Domino. 10 kg Bag. 
Limit 1 with iin. $25.00 Family 
Purchase. Without $25.00 Purchase 
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||l| WIN A TRIP lor two to Hawaii on Wortlalr Holidays
from Mnpio Loaf Doll and Safoway. Look lor comploto 
dcitnils at your noarost Saloway Btoro. Scotch Cod
Country Kitchen
4 Inch Pot. fresh West Coast. 1.66/1009
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Company offers road straightening
Central Saanich residents 
who use Bryn Road may not 
have to drive on a narrow road 
tliTough a gravel pit to gel to 
Kfeating Crossroad from the 
Sean Heights area anymore.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
■: Review Staff Writer
■A proposal to remove enough 
land from the ALR to relocate a 
quarter-mile stretch of Bryn 
Road so it links with Oldfield 
Road was made by Brian Butler 
to' Central Saanich council, 
March 21.
If approved the proposal 
would allow Butler Brothers 
Supplies Ltd. to take over the 
original Bryn Road.
Butler Brothers is currently 
involved in a 20-year reclama­
tion project in gravel pits on 
both sides of Bryn Road.
Butler proposed two plans, 
but both would end the current 
road at the intersection of Sean 
Heights and Bryn Road and 
turn it east to link with Oldfield 
Road. The current road is 33 
feet wide and divides the gravel 
pit before turning past Mt. 
Newton Middle School and 
linking with Keating Crossroad.
Butler Brothers would pay 
about $149,000 in construction 
costs for a new 66-foot wide 
road between where Bryn Road 
is how and the intersection with 
Oldfield Road if one of the two 
plains is accepted.
In the other plan council 
would split half the estimated 
cost of $297,000. The difference 
between the two plans is that the 
less expensive one requires, less 
filK to build up the road base, 
which lowers the cost.
It would require about a half 
acr^ of farmland owned by 
Albert Bean. Bean has given 
permission for his land to be us­
ed; providing it is removed from 
the. ALR. In the more expensive 
^ pl^n the road would stay on 
Buller-owned property.
The stretch of road to be 
removed is about 1,268 feet
long, compared to about 1,600 
feet of road that would have to 
be constructed.
Butler made a different pro­
posal to move the road in 
March, 1987 but it was shot 
down by residents in the area. 
They prepared a petition that 
called for the road to run across 
the back of the gravel pit, as is 
now proposed.
“There it sits, a 35-foot road 
running through the middle of a 
90-acre gravel pit,” Butler said 
in his submission to council. 
“In time, if left alone it w'ill rise 
out of the landscape, a 90-foot 
high monument.”
Because of extraction of
gravel from the pit, there is a 
deep drop-off from the east side 
of the road to the bottom of the 
pit.
Work has already started on 
extracting gravel from the west 
pit as well and, if continued, 
would leave the road about 90 
feet above the floor of each pit.
The less expensive plan calls 
for three-per-cent grade on the 
road and Butler says it would 
also act as a buffer zone bet­
ween residential and commer­
cial activity.
Residents have complained 
about having to travel through 
the gravel pits in the past and in­
dicated lined up gravel trucks
have created traffic problems 
on the current road.
“How previous people in 
their wisdom saw fit to allow 
the gravel to be extracted but 
kept the land in the ALR is 
beyond my comprehension,” 
Butler said.
“Now, in order to .use. . . the 
natural resource for its best pur­
poses 1 am asking council to 
support a road being built 
across this ALR land at the 
back of the pit,” he said.
Council has referred the mat­
ter to its public works commit­
tee and requested a report from 
staff on the technical aspects of 
building a new road.
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
animals and birds and provide 
'M ® ftiobile service for horses.
2144A Keating XRd. 652-9700 Saanichton




BOSUN’S CHARTERS LTD. 
2240 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
PRIME COMMERCIAL WATERFRONT LOCATION 
— LAST TWO SPACES AVAILABLE, 700 SO. FT. 
AND 180 SQ. FT. SUITABLE FOR MARINE/TRADE 
SHOP, SALES, OFFICE.
656-6644
COMPARE THE TOTAL PRICE
Prices include Frame Lens & Case 
Your choice from hundreds of the latest fashion frames.
SINGLE VISION BIFOCALS
Complete ^ Complete|
Glass or Plastic Lens. Reg. Monostep or Ktyptpk Bifocal. Powers to
BRYN ROAD is at the top of this tail slope. Brian Butler stands at the base of one 
gravel pit, in front of the giant barrier between it and another on the west side of the 
road. If the road is not moved, Butler can empty the other pit, leaving the road alone, 
90 feet in the air between the two pits.
A-Plus or -6 to A-2 cyl. Extras excluded & Rimless & Faceted Exclud­
ed. Compare our package prices on tri-focals, no line bi-focals & 
specially: lenses.;; . .
TRU mUJ OPTICAL
1708 Douglas St. 
(across from the bay)
VICTORIA
386-6622
OVER THE FOUR DAY holiday weekend, the sun chose 
Monday to make its best effort. And crowds of 
gardeners stocked up on tools, plants and other pro-
Malins suit settled immediately
Alniusl M.)uii ii.s iiii )8-.\cai- Church on Mills kuacl. Delciicc lawyer hudi lliovs ii
old girl filed a B.C. Supreme Lawyers for the plaintiff said .said the aciion is beine 
Court suii again.si her adoptive a leniative scitlemeni wa.s reach- “dismissed with no liability juJ’
parcnis, ihe ease was scliled out cd Iasi week. Part of the agree- mined,“ ,She said tlie .siaiemeni
of court. ment was (hat there be no fin- of defence denied all allegations
Monica Malins claimed thcr publicity aboul the case. made by the git I,
Donald and Virginiii Malins of
Moor
Spectacular scenery, superb cruising. Protected waters
.Sidney physically abtiscd Iter. 
She also claimed she had a 
“wrecked childhotHl.”
Father Malins is connected 
with Holy 'Friniiy .Anglican
ji';wr:u nnij
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME 
CONCORD & CRUISE
Sea I'riiuvsNlOmnmlc
hilv Itn.iia ,il V.iii-
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From US $2505.00
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Convenience, Service. Supplies. Amenlies
Lanoe Cow Marina oilers you Ihe most 
complete pacK'ageof tnoorage and stiore"
ctii'Hi •■(’'#»•■•w , ■












► fCTD' I •T't. • I ■ -T - .. i , ; ■•'’♦ft K.
"41 ift»
$5&om
- 2310 BBACON AVE,, S/DWEV, ».C, VflL 1X2 
Customer Ptfkino it
: side facilities you can find.
for your boat wu provide 400 oi’ien and 
wvered berths .o 4.3 feet and comj’ilete fa- 
I ilities for professional repairs and 
service,*.',
liHirecially for yim are lire coffee sliojp j’as 
dock and a phone in customs service, 
(''xerlooking llte marina is an Hnglish; 
Style Pub for onshore refreshment and 
reiaxation. Brokerage and Charter scTt 
vices are also on hand.
And eveninore
To make C.inoe Cove Marina a better 
package than ever, we've acquired a 30 
ton marine travel-lilt and expanded our 
dry slorage facilities,
Moor witli ii!v. , ■
Join other discerning Imaters from Victo­
ria, Vancoui’er and Alberta who lt.we dis­
covered they get mure at Canoe Love 




































660 contour flex coils, Gribetz quilted, pillow top 
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Comfort all around: double pillow 
back, pillow arms, extra thick 
seat cushions in an updated 
contemporary styling. This 
Reclina-Rocker chair knows how 
to pamper it’s owner. Assorted 
cov@rs.

















Palliser traditional style 
sofa/loveseat. Features lifetime 
warranty on frame and spring 
suspension unit. Complete with 
accent cushions. Choice of 
stylish covers.



























Palliser traditional/Colonial dining room 
suite in oak solids and veneers. Features 
solid oak table, 3 side chairs and 1 arm 
chair, lighted hutch and buffet. Quality at a 
reasonable price.
Complete as shown $1999.00




Reg. $1005.00 SALE $879.00
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Palliser contemporary Pier wall 
grouping. Oak solids and 
veneer features lighted bridge 
and pier units. TV-VCR unit and 
mirror back. Also available 
separately.
Complete unit SALE 
$1399.00
'•'■fsi "'"U ■ -fe' I f)M? Vivi
r
rT:Ti.-:iU'.




Prov. oaloa tax not Includod
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Save now on all stock and custom 
orders. For a limited time garden sets 
sale priced from $979,00-$1999.00. 
“Hollywood” 6 pee. set by Tropitone 
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Store Hours: fWonday to Saturday 9-5:30
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People, Places, Happenings
Chu donates artistic talents
Artist Patrick Chu has a heart 
as broad as some of his 
brushstrokes. In the past 
month, he designed and hand- 
painted posters promoting the 
annual orchid show, made an 
oversized paper lantern for the 
local volunteer fair and donated 
pictures to a Cancer Society 
fundraiser.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
He’s also arranging an artists’ 
tour of China sponsored by the 
Canada-China Friendship 
Society, “li’s a non-profit 
society to e.xtend Canadian 
hospitality to visiting scientists 
and students. Usually we have 
picnics and informal gather­
ings.”
The agricultural engineer, 
turned Downey Road chicken 
farmer, turned artist is a prolific 
painter. He works primarily in 
watercolor and sometimes 
mixes Oriental and Western 
styling.
“I’m in favor of iniercultural 
activities,” said Chu. “Art is 
work that no one has produced 
before. An artist should not be 
concerned with strict style.”
Chu picked up his first paint­
brush in 1982, while visiting his 
parents in Hong Kong. “I took 
six lessons from my high-school 
art teacher.” Those classes, in 
American watercolor, launched 
his career.
“I started off by painting 
things that would sell. I’d paint 
flowers or figures or whatever 
people seemed to want to buy.”
Three summers ago, he took 
his portfolio to the fine arts 
department at the University of 
Victoria. It was a move which 
changed his art, his philosophy 
and his life.
“I learned that to produce art 
is more than producing 
decorative paintings. Art is self- 
expression and the artist should 
lead the public into new
horizons of life appreciation.”
Chu started taking chances 
with his subject matter. His 
paintings developed mood. 
Some celebrate life, others por­
tray atmosphere through 
dramatic lighting techniques.
After his year at UVic, Chu 
started taking Oriental an 
lessons from a friend in Van­
couver. “1 visit him every other 
Monday.”
Oriental brush techniques re­
quire a lot of practice, he said. 
“It’s much like learning the 
piano. You play scales every 
day to get your hand 
movements down pat so that 
When you perform, you can 
play with your whole heart.’’
Actual painting is “like brush 
dancing. So many complicated 
movements are involved.”
Rice paper adds its own 
challenges to Oriental art, said 
Chu. “It’s as absorbant as a 
coffee filter. You can’t subtract 
color, so you have to paint 
decisively.”
It may take only a few 
moments to finish an Oriental 
painting, something which 
seems to diminish the value in
the eyes of spectators. “They 
don’t seem to take the years of 
training into account.”
Chu feels his engineering 
background has helped him 
develop artistic techniques. “It 
gave me a good sense of 
perspective.”
It also gave Chu a financial 
cushion. “My house is paid for, 
and 1 can devote my lime to ex­
ploring my art.”
Both sons are grown. One 
draws Care Bear and Ewok car­
toon programs in Toronto. His 
wife works in a downtown law 
office.
“I want to be a versatile ar­
tist. I don’t see the point of con­
fining myself to one kind of ex­
pression.” When an artist 
becomes good at a technique or 
comfortable with a medium, 
“he should be brave and ex­
plore other fields.”
Chu extends his thoughts of 
versatility to music, dance and 
other performing arts. “1 want 
to see more broadly, to be in­
spired by everything I see. An 
artist should be able to find en­
joyment in, life wherever he 
goes.”
HOLDING THIS FALCON is Frank Beebe, president of the Northwest Falconers 
Association. He favors the removal of young Peaie’s peregrine falcons from the 




















-500 WATT.................................. ................... ..
INFRARED BURGLAR ALARM




















































NOMA TURBO 3V2 H.P. ^0095
-REAR BAGGER.................






NOMA TURBO 4 H.P 
-REAR BAGGER, SELF 
PROPELLED..................... ..
NOMA 12 H.P. TRACTOR 
—39” CUT 5 SPD & REV .
BRUTE 3V2 H.P.
—20” CUT SIDE DISCHARGE..






OFF ALL OTHER TABLE AND FLOOR LAMPS 
EXCEPT INDIVIDUALLY MARKED ITEMS.
BLACK AND DECKER 
ELECTRIC
-18” CUT, SAFETY SWITCH




150 WATT........ ................... ............................. ..
BUDGET LIGHT BULBS




C5R0UND FAULT RECEPTACLF............. 21®^
LUMBER AND FENCING
PRESSURE TREATED
J OUTDOOR LIVING 49°°
MARINE SUPPLIES
MUSTANG CRUISER ntsnoKSUIT aiMk Only . ......... ............. ........... ,. 209®®
MUSTANG FLOATER
COAT PLUS .................. Stock Only 94®'*
HELLV HANSEN YACHT
BOOTS............................................  26®®
DECK PAWS CANVAS .^n«/Ari-
SHOES................................TO CLEAR 30%0FF




ZINC ANODES nro/ Arr
ALL STOCK........................................... .........25%OFF
4”x 4”x 6’ .... .> ................ 4*® on.
4”x 4”X 7'...................... 4®® on.
4”x 4’*x 8’...................... 6^" on.
2”x4”x6’....................... 1"® on. I
7’’v 7’ *1 nn ®
2”x6"xf>’...............  2**® on. j
2’‘X 6"x 7’......... ..............................2®® on. I
2”X4”X8’ ..................... ,95®oa.l
2'’X4”X10’................... ....1^® on. I












I 4”x5”x8’. on. f




80 WAIT ELECTRIC............. .
CEMENT MIXER
1/3 H.P. MOTOR............... ..
PLASTIC GARBAGE CAN -,9.
20 GAL TRASHBUSTER....................
STEEL THERMOS
1 LITRE................... ..................... .
ELECTRIC BUG TRAP
INDOOR-OUTDOOR...........
DELUXE GAS BARBEOUE 




4.5 CU. FT. POLYFJHYLENE 
-14” TIRE. WOOD HANDLES..,
4 CU. FT. STEEL TRAY
-SEAMLESS TRAY............
FERTILIZER
6-8-6 20 kg k?49
MULTI-PURPOSE ................... ..,.3













MICRON 33 1 LItro......
MICRON 44 1 Litre. ...
|i' ■ I
50 LB. ROLL ROOFING




190 LB. ROLL ROOFJNG










A£i.ST'D, COLOURS TO 
CLEAR
32 SO. FT. BUNDLE
MAKITA OV4” MITRE SAW
-CARBIDE BLADE INCL...........




BLACK AND DECKER 7/4 
SUPER SAWCAT ......... . 289®®
PERFECT FOR GARDEN SHED, 
V.^ORKSHOP, STORAGE OR 
PLAYHOUSE. EASY TO BUILD 
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L^S GOOD TASTE COMMENTS
When was the last time you had home made bread? Our 
bread and buns are baked fresh daily on the premises. '








AT OUR WELL STOCKED 
CONCESSJON
® 3 UP & 9 UP SHEETS • 9 UP BOOKS 
» FREE PARKJNG ® FREE SMILES
» COMFORTABLE CHAIRS » GREAT CONCESSION 
® NOON T011 PM DAILY « 30 EXTRA GAMES FRI. & SAT. 
9842 - 3rd St. (ACROSS FROM THE FIREHALL)
yoli enjoy my "^EUlUSyLA jiFE 
cartoon’' . let me do <1 caricature or tartoofi
■)(*: ;
espseSmiiy for
CAiricatures, make unujtu’ and !)ersonal 
fiifis for alioccasions .and really iire 
feasa to ^iv&.
So let's f’ct tof’ethej ami do a cartoon 
f jjf ' jdf'sonteone so I '
The Muscular Dystrophy 
Society will be the big winner 
when Peninsula fire depart­
ments get out their lawn and 
garden tractors, April 17.
The North Saanich Volunteer 
Fire Department and supporters 
will take to the track in the third 
annual Garden Tractor Pull.
Last year the crowds at San- 
down Harness Raceway on 
Glamorgan in North Saanich 
raised over S550 as they watch­
ed 18 tractors from Peninsula 
businesses and fire departments 
pull for charity.
This year organizers are look­
ing forward to an even bigger 
and better turnout.
“This is a fun thing that the 
whole family can be involved 
in,” said Albert Van Wyk.
Two classes of tractors will 
take turns pulling a weight 
transfer sled that can be loaded 
heavier and heavier.
“About 700 lb. of lead can be 
added, which seems to slow 
most of them down,” Van Wyk 
said.
Several teams have been 
working on modified garden 
tractors for the event and some 
of them have been radically 
changed for competition.
The pull is limited to engines 
with two cylinders, but one trac­
tor apparently is powered by a 
650-cc two-cylinder motorcycle 
engine. Another has a 250-cc 
Suzuki engine.
The Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Department is working on a 
one-cylinder supercharged 
engine. Van Wyk said.
“We’re building up each 
year,” Van Wyk said. “We 
hope to get a bigger crowd this 
year and more ■ interest from 
people,” he said.
Ribbons will be awarded to
SPARKY, THE Muscular Dystrophy mascot, is aboard one of the many lawn and 
garden tractors that will be featured at the Third Annual Tractor Pull, to be held at 
Sandown Harness Raceway on April 17. All proceeds go the Muscular Dystrophy 
Society in the event, staged by the North Saanich Volunteer Fire Department.
winners in each event.
The pull is scheduled to begin 
at 11 a.m. but those who want 
to enter are encouraged to come 
out at 9 a.m. to register.
The first class is for two- 
wheel drive garden tractors or 
rider mowers while the second 
class is for modified tractors.
Alt entries will be running in 
weight classes determined by
weighing both the tractor and 
rider.
“One family can enter in 
several events with the same 
tractor because of their dif­
ferent body weights,” Van Wyk 
said.
There is no entry fee for spec­
tators but a silver collection will 
be taken to aid the Muscular 
Dystrophy Society.
Sparky, the muscular 
dystrophy mascot, will be at the 
pull talking to kids and enter­
taining the crowd between 
events.
Muscular dystrophy is a 
disease characterized by pro­
gressive muscle deterioration.
Use of the track, promotional 
posters and organization has all 
been donated.
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The Tony MacLachlan rink 
was awarded the Harry Price 
Memorial Trophy for winning 
the club champion award, dur­
ing the season finale of. the Glen 
Meadows masters curling club, 
March 29.
His rink — made up of third 
Doug Locke, second Jack Cor­
bett and lead Ed Doehnel — 
had the highest points after nine 
games in curling for players 
over 60 years old. The curlers 
were awarded a cash prize and 
the trophy.
Also awarded at an annual 
luncheon and general meeting 
were the event winners.
In A-cvent the Dave Par­
tridge rink came out on top. 
That rink, skipped by Par­
tridge. Iiad Bill Wilson throwing 
third rock, Bill Powell as second 
and Bob Bailev ns lead.
The B-eventwinner was a 
rink skipped by Bob Glover, 
with Dick Cameron third, Vic 
Clarke second and Wilf Hetman 
lead.
The C-event winners were a 
rink made up of skip Ted Hib- 
berson, third Len Beck, second 
Roy Edmison and lead Ray 
McKnight.
Group runner-ups in the A- 
event were the rink skipped by 
Trevor James, with third E:rnie 
Jolly, second Mike Pearson and 
lead Don Wright.
B-event runners-up were the 
Don Midwinter rink with third 
Lome Hutchison, second Ross 
Gifford and lead Ron Dcnnvs.
In the C-event the runners-up 
were skip Eric Greenwood, 
third Paul Kawaza, second Mel 
iMcCullough and lead Jim 
Anderson.
Zone one of the Pacific Coast 
Masters Curling Association is 
comprised of clubs from 
southern Vancouver Island. A 
round-robin playoff between 
clubs is played each year.
This year the Glen Meadows 
masters club won the interclub 
playoff. The last time the North 
Saanich club won the trophy 
was nine years ago.
In the annual challenge match 
this year the ladies beat Ihe men 
for the second year in a row.
This year there was no winner 
of the Bob McMynn ;: seveh- 
ender trophy.
After the awards ceremony 
the club membership elected a 
new executive.
Voted in for president was 
Ken Warren. His first vice- 
president will be Don McCord. 
Second vice-president is Don 
Midwinter with Mel Mc­
Cullough filling the 
secretary/treasurer role. The 
draw master for next season will 
be Max Preston.
Two-year past president Bill 
Gabriel encouraged the 124 club 
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Watch For Opening Soon!
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A Legion bowler scored the 
highest triple of the w-eek in 
five-pin aciion at Miracle Lanes 
in Sidney. Doug I oiler scored a 
367 single and a 746 triple.
In Friday Goldies Harry 
Tow'ler rolled 110 iiins over 
averagewhen he sent them fly­
ing for a 23H single tind it .596 
triple.
Nora Parker led the ladies in 
Friday Cioldics witli a 257 
single.
In Friday Nighiers bowiing 
Grciti Harness rolled it higli
single of 272.
M cm n while, the Youth 
Bowlers competed in Ihe I Beal 
My Coach tournament on tlie 
weekend. Roll-offs w'ill be April 
9 with a banctuei and awards 
presentation to follw.
In the Twin Oaks league Con­
rad Prefonuiine scored a 
single in his first game to 
him.self up for a 695 triple.
Torn I.enion ws'is all fired up 
cluringMonday Goldies howl­
ing action. Me busted the irins 




Peggy Luff was 145 pins over 
average with her 607 triple and 
253 single in Monday bowling.
Ken Pleasance led the Mon­
day night fun league witli a 264 
single tiiul ti 629 triple.
In Tuesday Mermaids, 
Pauline Bert rolled a 639 high 
three lor the afternoon league 
and Joy Scott rolled a high three 
of 670 in the morning shift.
Ed M.'idsen scored the liiglt 
for the men in Wednesday mor­
ning Goldies with tt 625 triple
Learn to Drive 
and Survive
and a 239 .single. Win l.evnt 
claim Ihe ladies’ 
the day with her
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382-4822 :
SIDNEY COURSE: PARKLAND SCHOOL 
APRIIIZ, 6:30 - 9 PM, ROOM 112
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Legion bowler registers high triple
nuinaged to 
high triple of 
534.score. : .
In Wednesday iifternoon 
Goldic.s,Harold Norris had the 
men’s high single wiili a 295 bin 
Stan Gow took the liigh n iple 
will) a 627'poini performance to 
lieai Norris by one point .
On the larlies' side Joan 
Bonoyer had Ihe liigh triple with 
a 560 aiulMarguierite Kendall 
had the high .singlewith a 23.3- 
point [lei fornuirice.
in I egion bowling aciion 
Doug roller topped the men 
with a 367 .single snid a 746 tri­
ple. Pat Q'Brennaii had a 286 
single but was edged out by 
I'lances Abbott witli a high Iri- 
(lie 0(620.
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Lottery fund helps club ower hurdles
The Peninsula Track and 
Field Club will go over a few 
financial hurdles, thanks to a 
lottery grant.
The club received approval 
for a $1,524 grant from the 
B.C. Lottery Branch to buy 
much needed equipment.
The club, which has about 12 
members, is starting its third 
season on the Peninsula. 
Members have been holding 
practices for most of the winter, 
but now they will be able to 
prepare properly.
They plan to use the money 
for two high-jump pits, hurdles,
; starting blocks, a high-jump 
standard, and javelins and bars, 
said Reg Effa of the club.
The club currently practises 
. two days a week, usually at the 
Parkland School field and
Centennial Park in Central 
Saanich.
The first competition is next 
week, and the team has tem­
porarily moved one of its prac­
tices to the University of Vic­
toria.
The club is seeing more peo-
Rygby b@ys lose
Stelly’s School senior boys 
rugby team lost 3-0 at home 
against Mt. Douglas, March 24, 
in a close, early season game.
Mt. Doug scored the points 
on a penalty late in the second 
half, Marlene Bourne said.
“It was a low scoring game 
due to the equality of the teams 
and because of the wet 
weather,” Bourne said.
“Fan turnout was also very 
low,” she said.
Anthony Everett played an 
excellent game, showing the 
potential of the Stelly’s back
row. Bourne said.
Tackling was once again the 
major weakness of the team, 
she said.
Meanwhile, two senior girls 
soccer games scheduled for 
March 22 and 24 were cancell­
ed. The first cancellation was 
due to bad weather. Lambrick 
Park cancelled the second 
because they could not field a 
team.
There were no games in 
secondary school sports last 
week due to the spring break 
holiday.
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT SAYS:
Queen Charlotte falcons 
needed for breeding stock
Peaie’s peregrine falcons on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands 
should be made available for 
falconers to use for breeding 
stock, says Frank Beebe, presi­
dent of the Northwest Falconers 
Association.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The 73-year-old North 
Saanich resident is the author of 
two books on falcons and birds 
of prey and has documented 
research dating back to the early 
1950s about the Peaie’s falcons 
on the Queen Charlottes.
Now he is waiting for the 
result of an inquiry he attended 
in Vancouver recently into 
management of the Peaie’s 
falcons on the Queen Charlotte 
; Islands. The inquiry began Feb.
: 15, under Cyril Shelford, at the 
request of Environment and 
Parks Minister Bruce Strachan.
Public hearings have been 
held in Vancouver, Queen 
Charlotte City and Masset.
The most interesting thing 
Beebe says he noticed about the 
Vancouver public hearing was 
the lack of people who attend­
ed.
“The only public interest is 
contrived,” Beebe said. “Op­
ponents are fanatics looking for 
a cause.”
“Their main interest is cer­
tainly not falcons.”
Falconers in B.C. and the 
Yukon would welcome new 
breeding stock and the popula­
tion of Peaie’s falcons would 
not be effected, Beebe said.
“We’ve been cut off for 10 to 
12 years,” he said. “The result 
is degradation of breeding stock 
by cross-breeding and in- 
breeding.”
“There is not enough pure 
breeding stock coming in,” he 
said.
“Twenty years ago they were 
the opposite of being sacred,” 
Beebe says. “You could shoot 
them at any time.
“We tried to get them pro­
tected. Now the protectionists 
want them put on a sacred list.”
“The Wildlife Branch’s posi­
tion is that there is no reason 
that young birds should not be 
taken,” Beebe said.
“The entire population 
doubles each June,” he said. 
“They raise an average of three 
young for each pair of 
falcons.”
Falcons have an excellent suc­
cess rate with raising their 
young but that is not the pro­
blem, hesaid.
“The birds die after leaving 
the nest and after they fly.”
“Taking two birds from each 
nest each year would not affect 
the population,” Beebe said. 
“There is a harvestable surplus 
without damaging breeding 
stock.”
Beebe talks about falconry 
with relish. A good parallel 
would be thoroughbred horse 
breeding.
“It is an isolated population
that breeds on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands.”
The Peaie’s falcons are the 
largest in size of any others in 
the falcon family and they have 
a saturated population on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, Beebe 
said.
“That is the largest popula­
tion of Peaie’s falcons in the 
world,” he said.
Falcon breeding has been ac­
tive in B.C. for the at least the 
past decade, Beebe says.
“It is a viable form of 
aviculture,” Beebe said. “It’s 
the same as raising parrots, 
budgies or cockatiels.”
He said many birds that have 
been raised in captivity have 
gone overseas to Europe after 
permits were issued. “There is a 
big interest in falconry there.”
Beebe is careful to make the 
distinction between breeders 
and falconers.
“Falcon breeding by defini­
tion should be associated with 
aviculture, not with falconry — 
the recreational pursuit,” he 
said. Birds for the Queen 
Charlotte Islands would be used 
for breeding stock, not for 
falconry.
The success rate for falcons 
taken from the nest and raised 
in captivity is 98 per cent, Beebe 
said. “Hardly any of them are 
lost.”
There are currently about 56 
breeding pairs of Peaie’s 
peregrine falcons on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands.
Air Canada cut and Air BC expansion 
not related, spokesman says
pie come out and get involved, 
and Effa is not surprised.
“The new track in the area is 
bringing more people out,” Ef­
fa said.
Mel Couvelier and Terry 
Huberts, MLAs for Saanich 
and the Islands, announced the 
grant recently with provincial 
secretary Elwood Veitch.
“With construction of the 
track at Memorial Park 
scheduled for completion in 
September, the impetus for 
track and field in the area is cer­
tainly mounting,’’ said 
Couvelier.
Huberts added, “Our young 
athletes will greatly benefit 
from this equipment and the 
new track, which is also receiv­
ing a Lottery Fund grant.”
Mondays the club, made up 
of athletes eight to 16 years old, 
will be at Centennial F’ark for 
workouts that begin at 5:15 
p.m.
Workouts at Parkland School 
are normally held Wednesdays 
at 6 p.m. but will not be held for 
the next four weeks while the 




Nine members of the Kapteyn 
Super Salon junior ladies’ field 
hockey team traveled to Dun­
can, Saturday, only to lose 6-1 
in a morning game played in 
severe rain.
The juniors managed to score 
their first goal of the season, 
stunning the opposition 
Cowichan Valley Marmots — 
but not for long.
Centre forward Margaret 
Chudyck scored Kapteyns first- 
ever goal, midway through the 
second half. The Sidney-based 
team, just formed this season, 
played a good first half, allow­
ing only one goal.
Then the strength difference 
and rain shifted the advantage. 
The Marmots played with a full 
slate of 11 players.
“They are much more ex­
perienced,” said local captain 
Caroline Paterson.
Kapteyn’s replacement goal 
keeper, Leslie Cyr, played a 
strong game, despite allowing 
six goals.
Next field hockey action for 
the junior ladies W'ill be Satur­
day when they take on the Car­
dinals at the Oak Bay oval in the 
final game of the regular 
season. Game time is 10 a.m.
Meanwhile, the .senior ladies’ 
Hobbits game Saturday w'as 
cancelled because of rain. The 
Hobbits are .scheduled to play 





Members of the Ardmore 
Ladies Golf Club braved cold 
and wet weather to start their 
season with a nine-hole com­
petition, March 22.
Of the 35 members that made 
it out for the season start, 
Eileen Morry-Jones shot the 
best score. Barbara Woods 
came in second place.
The club is divided into nine- 
and 18-hole teams. Julia Toller 
captains the 18-holc team, with 
Marg McIntyre serving as vice­
captain.
The nine-hole team at the 
North Saanich course is cap­
tained by Ethel Williams, and 
Jean Struter is vice-captain.
Funeral Chapels 
656-2932 or 388-5155








Services from your church or 
in either of our chapels at




Air Canada’s decision to cut 
one shift of 24 groundworkers 
has nothing to do with AirBC’s 
recently announced expansion, 
said Air Canada spokesman 
Henry Thow.
The larger airline lias ad­
justed its schedule so that one 
crew of baggage handlers and 
ticket agent.s can handle .all 
flighls. The changes took effect 
April 3.
Before the change, 60 people 
worked for Air Canadti at Pat 
Bay Airport, Thow .said. Those 
put out of vvork by schedule 
changes were offered a 
severance package or positions 
in other airports served by Air 
Canada,
“The majority chose to move 
to Vancouver, although one 
worker chose Calgary and 
another chose Edmonton,” he 
said.
Meanwhile, AirBC, a sub­
sidiary of Air Canada, an­
nounced it i.s increasing its flight 
staff based in Victoria by 32, 
These pilots and flight at­
tendants will be assigned to two 
Da.sh-7 aircraft stationed at Pat
Bay airport.
Starting April 4, AirBC is 
running 16 flights per day out of 
Pal Bay Airport. This increases 
.service by three flights per day. 
Existing groundworkers are 






Chimney fires kept some 
Peninsula firefighters busy ln.st 
week.
There were two fires on 
March 28, A hou.se on 
Benvenuto and another on Mtir- 
chant Road had chimney fires. 
Five days Inter. Central Saanich 
volunteer firefighters went to a 
similar fire a few block,s up 
Marchani.
In tlic ' rncauliivic, ' Sidney
firefighter.s pm out a chimney 
fire at 10218 Resthaven on April 
L
The Sidney department was 
also called out to a car fire on 
the corner of Fourth and 
Beacon. The accidental fire 
started in the electrical system. 
No traffic was disrupial by the
lAn m
Fast expert service 
No appointment needed
Our mufflcra can'y a lifetime cmdiiiomil tminmteo
• Complete Exhaust Systems for 
Domestic & Import Cars « Trucks • RV'S
• Custom Pipe Bending




* Unique ruot-flghting Absorbite’^ resists internal 
corrosion. . puts rust at a disadvantage.
^ 9824 - 5th STREET
OPEN IN VICTORIA AT 1132 JOHN ST., 382-8228











or Robert Birley 
479-7908
FAMILY DIHHER
• DEEP FRIED PRAWNS 
^ SWEET & SOUR BONELESS
0 CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN CHOP SUEY
FAftHLV BESTAURAMT
ALL YOUR GOLFING NEEDS ARE 
JUST A CHIP SHOT AWAY FROM
WHERE YOU LIVE
Dipug MoihovMc Golf Shop at Glen Meadows 
Golf and Gountry Club has everything for 
Golfer I
l IN STOCK NOW!
U'
y • TITLIiST PULL CARTS (WIDE WHEELS) • GOLF BALLS GALOREl 
TOUR EDITION, TOP FLITE, TITLEST, HOQEN, WILSON STAFF, ULTRA,
>V McOREGOR, NICKLAUS, MAX FLI D.D.H., MASTER and MD, PINNACLE,| 
STAR; FLITE and used • SUPER SELECTION OF GOLF ,WEAR FQff 
iElN AND LAbmS, AUREUS, PARS and BIRDIES,’IEAGLES^ONL^, 
WILSON, HOGAN! Lyle and scorr, mark and scon • aljUsii^es 
/ ANCIt. prices..'of ,GOLF^;:OAGS • ACCJESSORIES/frO',^;riLL 
EVERYoNi’S NEfeOS, 'TOWELS, BALLf MARKERS, BOOKS. HEAD 
COVERSy TEES, GI-OVES (Wilson Soft, Power Built soft)i HAts; CAPS 
« VIDEOS BY ALL THE TOP PROFESSIONALS (te's bhd Ladies’)
• UNBELIEVABLE SELECTION OF PUTTERS AND WEDGES TO 
SHARPEN YOUR'OAI)«E'.K EVERY::MAKE:OF’O0LF CLUB FROM ' / 
LOW PRICED Tp OUALHt.
' Come oul^lO''Gleri'
; Professional advice on your golf purchase '
Public Welce'me/Prefei^etorsa! Lesson ,
by Ipiplnltriint. ,
OPEN 7 DAYS'A WEEK 
DAWN To DUSK
1050 McTavish Riad 656-3921
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Gate breaker fined $100
th'
An 18-year-old Central 
Saanich man has been fined 
$100 for breaking a gate at 
Island View Beach. Shawn 
Walker has also been ordered to 
pay $310 restitution to the
Capital Regional District.
Police patrolling the CRD 
park became suspicious around 
11:15 p.m. on Feb. 8 when they 
noticed the gate at the north end 
of the park had been damaged, 












• OUR ANNUAL MAINT. 
PROGRAMS ARE VERY 
REASONALBLE
CALL US FOR FREE 
ESTIMATE
655-7065
A jeep parked on the beach 
nearby had yellow paint scrapes 
on its front bumper. The paint 
was the same color as the gate, 
Lister said. Walker, who plead­
ed guilty in court, told police 
twice that he did not damage the 
gate.
The wind, rain and sun
“Nobody has much sym­
pathy for vandals,’’ said Judge 
Kennedy McAdam. “A fine of 
SlOO is fairly light, considering 
the circumstances.’’ He also 





with The “NOSEWORTHY’S” 











After cdl those wild winds and torrents of rain, isn’t it lovely to 
see the sun again? Those winds didn’t do a lot for the flowering 
irces, although there is still a wonderful display of pinks and pur­
ples and whites in lots of arctis and the letwes arc now coming 
along in earnest.
The birds are quick to see the possibilities of nesting sites and 
our resident robin is sending up cascades of songs in the early 
light. I get such a kick out of him when he starts off about 6 a.m. 
He kind of clctirs his throat and commences with a scatter of high 
notes, then several low ones, sort of trying to get the whole thing 
together. After a whole series of false starts, he finally recalls the 
tune, and away we go for 15 minutes of his beautiful melody.
We have some of the most vibrant tulips out right now, they are 
called “Chopin’’ but they are a trillc wind-blown and the daf­
fodils arc leaning wildly to one side after Friday’s storm. The 
prairie crocus arc just aboul to burst into flower and the 
hyacinths seem strong enough to withstimd a lot of wind.
In aboul a week I’m going to put tlic tomato seeds to “pre- 
sprout” ... it’s getting on toward THAT lime. Mc.anwhile I’ve 
just transplanted die second lettuces ... just about a dozen each 
time, since they arc all likely to be ready to cal at die same day! 
I’ve ai.so got a pot of sweet Spanish onions coming along, and 
I’m sure if you have a spot ready you could put in your onion 
sets.
In spite of all my good intentions 1 do this at least once every 
spring: Put about 36 lavatera seeds on damp pa[)cr towelling, put 
them in a plasuc bag over the warm sjiot on die hot-water heater, 
and forget dicm. When 1 remembered them, diis lime, 1 opened 
the bag with a musty sinking feeling, knowing perfectly well what 
I was likely to find. Yes, there dicy were ... all 36 of them with 
mils aboul two inches long, and most of them already lopped 
with liny leaves. What a mess ... if 1 didn’t love lavclcra so much 
I diink I’d have quietly abandoned the whole diing and plonked 
them in die garbage can.
Widi a heavy sigh 1 got out the scissors, the tweezers, made up 
a soludon of 10-52-17, and plodded out to the greenhouse. With 
great delicacy I managed to free aboul 20 of those fragile roots, 





hopeless, so hardening my heart I folded the pajxir over the lop 
of the remaining seedlings and left dicm on the counter to die. I 
went out the next day and looked at dicm. The poor little squirts 
had popped their head out around the edge of die paper, as much 
as to say, “Hey, look at me. I am very much alive. Have a heart, 
eh?” Having practically no willpower at all 1 got out the scissors 
and cut the paper lowcUing apart to frea the rtxiis and plaiiial all 
the rest, some of dicm with patches of paper still aliachal.
Today they all have their heads up, looking as spry as can be - 
maybe they retdized what a clo.se cal! dicy’d just had!
I’m very grateful to Mr. Brandrich of lireniwtKid Bay who sent 
me a list of plants that respoiul to “cutting” ... that is, if you cut 
off a piece of the parent plant, am! altempl to root it, it will 
generally make new growth, giving you a new plant.
Shrubs etc. who.se cuttings should be made in S[5ring arc carna­
tions, making sure dial you gel some of last year’s soincw'hat 
woody growdi along with die new chrysaniheiiiums (mking cut­
tings from the base of the plant, preferably those sluxiis below 
the ground) delphiniums, geraniums, hydrangeas, (using new 
growth plus a bit of old wood) lilacs (using new growth). All 
should root if placed in either damp sand, or a mixture of three 
parts coarse sand, two piu'ts peat and one pmt soil. Brandrich 
suggests, as well, that it is most impormni lo avoid water-logging 
which may Ic^id lo rotting, and if you arc using a commercial me­
dium to root cuttings or arc rooting in sand, that the cuttings will 
need liquid feeding as these metlia contain no nutrients. Thank 
you from all of us Mr. Brandrich!
Seed and plant chart §&r gardening success
PUT IN BEDDING PLANTS
m
PLANT SEED OUTDOORS INDOORS DEPTH WHERE WHEN WHERE
Ageraium --------- Feb. - April Uncovered Over 80“ heat ■May Sun/senn-^liade
Alyssum Late May Feb. - Apr. 1 Uncovered 75“ Late May Sun
Asters — March - April Cover i/S” 70° •Mav Sun
Balsam June April 1 Cover 1/4” 80° May Seini shade
Browallia — March 1 - Uncovered 70“ May ■ June _____
Fibrous Begonias — January Uarely covered 70° May - June Sun/senn-sfiade
Calendula May - June — 1/4” deep 70“ — Sun
Carnation May 15 Feb. 15 - Mar. 15 1/8” deep 70“day/60° night ,\lay Sun
Celosia May 15 April Isl 1/8” deep 70° - 80“ .May - Sun
Chrysanthemum --------- - Root cuttings Feb. — 70“ ,May - Sun
Clarkia Apr. 1 - 15 March 1 Barely covered 65° - 70“ May ■ June Semi-shade
Cosmos May March 1 1/4” deep 70° - 80° June —
Dahlia May 20 Feb. 15 - Apr. 15 Barely covered 80“ May ‘ June Sun/scnii-shade
Dalphinium Late May or Aug. Feb. 1/8” deep 55° ■ 60° •May Sun
Dianthus (Pinks) Early May Feb. 20 - Mar. 15 1/8” deep 70° May Sun
Doronicum April (early) Feb. 1 Complete darkness 50° - 60° .May Sun
California Poppy May _____ Rake seed in 65° - 70° ---------- Sun
Gaillardia April - Aug. April - Aug. Cover with black plastic . 80° ■May Sun
Gazania . ,--------- - ■ Feb. 15 - Mar. 15 Total darkness 60“ ------; Sun
Geum May Feb. 15 - Mar. 15 1/8” deep 70° May Sun
Geranium ■ ------ Dec. 20 T/4” deep 72° - 76° May Sun
Godelia May 1 ----- 1/4” deep 60° - — Shade
Baby’s Breath 'U‘. May 15 - July 15 Mar. - April’ 1/4” deep 70° ■■ -------- Sun
Helianthus April - May 15 Apr. 1-15 1/4” deep Cool ----------. ------ ■-- ■
Heliotrope ■ ■■ ----- ■ Mar, 1-15 1/8” deep 80° June 10 ■---
Coral Bells (P) ■May 1 Mar. 1 - 15 1/8” deep 70° May Sun
Strawflowers June 1 Mar, 15 Uncovered 75° Mid-June Suit
Hollyhocks (P) May - June Mar. 1 - 15 1/8" deep 60° May - Sun
Kale (Ornamental) June 15 May - June 1/4” deep 70° July on Sun
Impalicns — Feb. 15 - Mar! 15 Uncovered 70“ May 15 Shade
Lobelia — Jan. 15 - M.ir. 15 — 70" April • Sun/shade
Lavatera May 20 -------- - Rake in Warm soil '______ Suit









JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
A Sidney man has been fined 
$150 for swearing in the 7- 
Elcvcn store on Beacon Avenue. 
Stuart Ian Devereaux pleaded
guilty ill Sidney Provincial
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 pager leoo
wm
Court to creating a di.stnrbancc.
The 30-ye;ir-old was upset 
when a cleaner asked him not to 
enter tlie eonvenienee store at 2 
;i.m. on Jan. 26. Devereaux was 
“loud ;uid obnoxious,” and 
yelled at staff. Crown eonnsel 
Derek l.ister told the court 
T'hursday.
“Police ttdvisetrhim to go 
lio.ine, but he lefused,” stiid 
l.ister. “lie was lodged in cells 
for the rest of the night,”
.hiclge Kennedy McAdam 
saitl, "If yon wtint to sitiy out of 
jail, yon must improve yonr 
miitinei.s."
GROUNDFISH 
Comniercitil fishermen will be 
allowed to tlrag be inaii> 
.species of bottom fish in 
Georgia Strait during April,
The lYxIertil Depiuiincni of 
Fisheries and Oceans has opeii 
ed arrowtooth flounder,Dover
are availahle on the notice, 
displayed in till post offices.
sole, Fnglish sole, Pacific cod.
brill (petrale sole), rock sole, 
spiny dogfisli tind walleye 
pollock, during April tti I'oiiom 
irtiwl.
The fisheries notice covers 
waters from I*oi i I laidy to Pace 
Rocks, uxcinding Stmnieli Inlet
BLACK COD
Coinmerci.al tlrtiggers will be 
allowed to take black cod 
(stdilcfish) in tleoieiil Strait 
during, April. luich botil will be 
allowed to lake M tonnes, or 
.JD.OtH) 111,, in round weight per 
trip.
A fisheries notice states the
iuid Samson Ntirrows, Detail'
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
NOTICE OF POLL
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors ol the Municipality of Central Saanich lhat a poll is necessary at 
the election now pending, and lhat tho persons nommalod as candidates at tho election, for whom votes will be 
received, are:-- ,
TERM OF OFFICE RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS











Tl'ie Poll will be opened at the Municiapal t lall, 1903 Mount Newton Cross Road, tho Brentwood Elcfmentory 
School. 7065 Wallace Drive; and the Keating Elornonlary School, 6843 Central Saanich Road, betwoon the 
hours of d:UU o'clock in tne lorenoon an(.ih:uu o cIook in ihe allemouii on oaluiday, lue lOtli day of Apiil 1966. 
An ADVANCE POLL will be opened in the Municipal Hall between llto hours of B;30 o'clock in the forenoon and 
6:00 o'clock in the afternoon on Friday, the Bth day of April 198B and Friday, the 4 6th day of April 1988, of 
which every person is hereby required to toko notice and govern him/hofse'f accordingly,
Dated at SAANICHTON. B,C; on the 291h day of Mandi 1908,
G.L, WHEELER, Returnino Officer
w.Tici's from Purl Hardy lo C’ar-
iniiiial) I'oini iux* (.qum thn ing 
April, cxclntling Saiinich InliM. 
Dcfaiis .nc iivailiihk' from lliy 
(leparmifni tyf fisltcries and 
ot'v’ans,




More seed and plant chart I'u r INBIDDING (n.ANTS
PLANT SEED OUTDOORS INDOORS DEPTH WHERE WHEN
V . i
rA y
l upin (P) July 1 — 1/4" deep
Marigolds — Pel). 20 - Mar. 10 1/4" deep
Mimulus May Pel). 1 - Mar. 15 1/4" deep
ke Plan! (Meseinb) — March 15 Uncovered
Ipoinea May 15 April 15 1/4" deep
Forgel-Me-Nol (P) June - Aug. Dec. - Jan. Complete darkness
Nicoliana May I5ih Mar. 10 * Apr. 1 Uncovered
Nasturiiuiii May 1 - 20th — 1/2" dcei)
NL-tnesia ■ . Apiil l-eb. - April 1/4" (Jeep
Pansy Mate'll 15lh Dec. ■ Pel). 15 1/8" (eonipteic dark)
Petunias — Pcb. - Mar. Uncovered
Chinese Lantern (P) June Mar. 1 - I5lh i/H" deep
Phlox May 10 Pel). 15 ■ Apr. 1 1 /S" deep tcompicte d.iil
Portulaca May 20th Jan. 15 ' Mar. 15 l.'S" dcei>
Poppy (annual) April 30 - June 3U .........—r::;.................... K.ikc m
Pyieihruni (P) July Mar. 1 • l/x" deep
Prinnila (P) 1-eb - Apr il 1 iiK'O’.ered
Kicinus June Refote May 1 i .V dci-ii
Rudbcckia May Mat. 115 ! ' 4" de«’p
Sulpiglosbis June 1 Mar. 1-15 1 ncuvvied Uv>lal daik)
Scabiosa (P) Sept 1-15 .Mai 1 - 15 1/4" deep
Schieanthus May 1 Jan 1 1. iKovetevl (lo'.al dai k>
Salvia May 30 Pcb. ■ Mai. 15 ljn*vO%cied
Snapdragon May -W 15 Pcb. - Mai. 15 1 /K"(ci.)^ef w/cleat pla$ii
StlK'ks Apiil I Mar. 15 l-'hS" deep
Siaiioc (P) Apiil 15 .Mar. 15 Kake '.eeii in
Sweet Peas Match let). .Mai. 15 1 2" deci)
Sweet William (P) A))! .15- Aug. 15 1 cl) 15 ■ Kake seed in
I hunhcrgia June 1 l eb. 15 - Mai, 1.5 1'4" deep
Tritoma (P) June A pul 1-4" deep
Viscaita -- -...- Pel), 1 Apr. 10 14" deep
Verbena May 15 l eb. Ajit. 1 1^8" ileep
Veronica (P) May 15 Kxvke in
Zinnias — Mar. 20 - Apt. 1 1/ 8" deep'
Wallflowers June — 1 M" deep
POLICE
BEAT J
vehicle collision at the intersec­
tion of McDonald Park Road 
and the Pat Bav Highway, at 
11:30 a.m. March 27.
A Victoria resident has been 
charged with failing to yield 
after driving away from a stop 
sign. About $3,000 total 
damage was estimated.
WINDOW SMASHED 
A resident of Weiler Avenue 
in Sidney reported that someone 
had smashed the rear window of
a 1977 Datsun which had been 




A Sidney resident reports that 
a white dinghy, with the name 
Bear on its side, was stolen from 
the Marina Park marina wharf, 
the evening of March 23.
Another dingy was stolen 
from the North Saanich marina 
the same day. The seven-and-a- 
half-foot dinghy had been 
mounted on the owner’s boat in 
the marina.
MINOR INJURY 
A driver and passenger suf­
fered minor injuries after a two-
ARMY TRUCK SWERVES
The driver of a Volkswagen 
northbound on the Pat Bay 
Highway near Weiler Avenue, 
March 26, received a bruised 
back after hitting an army vehi­
cle on wet road.
Apparently two army vehicles 
were pulling trailers north­
bound on the highway when the 
driver of one vehicle, which was 
pulling a five-ton gun on a 
trailer, applied his brakes.
The trailer and gun jackknif­
ed, pulling the truck around 180 
degrees. The gun struck the 
trailer of the vehicle it \vas 
following and the Volkswagen 
hit the unit that was pulling the 
gun trailer.
Damage was estimated at 





QUESTIONS YES NO I
1. Does your mouth 
water when you 
think of PIZZA?
2. Do you have a 
LARGE APPETITE?
3. Do you eat your 
pizza, even though 
it’s still too hot?
If you answered “YES” to any of 
these questions you’re a Pizza 
Monster. But don’t worry, luckily we 
















FREE DELIVERY WITHIN t MILES EXPIRES APRIL 15th
'Smuggler ’'s Cove li&,ralmanJ^stauraat
Our MONSTROUS PIZZAS will satisfy all Pizza Monsters 
7120 W. SAANICH RD. 652-4344 or 652-9622
saw it in the Review
, . . 7 .vf
Butier jfler Brotters Presents ‘*'00 IT vniie6 'WC it AND SAVE MONEY
-c DEMONSTRATION SALE
ASPRING HOME^ GARDEN EVENT
rpin: Prices! APRIL 6th to 9th Expert Adwic
Come in and LOOK. LISTEN. LEARN and SAVE ON THESE QUALITY PRODUCTS
3/8 VARIABLE SPEED 
REVERSING DRILL
Regular I"'
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To Answer all your questions on Exterior and Interior 
uses of thoir complete line of Varathane products.
FLECTO EXTERIOR VARATHANE
SYNKO PRODUCT
Wall Scraper, Putty Knifes' 
Hand Sanders, Pole Sanders, 
Drywall Knifes
EXTERIOR EXTERIOR NATURAL 66 .—-lirft PRE-MIX REDI-FILLER
^ I n92 Gloss
4 L 493 Safin 
Rog. $52.49
•| 1 r(92 Gloss
1 L "93 Satin 
Rog, $17““
EXTERIOR 




<s>. 6 kg Rog.^$M5 sggg
■ PRE.MIX LIGHT-LINE ALL ' / VNorv-v-,! An 
,PURPOSE FILLER 17 kg Bo*' (OxH?







ROSE, ALMOND, NATURAL WHITE, 
SILVER, PEACH
FLAT PEARL & $9/199
vSEMIGLOSS A-H
CANFOR PRODUCTS







VVNAL MOULDINGS OftO/ACr DECK 
ALL COLOURS....... .,.4U/0Urr STAIN
BOSTITCH
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10'X r *3S9 
fib ir M70
8’x 6' ‘?99 10'x le
rx ,r M99 1 'I5M
2’X'4’'SKYUGHfs^ 
FLAT GLASSED OR DOMED 
DOUBLE GLAZED GLASS
LATTAGE PANELS m
I** ITIImjhinI rtAlkifbrit4” Ciantros Diagonal pattern 
3’X 8’ Rog. 18.95 SALE 15’’'* 
4’ X 8’ Reg. 21.35.,. SALE 17®'*
Rog. laiJM
4.85 oz. FIBERGLASS
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CO-OPERATION IS NECESSARY:
Progress needed in Centrol SoonlGh mosquito fight
Seeking the co-operation of 
private landowners in the salt 
marsh area near Island View 
Beach is the next step Central 
Saanich is taking to fight mos­
quitos, this year.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“We cannot carry out the 
program even if we wanted to,” 
Mayor Ron Cullis said during 
committee discussions March 
28.
“We have to have the co­
operation from landowners in 
the salt marsh area,” Cullis
said, because Central Saanich 
owns none of the area.
The committee recommended 
that the Tsawout Band, the 
Capital Regional District and 
farmers in the area be requested 
for co-operation and help vvith 
funding the S18,(XX) cost for the 
program.
Council received approval 
from Ron Kehl, district super­
visor for the federal Fisheries 
and Oceans department, to treat 
still water areas of the Island 
View salt marsh that were 
earlier rejected on a pesticide 
use permit to Central Saanich.
An on-site inspection done by 
Kehl’s department and the 
Ministry of Environment 
satisfied personnel enough to 
amend the permit, allowing 
D.G. Regan and Associates, 
hired by the municipality, to ap­
ply larvicide to almost all pro­
blem areas in the municipality 
once the permit takes effect.
Another amendment to the 
permit being sought would 
allow the larvicide to be applied 
beginning May 1. The current 
permit allows treatment after 
June 15.
On March 21 council almost
COME TO THE VANCOUVER ISLAND
gave up hope for a mosquito 
abatement program because 
staff were unable to find an in­
surance company that would 
issue liability insurance for 
pesticide use.
Since then D.G. Regan and 
Associates agreed to co-insure 
Central Saanich for SI million 
liability on their own insurance 
policy.
Council is now planning to fit 
the 518,000 priceiag for the 
mosquito abatement program 
into the 1988 budget.
Aldermen are also looking at 
other ways to fight mosquitos. 
Council is sending a letter to the 
CRD parks department re­
questing that drainage ditches.
where mosquitos breed in still 
water, be re-routed into a new 
drainage ditch that was planned 
to run along the west boundary 
in the Island View Beach 
Regional Park master plan.
The amended permit would 
allow larvicide to be applied to 
the salt water marsh areas in the 
Island View Beach area, but 
“care must be taken to avoid 
application in moving water in 
drainage channels.”
Larvicide use was not approv­
ed for the Hagan Creek area un­
til specific treatment areas are 
identified and an on-site inspec­
tion is conducted by Fisheries 
and Oceans.
“No site has been eliminated 
but there are restrictions on a
few of them ,” said Aid. Wayne 
Hunter, community services 
and legislation committee chair­
man.
He suggested the municipality 
get water running more freely in 
problem areas and look after 
the salt marsh area.
Aid. George MacFarlane sug­
gested that the CRD and Indian 
Affairs share in the cost of the 
program.
“It would seem to me that the 
cost of treating those two areas 
should be borne by the 
owners,” MacFarlane said.
Aid. Wayne Watkins said, “I 
have no trouble with the CRD, 
but it would be 1992 if we got 








April 8th 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
April 9th 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
April 10th 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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in the “Outdoor Visions” Theatre
See the Experts in Action :
• Free Style Cycling Demo < • "Body Moves" National TV Stars
■ Charlie White's Underwater , • Helicopter Fire^ Fighting Teams 
Films! ^
• Outdoor Fashion Show , Techniques




• Fly Tying. Lure Making, Bait Cutting
• Fitness Appraisals ■
• Camping tor Kids Demonstration ,
• Exciting Outdoor Holiday Destinations



















4452 Wost Saanich road 
Royal Oak Caniro
Plan! Name Sow indoors How direct seed distance between
deep plant out apan rows
Ariidiokcs ■March 1-10 1/2" April 3 - 4' 3 ■ 4'
liro.ad hc.aiis March 1-10 2-3" IU)\V r
Broccoli •March 1-10 1/2" April IS" 2’
Cahbauc .March 1-10 1/2" •April 18"
Cauliflower .March l-IO 1/2" April 18" 2’
Celery March MO 1/8" April-May 5" 3'
Garlic — 2" March 1 8" 2’
Leeks March 1-31 1/8" May 6" r
Lei luce March 1-15 1/8" April r r
Onions (seed) .March 1-15 1/8" May 6"-S"
Span. Span.
Onions (sets) — bulb Mar. 1-Apr. 30 5" 5"
depth
Peas ---------- - 2" Mar. 5-Jun. 30 2" 2’
Peppers Mar. 1-Apr. 15 I/S" May 24-Jun. 15 2’ 2*
Potatoes (early) — 2” Mar. 15-Apr. 15 18"
Potatoes (main crop) ----------- 3-4" .-\pr. 15-May 24 18" 2’
Radis)ics ------------- 1/4" Mar. 1-Jun. 30 1 - 2" r
Spinach — 1/8" Mar. 5-Apr. 25 3" 5”
Parsley Mar. I-April 1/8" grow in pol — —
Chives Mar. l-April 1/8" April-May .scaucr ouc
seed clump
APRIL
Beets ------ : ■ 1/2" April 1-30 3 - 4" I’
Broccoli — 1/2", Apr. 1-011 18" 2' ,,
Cabbage -------■_ 1/2" Apr. l-on IS" V
Cauliflower ■---------- - ■ 1/2" April on 18" , 2‘
Celery ■----------- ---- 1/8" April, May 5" 3’
Carrots 1/8" April, May thin lo IS"
2 - 3"
Lettuce (head) ^ ____ 1/8", Apr. l-on 1,’ r ,
Lettuce (butter) 1/8" .•\pr. l-on 7" r
Onion (sets) Ictivc li|s onis .M:tr.-.-\pr. 30
... ■■ 5"^
CN posed.
"Egg'.planls Apr.: 1-30 1/4" May 24-/lliiu.,.15:
, Kndivo -------- 1/4" .•\pr. l.Sr.lnii. 30
2»
Cucumber : April 30 1/2" May 24 2* 2*
Ko)ilrabi ■---------- - 1/4" mid April 4" IS"
l^arslcy ----------- ■■ , 1/8" April 30 thill to 4’
, IJ...
Parsnips O----------- , 1/8" April 30 ihiii lo 5' ' lS"-2’
Radishes ---  ------- , ■ 1/8" every 2 wks. 3" 6"
Peas — 1/2" monihly- 2" r
.hnie 30
Potatoes (early) — ■ 2’ * Apr. 1-15 IS" 2’
Scitiash April 30 1/2" May 24 y 3'
T'oinatoes Apr. 15-30 1/4" .May l5-.lnn. 10 3' 3’
MAY
Beans (pole) — 2" May 15-30 (i" 2'
Beans (hush) ----------- 2" May 15-30 8-12" 1 - 2’
Carrots — 1/8" Miiy 24-July 5 ihin 10 18"
Cueuinher _ ____ '--- ■ iMtiy 15-.lnn 10 3' 3'
Lgg plant ---------- - — May l5-,liiii 10 r r
l■.lKtlve lill .Inn, 30 2' •>*
Peppers — _ .May 15-.liin. 10 2' T
Radishes — 1/8" every 2 wks. 3" 6"
I'oiiiioes (intiiii crop) ----------- 2" May l-.lini 10 IS" 2'
Peas ---------- - ■ 1/2" Miiy 1-11111. 30 r
S(|tiash May 24-,liiii. 10 2* .V
Toiiiaioes May IS-.luii. 10 3' 3'
Corn ------ 1" ,Miiy IS-.liiii. 15 IS" 2*
Plant com in blocks, tun snu'lcnuss
1 III nips 1/2' ' May 30 f." r
Searching For A Heart Of Gold
Selflessness. Willingness. Understanding. Air Canada’s “Heart of Gold” Award 
Qualities you may see in someone you today. It’s time we all said thanks, 
know. Someone who goes out of his or Complete the form below and 
her way to make your community a Include a note, or letter, giving the special
better place to live. reasons why you feel the person you’re
Air Canada, in partnership with your nominating makes your community a
community newspaper, would like to better place to live. Mail it to this
salute these individuals who bring so newspaper care of Air Canada’s
much to your community. That’s why “Heart of Gold” Award, 
we created Air Canada’s “Heart of Gold”
Award.
Now’s the time to speak out on 
behalf of these individuals. Make 
your nomination for
(MMttViM MWNS MHMM NWIMH
Air Canada's “Heart of Gold” Award 
in pariinership with your community newspaper




Meet the income 
ta.x experts
H&R Block lias heoii successfully 
r'lcparitig inciimc tfix returtis for 
in'cr 30 yciirs, Alter inillious of 
rerurns, we think our service is 
even hetier than ever, Whi
“ Help you save tax money
• hind you tlie hiRgesi refuiul 
you have coming
• provide tax sugjte.stions for 
next year based on the
returti we prepare
• Are cnnvenieiitly located
• C.’iunriiiitee our work
Put H&R Block's experience 
ln'hiiiil you. Ston in or call for an 
appointtnent trxlay,





















There is light 
at the end 
of the tunnel.
I’lcnse gii’c (,»erieron;.ly,




The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
YOUNG ARTISTS 
Showcase at Open Space Gallery, 
Apr. 5-9
LA LECHE LEAGUE 
Nutrition and weaning, 9484 
Eastbrook Dr, 7:30 pm Apr. 6, 655- 
3225, 652-2707
DIABETES
Brentwood Pharmacist Rand 
Walsh speaks to Peninsula Aux­
iliary, Canadian Diabetes Associa­
tion, SPH, 7 pm Apr. 13
WOMEN AGLOW 
Spring luncheon at Columbo’s Ban­
quet Room. Babysitting available at 
Friendship Baptist Church. 652- 
1353,479-6070
EARTHQUAKES 
Peninsula PEP sponsors Earth­
quake and Your Family seminar, 
Sidney Fire Hall 7-9 pm April 19. 
Register PEP booth, Volunteer 
Fair, Sanscha Hall April 17 
TODAY’S WOMAN 
Conference at Dunsmuir Lodge 9-5 
April 16. Preregister at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
GARAGE SALE
Home baking at Central Saanich 
Senior Citizens Centre sale. 1229 
Clarke Rd. Brentwood Bay. 10 am- 
2 pm Apr 9
CHRISTIAN WOMEN 
Fashion show at monthly brunch. 
Glen Meadows Country Club 10 
am-noon Apr. 12. 652-3301 
CHILDREN’S WEEK 
Save the Children’s Fund tea 
featuring Jane Rogers at M. 
Vaughn-Birch Hall, 2 pm Apr 13 
SPRING TEA
Beaking, sewing, plants at Shady 
Creek United Church, 2-4 pm Apr 
16
STORYTIME
Stories for children from 3-5 at 
Brentwood Library 1:30 pm and 
10:30 am at Sidney Library 
Wednesdays beginning Apr 12 
JUNK-TIQUE SALE 
Sidney Silver Threads 10 am 
SHARP! Apr 9
NEWCOMERS
I Peninsula Newcomers Club 
welcomes new residents to ladies 
luncheon first Thursday each 
month at Columbos. 652-0146.
NUCLEAR SUBMARINES _ 
William Arkin, Institute of Policy
Studies, Washington DC talks on 
Defence Policy, sponsored by 
VANA, UVic Begbie 159, 7:30 pm 
Apr 12
CRAIGDARROCH 
Temporary exhibit on Dunsmuir 
years at castle on Joan Cres. 10 am- 
4:30 pm until May 8
MEMORIAL SOCIETY 
Annual meeting at Courtyard Inn,
2 pm Apr 7
UNICEF VOLUNTEERS 
Help raise money for international 
children’s organization. Volunteers 
needed 381-4483
PLANTS NEEDED 
University Garden Friends seeking 
donations for annual plant sale tak­
ing place May 1. Donors call 592- 
2070 or 721-0634.
GARDEN TOUR 
15 private gardens open to public 
on Music Conservatory tour 11-5 
Apr. 22-24 386-5311
ECHOES FROM PAST 
Travelling exhibit premiers at 
Friends Gallery, Royal BC 
Museum. Apr 15-May 30.
DEFENSIVE DRIVING 
Vancouver Island Safety council 
course starts Apr 12. 478-9584
BIG BROTHERS
Mature, caring, reliable men 
urgently required to be come Big 
Brothers to over 100 fatherless boys 
in Capital Region. Information 
night 7-9 pm Apr 12 St. Ann’s 
Academy 383-1191.
ASTRONOMERS UNITE 
Members night at Royal 
Astronomical Society meeting, 
Elliot 61 UVic 7:30 pm Apr 13.
CO-OP PRESCHOOL 
Registration for May 15 annual 
conference closes Apr 15. 595-7768, 
592-8595.
Workshops as varied as enter­
taining with ease to positive 
parenting are being offered at a 
day of women’s programs at 
Dunsmuir Lodge, April 16.
“The sessions on investments 
and taking risks are filling 
quickly,’’ said organizer Nancy 
Moyes. “This reinforces to me 
that women want to learn a little 
more for themselves.’’
The workshop on positive 
parenting is also popular, she 
said. “Parents who have busy 
lives seem to want to find ways 
to make their relationship with 
their teenagers or preschoolers a
little better,’’ Moyes added.
The balancing act is the title 
of the opening address, to be 
delivered by Pat Nichols. The 
communications dynamics in­
structor will talk about how 
women can break through bar­
riers and take responsibility for 
their lives.
The one-day conference at 
Dunsmuir Lodge is more 
sophisticated than the get-away 
days previously sponsored by 
Panorama Leisure Centre, said 
Moyes. “There is a demand for 
more information. 1 think we 
need to learn more.’’
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FRESH, EXTRA LEAN. LESS THAN 7% FAT
GMiD
CUT FROM CAN. GR.
GET IN STEP
S.T.E.P. Parenting courses begin 
week of Apr 11. Regular and teen 
classses. Call Judy at PCA.
INCOME TAX HELP 
Trained volunteers ready to assist 
with income tax. Appointments 
656-0134.
FLYING HIGH
More than 50 organizations at 
volunteer fair, Sanscha Hall, 10 
am-4 pm April 17
BINGO VOLUNTEER 
Responsible adult needed to super­
vise five bingo helpers Fridays 12-5. 
Expenses paid. Camille 656-0134.
SAFE HOME PARENTS 
Urgently needed. Compensation 
available. Judy 656-0134.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney Birth Control Clinic now 
open Thursday evenings, 7-9 pin, 
lower parking lot entrance of 
Sidney Health Unit. Appointments 
656-1188.
SPRING CLEANING 
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iorthqyok® ion© residents f@mcilo unewore,
emergency c©-©rdlnet®r soys
The Saanich Peninsula is in 
an earthquake zone, yet most 
people don’t know what to do if 
disaster strikes, said Dick 
Reynolds, local emergency co­
ordinator.
9817 RESTHAVEN DR. ALL REPAIRS 
GUARANTEED
65S-5544 FAST PROFFSSIONAL SERVICIE
SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER IS YEARS'
Senior
preparedness,” Reynolds said.
“The leader has agreed to 
come back on April 19 for a 
public session,” he added. 
Carol Stewart will go over the 
steps every family should follow 
in an earthquake.
Water supplies are often cut 
off in a major earthquake, said 
Reynolds. “The Peninsula gets 
its water piped all the way from 
Sooke., If there was a major
fracture, we’d be in serious 
trouble.”
Householders should lash 
down their hot water tanks, he 
said. And everyone should keep 
extra dried food at home.
“The seminar will cover what 
to expect and how to protect 
your family and home,” 
Reynolds said. “It will also 
outline what to expect from the 
authorities, remembering that a
72-hour response time in the 
event of major disaster is con­
sidered good.”
Anyone interested in the 
April 19 earthquake 
preparedness seminar may 
register at the volunteer fair at 
Sanscha Hall on April 17. 
“We’ll have a booth to remind 
people the provincial emergency 
program is once again an active 
force in the community.”
Rec commlislon seeks woys 
to offset grant shortfall
Lifestyles DICK REYNOLDS“Frontline troops — the police, firefighters, public 
works staff and volunteers 
within the provincial emergency 
program — will have a seminar 
next week on earthquake
Panorama Leisure Centre has 
received S51,157 less than it 
hoped for from the federal 
government.
The centre recieved about 
$180,000, said Brian Sibley, 
Peninsula recreation commis­
sion chairman. “The com­
mission will be working on ways 
to make up this money,” Sibley 
said. “It will cause a deficit in 
the operational budget if cuts 
cannot be made or revenues in­
creased to accommodate the 
reduction.”
It’s the second funding disap­
pointment in recent months for
the commission. Late last year, 
commission members were 
upset that the provincial 
government had given 
Panorama Leisure Centre less 
than expected for a new tennis 
bubble.
The commission then went to 
Central Saanich council, argu­
ing Central Saanich residents 
are the most frequent users of 
Panorama Leisure Centre and 
they pay no taxes toward the 
facility.
“Central Saanich responded 
that it will be building an indoor 
recreation facility, and as a con­
sequence will not aid in the ten­
nis court funding,” said Sibley 
in a report.
When asked for timing of the 
indoor centre, Sibley was told 
that it is under consideration 
and time frames have not yet 
been established. “It seems to 
me to be smoke and mirrors,” 
he said.
Panorama has introduced a 
new $20 early bird swim pass. It 
will give daily admission to ear­
ly swimmers for a month. Staff 
will monitor the financial ef­




The Justice Reform Committee was recently established by Attorney General 
Brian R.D. Smith, Q.C., "to improve the justice system in this province so that 
it is more relevant, more accessible, more efficient and less costly, with the 
result that it maybe better understood and respected by all our citizens."
Chaired by the Deputy Attorney General, the Committee consists of seven 
other members who bring a diverse background in law, justice and civic 
administration.
The specific areas the Committee will focus on include;
• Civil Law: how can the trial process be shortened and simplified and the
cost reduced?
• Criminal Law: how can criminal trial procedure be streamlined?
• Court Structure: how can overlaps be eliminated and a more integrated
structure be achieved?
A section of special 
intei'est for seniors 
on the Saanich Peninsula.
Next Publication: May 4
Deadline for story material and 
advertising is April 19
IhemWlBM 656-1151
® Alternate Dispute Resolution: how can processes such as arbitration snd ,
mediation be effectively used? ; V
TlTe Cdnrimittee will be holding thelfollowing public hearing in your region; :" 
VICTORIA:^^-^^^
LOCATION: Ramada Inn, Blanshard Room, 3020 Blanshard Street
TIME; April 22nd beginning at 9:30 a m. and continuing
throughout the afternoon, evening and next day as 
required.
All people with concerns about our justice system are encouraged to make 
their suggestions known to the Committee. These can be presented orally or in 
writing, In order to give as many people as possible an opportunity to speak 
to the Committee, you are asked to contact the Deputy Attorney General's 
office no later than 5:00 p.m,, April 18, 1988 to obtain an approximate time.
Since your time before the Committee inay be limited, it is advisable to have a 
written summary of your ideas to present.
To obtain an appearance time please contact:
Justice Reform Committee
c/o Mrs. Joanne Palmer
Office of the Deputy Attorney General
5th Roor
910 Government Street 
Victoria, B.C.
VBV 1X4
Phone; 387-1578 „ . i /r jv u u(Call Collect) LN, (Ted) Hughes, Q.C.
Chairman 
Justice Reform Committee
The use of fireworks in 
Sidney is now more tightly con­
trolled, because of a bylaw 
given final reading by council 
March 28.
And anyone caught breaking 
the rules is subject to a fine of 
up to $1,000.
The new bylaw passed final 
reading more than a month 
after first reading was introduc­
ed, because some council 
members thought it was too 
restricting and not clear 
enough.
Under the Current bylaw, 
low-hazard fireworks, such as 
Roman candles, firework 
showers and pin-wheels, may be 
set off from Oct. 24 to Nov. 1 
of each year: The people selling, 
giving; possessing or setting off 
fireworks must be 18 years of 
age or older.
The fireworks may be set off 
only bn .private property with 
the owner’s consent or on 
public property with the written
permission of the local assistant 
to the fire commissioner.
Public displays of low-hazard 
fireworks are allowed at any 
time during the year, with the 
written permission of the fire 
commissioner’s local assistant.
Under tighter conditions, the 
use of high-hazard fireworks is 
allowed.
A special permit is needed 
from the fire commissioner’s 
assistant. The permit holder 
must supervise the setting off of 
high-hazard fireworks and have 
a valid fireworks supervisor 
card, issued by explosives 
branch of the Federal Depart­
ment of Energy, Mines and 
Resources.
A J Capital Regipnal -District 
; bylaw <^;>!pK>:^ij?Ifs-.The. >,sale; 
disposal and exploding of 
firecrackers in the district.
The new bylaw excludes such 
low-level explosives as 
sparklers, Christmas crackers 
and caps for toy guns.
Bay man
fined $350
A 74-year-old Brentwood Bay 
man who drove his car into the 
ditch has been fined $350 for 
impaired driving. .lames Nichol 
Ford pleaded guilty to the 
charge in Sidney Provincial 
Court, Thursday.
Central Saanich police were 
called to the scene at Stclly’s
Crossroad near Wallace Drive 
around 9 p.m. on Feb. 20. The 
man’s 1980 Oldsmobilc was in 
the ditch.
Ford told police, “1 only had 
five beer,” Crown counsel 
Derek Lister told the court. The 
retired man had been drinking 
with his girlfriend after dinner, 
Ford said.
“You had no business driv­
ing,” said .ludge Kennedy 
McAdam. “You could have 
killed yourself.” He fined the 
Brentwood Bay resident $350 
and suspended his driver’s 
licence for six months.
JUAN DE FUGA REGREATBON GENTRE
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME AND CARDEN
FEATURING: Brilliant displays, & puppets for children, far eastern cooking,
demonstrations of acupuncture, Thai dancers.
WIN A HOLIDAY TO ENGLAND
(SKYBRIDGE TOURS & NEW PORTS TRAVEL INT’L)
SEC & TALK TO BRIAN MINTER OF B.C.’S OWN MINTER GARDENS
TIMES
Air Canada’s 




FRIDAY, APRIL 8 
SATURDAY, APRIL 0 
SUNDAY, APRIL 10
12 noon 





ADMISSION: $3 ADULTS $2'SENIORS 
(Children under 12 itnd handicapped - Free)
Show Organi/.ers: Taiga Exhibitions '-“- :388“7355 




...for the service 
they have given 
to others
A community newspaper 
lirnjcei in paimershipwith Air 
C.'anada lo honor your many 
neighbors who contribute to 
the well being of others.
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Callers osk about pecolior plant
Several callers have asked about that peculiar plant-like tiling 
in our photo today. They note that it appears in great abundance 
every year in early spring and then disappears. I am certain that 
my good friend, Helen (Over-The-Garden-Fence) Lang can tell 
you more about it tan I can, but here’s a start.
The “thing” is the spore-bearing generation of the horsetail, a 
very primitive non-flowering plant. There are about 25 living 
species of horsetails but they were a much more prominent part 
of the world’s vegetation in earlier geological times, the general 
group to which they belong flourishing in Permian, Car­
boniferous and Devonian times. Many fossils of them have been 
found in coal deposits.
In present times, most horsetails barely assume a yard in height 
with very slender stems, although one species is reputed to reach 
30 feet in height with stems about an inch in diameter.
The upright stems in our photo are generally beige in color, be­
cause they lack chlorophyll, the green coloring matter common 
in the leaves and stems of most plants. The black circles of struc­
tures at tlie joints in the stems are the plant’s tiny leaves, while 
the swellings on the tops of the stems arc often called cones.
The latter arc actually .spore-producing bodies, each with many 
rows of tiny hexagonal shields at the surface. Below these 
shields, enormous numbers of tiny spores are produced which 
come off as miniature clouds on flicking the cones. Each spore is 
capable of producing another horsetail.
Horsetails were referred to as “scouring rushes” for centuries 
because of their use in scouring out household utensils. They 
were particularly useful for this purpose because the stems con­
tain deposits of silica, common in sand. Run a horsetail stem 
gently across your lip and you can feel the rough grit of the silica 
particles.
They have also been called “joint grass” because the stems so 
easily separate at the nodes or joints. By the way, the stems are 
grooved or furrowed, length-wise.
More to the point for the gardener (excuse me, please, Helen) is 
the fact that these plants are extremely difficult to control be­
cause of their extensive system of underground stems or 
rhizomes. They may grow downward for several feet but are 
easily recognized because of their black coloration.
When attempting to eradicate these rascals, it is important to 
realize that even short segments of such stems will continue to 
throw up new plants. Green, vegetative ones, this time. They tend 
to spread rapidly through one’s garden.
When walking through the woods or other damp places, one is 
apt to encounter other, more slender species. Horsetails arc not to 
be confused with mare’s-tail which are aquatic or amphibious 
plants, also arising from creeping underground stems. But these 
are flower-producing species with green leaves produced in 







• CARPET CLEANING 
® UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
Last weeks’ winners of Dinner for Two 
M. Warren, Sanndy Morris, Calvin Joenstra
m
GUESS 




Just (III out this entry form or fill out the 
back of your receipt with your name, 
phone number and address and what your 
guess is and drop it in our ballot box. All 
entries are eligible for our $300.00 CASH 
draw on April 29th. Draw entry deadline is 
every following Wednesday of this Issue for 
3 DINNERS (or 2 and will be drawn on each 
following Friday. All draws are by a 
member of the REVIEW staff, winners will 
be notified by phone. This offer applies to 
TAKE OUT & DELIVERY also. Employees 
and family members of the Saanichton 
Town Restaurant are not eligible. Good 
Luck and Thank You (or participating.
PLUS
3 DINNERS FOR 2
— WEEKLY DRAW —
HORSE TAIL WITH SPORE HEADS Cy Hampson photo
Horsetails, marc’s-iails. I don’t know of a foal’s-taiU
Una Dobson, Norris Road, reports the sighting of some 30 • 
violet-green swallows over the airport in Sidney, on March 21. 
Hers is the first record that I have received this year; I haven’t 
yet seen one myself.
While the crown and back of this swallow is greenish-bronze, 
the rump and upper tail coverts exhibit a violet or purplish tinge 
in strong light. Underparts are white. In flight, a small but readily 
observed white patch on each side of the rump will septate this 
swallow from other species." They should soon be taking over 
some of your nesting boxes.
Brent Alley, Chalet Road, joins the club of those reporting the 
partial albino robin this year!
I what to do 'Research' leaves the sign - but not the farm
More than 3.75 million Cana­
dians suffer front hay fever— and 
many are afflicted year-round.
There are numerous substances, 
found indoors and outdoors, that 
can act as allergens and cause al­
lergic reactions in different 
people.
“Seasonal hay fever occurs 
during the spring, summer and 
early fall when plants shed pollen 
into the air,” says Kelly Ablog- 
Morrant, director of health educa­
tion and program services for the 
British Columbia Lung Associa­
tion.
Hay fever, also known as al­
lergic rhinitis or nasal allergy, is 
an inflammation of the lining of 
the nose brought on by an allergic 
reaction. It occurs because of a 
sensitivity of the nasal tissues lo 
inhaled particles called allergens.
The allergens provoke an ex­
aggerated bodily response, 
stimulating the body lo produce 
antibodies which react with the 
allergen to cau.se Uic release of 
histamine, producing tlic itching, 
swelling and oilier allergy symp­
toms.
^‘4
I’hc best advice for seasonal 
sufferers wlien hay fever sea.son 
arrives is to avoid excessive ex­
posure to the allergens, and to 
keep windows closed. Installation 
of an air conditioner can also 
help.
For jxxiplc whose active lives 
keep them outdoors miich of the 
lime, the bc.st solution may lie to 
use an allergy medication.
“Anlihisuimines arc usually cf-, 
feclivc, but can cause sleepiness. 
Your physician may recommend 
one of the newer non-scdaiivc 
antihi,siaminc.s.”
vSca.sonal hay lever suffcrci's 
know all loo well that tobacco 
smoke, chemical fumes, intr- 
fumes, household sprays and 
oUicr Irritant,s can also aggravate 
their symptoms, a.s can drafts, 
chilling and .sudden tcmpcraiurc 
changes.
Here arc some hints for mini­
mizing indoor hay fever atuicks;
» In humid weather, use a 
dchumidificr.
• Don't smoke. I f you do, quit.
« Ask other,s nut to smoko in
your home or office.
• Avoid having or using father 
pillows, down rnmforlers. mgs 
and fabric curtains.
• Store painks, clcanirig fluids 
and Ollier irrhaiing chemicals 
away fiom the living area.
• Keep home and air condition­
ing vcntilaiion ducl.s clean, 
change fillers frequently.
» Do not keep a init if you or 
any other housclmld members are, 
iviiagiL to in
® Consider carefully the loca­
tion of your summer vacation.
If avoidance does not work, the 
other methods of U-eatmenl avail­
able today are antihistamines, 
decongestants, anti-inflammatory 
medications and immunizing in­
jections. Antihistamines, which 
counteract the effects of 
histamine, are widely used for 
symptomatic relief.
Antihistamines may reduce the 
itchiness, swelling and watering 
of the lining of the nose and con­
junctiva of the eyes.
“They arc most effective when 
taken at the first signs of an at­
tack rather than after the symp­
toms develop,” Ablog-Morrani 
says.
Immunization injections, com­
monly known as allergy shots, 
dcscn,siiiz.c the body’s immune 
system to the substances iltal 
provoke an allergic reaction. In­
jections must be given for many 
months, even throughout tlic year 
and continuing for several years 
in some cases.
While cure may not be a 
suitable word in connection witli 
allergies. with appropriate 
avoidance and ucaimcnt, control 
is po.ssiblc to titc iwinl where hay 
fever suiTcrers can lead normal 
and relatively symptom-free 
lives.
The British Columbia Lung As­
sociation lias free literature aviiil- 
ablc on liay fever and allergies.
A new sign outside the ex­
perimental farm reflects the 
work actually being done there, 
said director Bill Lanterman.
“We may have lost ‘research’ 
on the sign, but rest assured we 
are still conducting specialized 
studies,” he added. ^
T h e s i g n now re ads 
Agriculture Canada Plant 
Quarantine Station. Until last 
week, it read Research and
Plant Quarantine Station.
Research activities were 
diminished after a reorganiza­
tion last April, said Lanterman. 
About two dozen scientists were 
transferred to an experimental 
farm in the Fraser Valley.
/.- Those who remain examine 
plant viruses and other pro­
blems. They also screen all new 
grape stock and fruit trees being 
imported into Canada.
Mischief In porks
Vandals who have been pull­
ing down no parking signs and 
signs marking trails in Ml. 
Work Park at Durrance Lake 
are causing .Sidney RCMP con­
cern.
Police received a report of 
mischief March 26 from the 
Capital Regional District parks 
department. Apparently van­
dals have also been painting 
graffiti on the backs of tlic
signs.
RCMP ask residents in the 
area to record license numbers 
of suspicious vehicles. Extra 




“NIKE” Track Suit wllh thO purchoso 




Wo wolcomo ono and all lo our 
7lh nonson ol sorviog 
lunchoo and odornrxfn toaB, 
OPEN Tuofi,-Sun. 11;30.G:0OPM
479-7787
I 5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
MOST MAJOR BRANDS
i656i4351^







TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABkE 
OPEN DAILY 7:3IMpm 6564113
4^3aysl]ore




* CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
1 •SWEETA SOUR
BON El, ESG PORK 








HofTiontylf' CooklriQ ^ Rakinn
10% SENIORS DISCOUNT
Ol’EN 7 AM - r PM DAILY
Qranlwood liny Sltopuing Centra




TAKE OUTS 630-5596-7 
Ssih R Deacon
ALL YOU CAN EAT 





' 657,5 Cftnorn Rnacl
SWISS :: :
GROnO A
SIUNEY FISH fl CHIPS 
ONSTH
(Juit North ol Ooicon Avn.)
HOUSE SPECIALTY
H)UKRAINIAN|




















IN MAniNA COURT 
OTMfiOfi'
9843 H-2nd Sidney per week
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P bysitting Services 
■ V ''alons
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Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 




Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate Wanted 
Recreation Vehicles 
Refrigeration &
: Air Conditioning 
~,75,. Secretarial Services ,
..... Isn
. 85 Small Engine Service 
Travel
Tree Services 
T.V. & Stereo 





WANTED IN McTAVISH Rd. area, 
babysitter for 8 yr. old boy, 7:45 - 8:45 
a.m., 3:00 - 4:45 p.m. Prefer someone 
with kids. 655-1771. 13/14
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 6 p.m. 33/TF
SEEKING FAMILIES who require hard­
working live-in Filipino nannies / 
housekeepers. Phone Quay Domestic 
Personnel, 656-5365. 13/17
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475.




















































THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.
656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. Is 
vested In and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright In that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is or 
are, supplied In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, operating 
as the Review by tho advertiser 
and Incorporated In said arJvor 
tlsement shall remain In and 
belong to tho advertiser.
WARNING
No material covorod under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without tho written pormis 





Classified Rato; 1st Insorllon 
1 fic a word, minirnurTi c 
$2,/5. 2rii;l tind subswquonl in-
,';ieirlioh -.. M)c n v/ord por Insor-
lion, minimum charge $2.10. 
Box number $2,00 per ad.
HAVI; UMli ANU MUMtT . I'dOim m yuui uU 
(imliiSH you'VISA HI MAST f.OCAriD
SUDSCRIPTION
Annual 
In locol area 
Canada,,,












MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 






HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, YARDS, 
basements, eavestroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/TF
HOUSECLEANING getting you down? 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtaway, 652-0644.
iButchway ^
Professional Cleaning Service 
BONDED AND INSURED 
RESIDENTIAL JANITORIAL SERVICE 
COMMERCIAL JANITORIAL SERVICE 
HOMEMAKING SERVICES 
CARPET CLEANING 
WAXING AND STRIPPING 
WINDOW CLEANING




Danger Tree Removal 
Topping for Safety 
Pruning Trees/Shrubs/Hedges 
’ Clean Up & Hauling 
’ Landscape Renovations 
■ Brush Cutting & Lot Clearing.
NIXON CONSTRUCTION SERVICES. All 
phases of building. Why not give us o 
call for a free estimate? We might sur­
prise you. 656-6498. '9/22 CONCRETE
MALCOLM RICHARDS
6 56-93 1 2 45/TFN
EXCAVATING






QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Reasonable 
prices. Custom and pattern work, 
alterations. Personal contact only. 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m., opt. 303 - 9901 Fourth 
St., Sidney, 655-4239.11/14
RON'S CEMENT. Driveways, sidewalks, 
patios, retaining walls, curbing. Form­
ing, placing and finishing. Free 
estimates. 721-0175. 11/14
ALL PHASES:
TRACTOR WORK, posts pounded, drill­
ed, complete fences. Riding rings and 
paddocks, levelled and harrowed 
plowing, discing, rototilling — large 
and small, brush cutting, front-end 
loader work, landscaping blade. Call 
Ed. 652-2333,  11/17
CONTRACTORS
BACKHOE
• Stumps ' Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterlines 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 






®KEATING SCHOOL III 
—93 PAPERS 
(Andlorr PI., Bella Vista, 
Costa Vista, etc.
CARPETS INSTALLED, refitted, restret­




KEATING SCHOOL li 
(Central Saanich Rd., 
Rodoiph, Brownlee
OUT OF WORK DAD specializing in 
wiring and small renovations. 652-
5032. 11/14
GARDEN AND YARD servicing. 
Knowledqeable and reliable. 656-4641.
13/17
GARDEN CLEAN-UPS, tree work, 
hedges, odd jobs, O.A.P. discount. 
Mike, 656-8730. 14/17
• CUSTOM FARM STRUCTURES
• UNDSCAPING ‘STORAGESHEDS
• HOME RENOVATIONS




I WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for $6,00 




BABYSITTING FOR late afternoon and 
nights. Phone after 6 p.m. please. 656- 
6597. 14/14
BOOKKEEPING for small businesses, 
fully qualified in all phases, including 
computer. 655-1493. 14/17
Renovations Unlimited
- Household Improvments 
- Business Lease Improvements 
•Specializing in 
Bathroom Renovations 





and Trim From 8y






HAR-TER GEN. CONT. LTD. Custom 
rebuilt homes, additions, renovations, 







WE ARE LOOKING 
FOR SOMEONE WHO 









Auto - Residential - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
f/5-10025GalaranRd. 655-3535
DRAPERIES
C.K. DRAPERY. We moke it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 592-9273 





Installer with 20 years 
experience.
655-1179
TUTORING all academic subjects. 
Senior, Middle and Elementary levels. 
Varying rales. Some remedial pro- 
groms. 652 0749._____________ 37/tf
DRYWALL
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camolion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales represenfatives to market 
our luxurious run resisfont pantyhose 
directly lo tho consumer. Great 
business. Call 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phono 
num^ty. _
PART tImeTeRSON roqu^^^^^ 
culling and gardening. Must have own 
transportation, 656-1237, 11/14
FULL tTmT/ BABYSlfTER'”/oqu^ ,5
mon. old starling July 4, References 
required. 652-0759 after 6 p.ni,_ 1.3/ I'l
WANTED?'boy’lor' c^ ..^ass ln
1_5._... ..... .. .......14/1_4
AVOfji JOIN a No. 1 ttfarn for lun and 
profit. Did you know? You con become 
an Avon roprosontolivo at work, in 
your neighborhood, or at school. Earn 
up lo 50% commission, Full training 
provided, Call now, 477-139,3, 14/17
PART hME, general coHoo shop help, 
Mual be Ihorough, quick and available 
weekday mornings, Apply at Conoo 
Cove tolleo shop, 2300 Conoo Cove 
Rood, 14/17
BADYSITTER NEEDED Iwo par) days per 
week, Soanichlon. Phono evenings, 
6S'7-3655. 14/14
MOM, WE NEED YOUI Earn extra 
while kids in school. Team housocloaiv 
leg. 2-4 mornings/weok witli Dlr- 
taw(iy, Call Shei ry, 652-0644, 14/14
NEED PERSON to work nights ond 
weekends. Apply ol Robins Donuts, 
Sidney, 14/15
wanted' FOR PART TIME, rnldniglil 
shift, at Sidney Answering Sorvico, 
Call 6.56-4,311 during btisInesB hours,
, ;14/14''
CAN YOU SEW lorge cushions? Conloct 
Patrick Chu (ortist), 656-1730, Tour to 
sew arts In China. Ro&oivalion 
oyalloblo, $3675.(30 for 24 doy8, 14/14
WANTED: help for summer on large 
esialo, Must bo hard worker ond hove 
own tronsporlotlon, Duties ore lay/n 
mowing, weed-eating and gorieral 
lobour, Apply P,0, Box 2244 Sidney. 
V0L3SCI, 14 14
EXPERIENCED WAITER/WAITRESS lor 
brooklosi lunch shill. Pbonct dining 
room incrnngrtr lor Interview, 656-3166. 
Dunsmuir lodge, Poclllc Research ond 
Conlerunce Centro, , 2‘* .'/f
MATURE PERS(3NS required part time 
In heollli/fllnttss lirilrj In Sldncry, Im 
leresled parlies stmd reiumo stating 
luiuts ol avudoljiiiiy, ag«, e|<., lu box 
480 < WOl Second St,, SIdnrty, B.C. VllL 
4Pa, J;4/14
CTARDENFR ' AMD'"HANDYMAN" ""re" 
guirird for yeor-roittid wmplnymonf t>n 
small tjcnKigii In Sofmichlon, Must ho 
I mature, hove gorxl referencos, be 
rMosonobly knowIrsHgeahle oi garden­
ing orul be looking ictwrstd long Irirm 
rtmplayment, Should enjoy working 
witboul supervision ond choosing o 
work rciulmw to t.ult the senion ond
! r.. ■■i/i/’/ '''d'l,'
j,'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HOUSECLEANING. FAST, efficient, 
friendly foams dedicated to Ihe busy 
home. Dirtaway — 652-0644. Com-
pllmentory (lowers. _ _ _______ .‘1.?./.*'
SEAMSTRESS — 652-1008 — no job too
big or small. Mending to dropos. Over 
20 yrs. exporience. 04/22
NANCY'S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hair in your homo at your con- 
vonioncQ, Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m, - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser, For 
on appointment please coll Nancy, 
384-6190 anytime. 07/33
d'eeF COVi/LAND'S 
Looking lor Avon quality guotanloed 
products? Plooso call Barbara Cundllf, 
655-3071 lor brochures now ovailablti,,
00/19
FREE VACUUM BAG drtlivory. Repairs 
to all makers. Froo pick-up ond dollvory 
on all rojinirs. 655-4050, 00/TF
REFlIxoIoGV CAN RELI^ 
of stress and stress-rolnloci Illness - 
and il foals oh, so good I Reglslorod 
rellexoloqlst, 656-6')61, 12/15
WINEMAKERS, BEERMAKERS - Hove 
you ovtir considorod hoving n 
customirad label drown (or your pro­
duct? I C(iii do III Frosor Drolling, 656-
9326,...; ■; ......................../ " 13/17
FOOT CARD, in your hoitre. Podicure, 
fool mainogo, noils clipped. $20,00, 
For appolnlmtjnt phono Kay at 655- 








COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Painting and toxiuro. Complete base- 
mont dovolopmonl. 652-0836. 07/19
DRYWALL, honci-tapor for hire. No job 
too smoll. Coll Sydney Boyd, 656-4,559 


















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm


















RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 





► MOSS CONTROL 
» FERTILIZING 
• WEED CONTROL 
» ANNUAL LAWN 
CARE PROGRAM 







Rfjtpalra to moBt mn)or 




25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 










• LAWNS — SEED 8. SOD 
» DACKHOt: .SEOVICl; 
FLANTIMO THEES A SHRUBS 
» MHUNINtl — OHNAMENIAL 
A FRUIT TREES 
• TOPPING, REDUCINO 
OR F ELLINO
SI-nVIMCTHFPFMlWfiHlA ' 









































•Picks up rocks down to 3/4 inch 
•Breaks up hard packed soil 

















“A Hardy Lawn 
is
A Healthy Lawn”
BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
Lnwnoultlng, Trimming 
Weeding, Yard denning 
Odd John
The Extra (Yard) Man 
656-1237
WILL DO ROTOVATING in Control 
SoanIrJi uriMi, 662-3530. 13/16
SHAPE UP YOUR GARDEN lor 
Rototilling, grasMc culling, trimming, 
fjonnrul yard work. Rucuonabto raltni. 
652-2167, 13/14
INOIIS FARM DRAINAGE plow Is in Iho 
area lor April, Toll frrjo |.fl00-663- 
11133.
CLEAN-UPS, HAULING, pruning, Irob 
work, grm.v. cult.. Rook lor powor rak­
ing, lop soil, mjw lawns, sood or ftoti, 
O.A.P, dihcouni, 6.S6 lt730, M, 17
CHIVES ARE LIP I RaviJiiliill Hurb Farm 
optm avcii'v Sunday l-.'i jt.m .starling 
April lOlli, tD.'lO Ml, Nowton Cinss Rd. 
6'I2-;I0'24, 1.1, 17
FRONT LAWN POWER raking, $3500 
mofit loiii, tqll lor li:i.>ti> rn.iimaio, Mor- 
/I/ lilt' r-'m /,r,2 III,.,,!, rtii ftotn
$10,00.; 1.1/15
WELL AGED HORSE MANURE, No
, wetirJt,. $35.(K) pitk'Up load, didlvorr.rd,
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\ BOOK STORE & MORE Wofcl Search
WIN
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a totai of 
S30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 











Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner’s Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
Name____________________________________________________
n ROOFING AUTOMOTIVE
SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING and gut­
ters. Free estimates, guaranteed 




TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typesetting 
& word processing. Resumes, letters, 
to manuscripts & books. Reasonable 
rates. Big or small, we do them all. 
656-6466.01/TF 
KAREN'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing letters, reports, resumes, etc. 
in my home; OR, if you prefer I can of­
fer assistance in your office with typ­
ing, dictaphone, filing or receptionist 
duties. Call Karen, 652-5962. 13/15
1974 TOYOTA PICK-UP truck, long box, 
4 spd., canopy. Good condition,
$1100.00. 656-7924. ___________ 14/16
'81 FORD F256. 7^000 "km Camper 
Special. 400 auto, PS, PB, dual tank, 
sliding rear window, $9,500.00. After 5 
p.m., 655-3508.J 4/15
'73 AAAZDA with Chevy 4 cyl. engine. 
Needs work. Best reasonable offer 





ITTY BITTY SIGN SHOP ... I will hand 
letter . . . show cards, banners, 
plywood, trucks, windows, murals, 
menus . . . artwork and design, too. 




□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
A BOOK §T0KE&M0EE
March 19 winner of a $30 gift 
certificate was ken Miller of 
Booth Place, Sidney.
ANSWERS: Short, Closed, Breaker, 




MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
AAAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 





pAN'S GROUND KEEPING. All phases 












Specializing in ail types 








STUCCO, WOOD SIDING, 
TRIM. O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
FREE ESTIMATES 
CALL: -HANK652-1724 o/;?
Individual music instruction 
in guitar, piano, 
voice, recorder.
Lloyd & Dianna English 
656-1315 
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
All ogos and lovuls, piano, organ & 






















Sidney & North Saanich
381-5736
3 year written warranty Woguarantoo you’ll bo happy
H E R IT A G F PAINTING AND 
DECORATING Ltd. I-Kliirlor houao pain- 
tint/, iip«ckilirl()(J ill liquid vinyl touting 
lor Hluceo nnd mnaoniy fiurfncr«, Al»a 
convonllonol paint. 304-1560, 
AVALLPAPliR, INTERIOR PAINTINO. olc; 
kumonablti, iwiiuljlu, ituul. Quulity 
work you can offotcl. Froo oallmotos or 




9 9 9 & ® O 9 Brnsmeimmam
, CLAIR DOWNEY EMH
Service BmMWMgrf
® • LICENSED MECHANICS _
•5BAYSTOSERVEYOU *
O • TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES • BATTERIES ®
® • SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
a '• PROPANE SALES
FOR SERVICE CALL
0 656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora. Sidney 
0 CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER
09900099
BODY AND RUST REPAIR. Small cars, 
$275,00; full size, $550.00. I.C.B.C. 
claims. Pin-striping. Pick-up and 





• Husqvarna • Pioneer • Toro 
’ Shindaiwa • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
656-7714
RO-IN PAINTING. 656 0911. 40,
1 PLUMBINGHk HEATING
PAVING
DRIVEWAYS PAVED, touirfocwd, poft 
tlittrj, toaittd, 22 yr*. otipisrlMncn, 




B&w Construction and llnfmlni




PONTIAC « BUICK • CMC • LTD.
MAKE YOUR BEST DEALI
Then give us this 
COUPON and we will give 
you an $^||f|00 
additional &IIII OFF 







AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE









YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your RV unit. If wo can't sell it we'll 
buy it. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzville Recreation Cen­
tre Ud. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 09/16 
FOR AN APPOiNTMEm 
precision engineeied Wesifolia tour­
ing camper at your home, Tom B. Good 
should be called. 656-9181 or 385-2415.
_________ 12/15
TENT TRAILER " for RENT. Sleeps 6. 
Stove, icebox and awning. $125.00 per 
week or $25.00 a day. 656-7838. 13/18
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR AAARKET? 
For $129. per week we can place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department a* 656-
n51 for detoils._____________ LLl!I
bo YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free
Phone 656-6656._________ ________ :.5l_
AD^VENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ronch. Reservations, 478-
3023. ________ _______  \s/n
YrACTOR^O^^T posts pounded, drill­
ed, complete fences. Riding rings and 
paddocks, levelled and harrowed 
plowing, discing, rototilling - large and 
small, brush cutting, front-end loader 
work, landscaping blade. Coll Ed, 652-
2333. JJZi-
COMbT MEfAiTboOR: single pane 
metol frame window 52'/j xll8 ; 
single pane slider 3414 "x46'/a"; I male 
and 1 femole 5 speed matching bikes; 
avocado exhaust fan S hood; 5 light 
chandelier; 2 crystal ceiling lights and 
1 hall light ond chain. Ph. 652-6102.
STubil^r STARTER D^M^^^ "Bax­
ter", colour pearl. 22" base drum, 16" 
floor tom, 12" & 13" toms. Pearl cymbal 
& stand, Tama high hat stand with 
medium cymbals, drum stool S ghost 






Complete Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737 














1977 FORD XLT RANGER. Shortbox, 
4x4. 39" tires, roll bar, two tone, many 
extras. Must be seen! $8,000. firm. 
478-5695 evenings. _ 13/TF
74 BOBCAT MERCURY. Good condition. 
One owner. $850.00 or offers. 656- 
6260. 12/15
191/2’CAMPION CRUISER 
Head-sink-table In cabin- 
full canvas. 85 + 10 HP 
Johnson elec, start 
outboards-depth sounder- 
fresh water, rod holders, 
trailer with electric winch & 
surge brakes.






2867 Douglas St. at Topaz
“Your Peninsula Representatives”
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Parts 
and service for all imports. 10124C 
McDonald Park Rd. 655-1151, 49/TF
'69 DART SLANT 6. Good condition. 
New tires. No rust. $500.00, 656-3492,
07/14
IF YOU DESIRE o precision engineered 
Volkswagen automobile, Tom B. Good 
should be told. 656-9181 or 385-2415.
__________ ______ _ _ _ 5,
1980 AMC CONCORD station wagon. 
PS, PB, automatic, excellent condition. 
S3500. 1974 Datsun 8210, running well, 
$500.656-8001. _ _ __J!3/14
1974 Mercedes 240D. Good condition./ 
$8900,00 656-3233. __ 13/16;
1967 CLASSIC RED Mustang. Excellent 
condition. Must be seen to be ap­
preciated. All stock with Cobra ac­
cessories. $5,000. OBO. 652-5018.
L_. . ' _ til/ '' 1 _ U/]4
'73 SUPER BUG, sunroof, full sound 
system,, rodiols, much work done, 
'mechanicolly excellent, $2650. OBO. 
652-3703. _ 14/17
'74 MUSTANG, 4 cyl., auto., HB. Runn­
ing order. Offers on $600.00. '78 
Horizon, auto., 4 cyl., good condition, 
oHers on $1300. 656-5753. 14/14
'75 bATSUN B2io," 'auto,, $85b.6b. 652- 
9866. _ 14/17
1^9811 '280ZX turbo; fully ioadedlincL 
T-roof. 60,000 miles. Excellent condi­
tion. $10,500. 655-3638. 14/15
15' FfBREGLASSED BOAT, motor, gas 
tank ond spore tire. Coll 655-1419, 
George.11/14 
MERCURY 9.8 H.P. OUTBOARD Motor, 
(1982) in excellent condition, runs like 
new. Asking $550.00. 656-6130. 12/15
FOR SME: wi[L"~^7ed foT^T^
aluminum boot on trailer and some 
fishing gear. $400.00. Phone 656-2745.
, ■ 14/14
14'" WOODEN BOAT, trailer, 20 h.p.
Johnson. Extras. $900.00 OBO. 652- 
2949. 14/17
18' HOURSTON GLASCRAFT, hardtop, 
needs engine, otherwise good condi­
tion. $2400.00 OBO. Roodrunner trailer 
optionoL 652-3257. t _ J 4/15 
17' DOUBLE EAGLE hardtop, os new. 
Full stond-up conVos. C.B.’,' sounder, 
many extras, 70,h,p. Johnson, - under 
70 hr. Galvanized Roodrunner trailer, 
all in immoculote condition. 
$11,000.00, 383-8959. 14/14
boathouse" IN SIDNEY for sole or
rent. Will take 25' 8' beam Command 
Bridge boot. 656-6129. 14/14
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE
11 MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
RABENA PRINTS. Private collection of 
signed, framed prints. For sale in­
dividually, 655-1814. 12/16
ATTENTION WAR-GAMERS! 
(Collectors especially.) We have many 
war games, computer games. The full 
Europa series which consists of Finest 
Hour, $25.00; Western Desert, $18.50; 
Marita-Merkur, $18.50; Fire in the 
East, $55.00; Fall of France, $36.50; 
Narvik, $20.00; Torch. $20.00; Case 
White, $19.00; Third Reich, $15.00; 
Axis a Allies, $24.00; Pacific War, 
$49.00; Classics such as World in 
Flames, $50.00; and Conzio, $30.00; 
never been used. Commodore 64 
games; Kampgruppe, $45.00; Knights 
in the Desert, $15.00; Tigers in the 
Snow, $20.00; Carrier Force, $40.OO; 
Avalon Hill General Mag., Vol. 4 Nb.'t 
1, May-June 1967 and up. 656-2732.' 
/' ■ ' / 13/17
FOR SALE: WEIGHT bench with 
weights, 105 pounds total, bench in ex­
cellent condition, weights in fair 
shape, comes with bench press bor 
and curling bar. Call anytime after 5 
p.m., 656-7868. Best offer accepted.
: ________     11/15
AS NEW: BEAUflFUL red French'’Pro- 
vincial v/inged-back chair, $225.00; 
quality single bod, $175.00, Wanted; 









25 words for $129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 
community newspapers in 
B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE _________
Biiy/Loaso any gas, diosol 
Ct3r or truck, now or used. 
Direct from volume ftictory 
dealer. Call for pro-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
P523I._________ ___________ _
$1 Down lenses a now car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payments from $1,39/mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manapor 
at (604)465.1.1931, DL5r)84,
All makes truck/aulo lease, 
ForrJ, CiMC nnd Dodao, The 
vehicle you want lor Iho 
piico you want delivered to 
your door. For Inlormntlon 
nob Lnnnstalf. Collect 327- 
q431,..p«!^02,;_____________ _
Direct dial auto listings has 
over 2000 vehicles on our 
compuKsr dnInOase, Buying? 
Wo will send you n printout 
ol 20 vehicles you are inlor- 
estod In for $6.00, Selling? 
LiHl your vehicle lor 2 weeka 
lor Sfi.OO. Special Dealer 
Rates, We ndvorllso prov­




Conveniimt Grocery Sioro, 
Central Okanagan, Attached 
3 bdrm. living (luariors, Post 
office, colleo bar Good bu!il» 
ness, BestsullerB Realty, 
Norma, Eves, U36.4fi34. 
$124,900, Box 681, Siicn-
.fl ZMQ...
VVeii esiatiiisbed rnaiina and 
I house boat rentals. Six unit 
motel, two roaldonco, boat 
storage dock, $463,000, 
TF Write Box 601, Eilcamoun, 
Li.G. 8.i6'4!);i4 l;vunings,
' nest_sollerH,Rqally.^ ___
•»" Cariboo Roadhooso Pub, 
Motel, Rosiaurnnt, Lodge, 
Rallflnlrts on hlqlawav CInse 
to Ski area. By owner, asking 
— $295,000. Financing avail­
able, Jell, (604)396.4412, 
Box 27, Lac Ln Hache, R.C, 
New Space Ago Products - 
iooKing lor dealers to markttt 
ibojie new and Innovative 
aulo ptoducta: These pro- 
ducts are in great demand 
and n,xtremeiy prolitable. 
MuMi be mechanlcelly mind- 
wJ. Training provided. No 
franchise tjr dealer l-
nxn niYx .f,, ecn ceTy
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Leasing Company Iranchiaos 
available. 20 now oKicea 
opening across B.C. Invosl- 
mcnl ol $8900. can not an 
average of $2.7 million In 
sales per/yr. For Inlo call 
1,-C04.4M:.641tt,................._____
Concrete Plant, Gravel Pit, 
Trucks, road building equip- 
rnonl (or sale, Grande 
Cache, Alta, Active prolil- 
ablo business lor sale as 
going concern or by iho 
plrtco. The death ol llie 
owner necossltalos Ihe sale. 





Own Your Own Prolltnblo 
B,'jdy Goar by Suncapsulo 
Family Tun & Tono Art, 
Fasiesl growing business In 
Canada. High demand, high 
nrollt, possTblo to roenpturo 
invesimont In loss than 6-0 
months. Ground floor oppor- 
lunilv. Sorioua Inciulrios 
only. Area doveloporo need­
ed. 1-BQ0-G03-0621,
Mon, Women, make oxira 
nionoy. Everything 'uippllod 
to get slartod. Send your 
name addroas and phone to 
Income Opporlunitlos, Box 
4353, Williams Lake, D,C. 
V2G 2V4,
Quatiinleod Monthly Ir* 
corneM Newest Money-mak­
ing Syslorn produces an 
Automatic Income for Ldo! 
No sollingl Free details, B. 
Glenn, t/577 • 4070A Elk 
Lake Dr,, Vlciorla, B,G, V8Z 
5MT,;_.............      '
Fashion Jewelry Reps Want­
ed lor excluaivtily deaigned 
Jewelry, Eiuporb guallty, 
lanhuibi:, (uicett, axct.tiieid In- 
erjme. Filih Avenue (3ollec- 
110 n, 111 d 0 p e n d 0 n t R e p r e s 0 n - 
lailve, Box 8303, fibdion 
"F”, Grirnonlon, T6H 4W6,
(401)43-1.
Gash In - t3ash Out, Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, FlelhJ • 
World Famous (Jrlnks you 
will fi'IKI In ynnr r\nw\ uni­
que, cold pop/julce vendors 
wllh soparale price soilings. 
Minimum investment of 
$1l,<'tfin sociirerl as we sup­
ply ireight, equipment ins- 
Uilind m locfituma, product 
(Ills, supplies, etc Own your 
c,»«!h businoH, your choice, 
part or (ull-lirrm Gall/wrlte 
(,34 hours) lor brochure. Sol- 
*r Rusiness Ceniros. 100 
East Drive, Suite 200, Brsm- 
aloa, OtYiarlo LOT 1B.3. Mr,
M,-»lhnt 1.(4im.7nt.n7nq
EpiJCATIONAL__________
Make More Money! Learn 
Income Tux Propurnilon or 
Basic Bookkeeping, Froo 
binchurn, no obllnailon, U JL 
R Tax Service, 206-1345 
Prunblna Hwy,, Wlnrdpog, 
R3T 2BG, (204)284.1806. 
FfehchlsHH iivallablo. '
Diploma correspondence, 
Fine calendar. High School 
upgrading, accounilng, man- 
ngomenl, ndmlnlBlrallon, 
siocriflarial, compulors, Es­
tablished 1964, Nrdional Col- 
logo, 444 Robson, Vancou­




ners, Approved woodnlove, 
chimney, hearth malerinlit 
(or one olory appllcallon 
$995, (sieve tYoly $475
Greenhouse nnd Flydroponlo 
t^qulpmenl and Supplies - 
Tho most comploto soloclion 
In Canada. Low prices, plus 
wo are a Gold Cord rotailor. 
Send $2. lor calaloguo and 
(roe magazine to Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B,C, V6B 
aN9. 1-604-0n2-6636,
Curved glass polio oxton- 
slorm starling at $1,095, 
Hobby greenhouses slarting 
al $599. Full line ol green­
house accessories. Call B,C. 
Greenhouse Bulldors 1-604- 
433.4'220 or write 7425 Hod- 
ley Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. 
V5E2R1.
HELP WANTED
Journey Person Glazier 
Working Foreman exper­
ienced m table work and 
outside Installations. Polar 
Industries (1987) l • ,■ P’
Whitehorse, Yukon, C. i 
G.E. Moore 1-403-r,( . ;
Overseas Posillons, i u.id- 
rods of top paying positions, 
Attractive benollts, All occu­
pations. Froo details. Over­
seas Employment Services, 
Dopl. CA, Box 460, Mount 
Royal, Queboo. H3P 3C7. .
Rich ifi Famous! MultF Mil­
lion Dollar Inlornatlonol 
Firm sooks 2 rotJiooentollvoa 
In your area that seek In­
comes ol up to $800 * $1,600 
+ weekly. No direct aollino 
Involved, dolly repeat busl- 
rioss, sot your own hours. 
Training provided, For conll- 
denllol interview coll 9 to 6 
^41^6)756-2111 or (416)766*
PETS AND LIVESTOCK 
Looking For A Ho7se?”w«'ll 
(ind It for you, Only $10. Got 
ono frjr sale'/ Wo’vo got 
buyorsi Ph; (403)237-5944 or 
write "Dobbin”, 300-444 . 
5th Ave,, S,W,, Calgary, Alla, T2P 2T0, Wo aunfftr!: 
lee resullsl_______ ___ _ ,
For 9al#: Pure Bred Here- 
lords. 30 cow/call pairs, 
Calves 4 mon, old, and 25 
replacernent heifers. Phono 





i) kn.F, MacDonalds Sloveu H 
Stunei? Ltd., Aldergrovo, 
B C.;_856-814F,...... ................. .
AKnIlas, Clovers, and 
Grassos, Field Peas, Canola 
Seed. Cornhlne your erdors 
wllh your noluhtjours, Dis- 
rriiints .'iv.TlInhm Phnrie loll 
(rerj l-(.t00-661-i;i29, Han- 
n.7‘s SorHiB Ltd,, Lacombe, 
Alta. TOC ISO.____
Soccer Bools, Balls, Qlovea, 
luiun Ship Oh.. I anbistiu 
fioloctlon groat prices. Spee­
dy your needs (or lard ron- 
ponse to Soccerwfist, 2733 
riijoie! Hwy,, Cuquilliirn, 
n G V1F1K9 ... __ ______________
LIghling Flxluren, VJoftlern 
Gfunu.1i» fl largest diBplay, 
Whelrjsfile .and retail. Free 
Gabiiogues av a dab la. Nor- 
hurn Lighting Centre, 460('i 
l:.iial Hastings Street, Bur­
naby, B.C. V5G 2K6. PhCino 
1., 299.0666
Rogulred, roportor/photo­
grapher for weekly news­
paper In Alberta. Apply lo 
vermilion Slundard, Box 
750, Vermilion, Alla, TOR 
4M0 or phono Paulino 
Slubba at 1-403-853-5344.
Rornolo mouninin resort 
hotel accepting applloollons 
(or summer and lull time 
omploymonl, Posillons In­
clude; chambermaids, cooks, 
dlfihwashors, waitresses, 
cnaldors, desk clerks, bor- 
lendera, cafolerla workers, 
gni» nliondnnis. For appli­
cation, sfjnd soK-addrossorJ 
stamped envelope to; Glac­
ier Park Lodge, Rogers 
Pasta. B.C, VOE 2b0, Atton- 
I(onJphn_Gall,.._____ _________ _ ___
Canadian PacKIc Hotels and 
Resort!) Ctiat(tau Lake Lou- 
iKo. Mountain Resort Holtsl 
r<,i(julro,H cbokmg stall (lor 
high volume production) lor 
yoai round employment, 
Ghrd de PnriKr. Must poss- 
WBB Inurnevrnan'B red seal 
cerldlcntft 3-4 yrs exper­
ience, First cook must poss- 
«}»B cetlKicaie of (ormal 
training (iidnlrnum 2 yr pro-i 
gram) with 2-3 yrs industry 
cxpuiioitco, PoilUuni atari
Inim May 15/B8 subsIdizerJ 
moala and shared accommo, 
daitmv lor slnglns Anpll- 
ermts must bo ai Ittasi 18 yrs 
of aga. Apply to Pofiorutal 
Manager, Chateau lake 
Louise, Alborla, TOLMEO, 
(403)5?2-:tfi3r».
"ICBC Ollerod me iTIwo. 
Carey Linde got me $194,000”, Q.N. - Abho];: 
luiu. v'uiiuuuviii itiwyer Car­
ey Linde (Bincrr ig>a) q,*# 
Free InfoM'iiMlIon, Phone u 
604.7798, locond Opirdop, 
Cl.a,d.|y.,..G|ye!i..
ICOLV lri)Uiy Claims? Call 
Dale Cerr-Hiirrli . jg 
trial lawyer with live years 
medical school before |«w 669- 4922 (Vancouvrsr PS 
piMioncod in hoed Ihlury ana 
». Perciother mfliof cliiim, 
agii fees avadarda Percent-
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ESTATE SALE: artificial fireplace, real 
brick and mortar, includes electric log 
set and brass screen, $400. Excellent 
condition. Phone 656-7982.
GOLF CART AND BAG, good condition, 
$50. Phone after 8 p.m., 656-6220.
Sit WfrM m O Oi; R
G R p O ivi IN G S A L O N :
12/15
SAVE THE CHILDREN Fund Spring Tea 
Wed. April 13, 2 p.m. Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, 4th St., Sidney. 
Special guest. Her Honour Mrs. R. 
Rogers. International crafts, raffles, 
etc. Admission by donation. Help us 
help the world's children I 14/14
RICHARDSON - Arthur Lord (1907- 
1987). Lovingly remembered and sadly 
missed by his wife Julia. 14/14
MESytORIAL GIFTS
HARVARD CLASSICS 24 volumes. 
Brand new, leather bound, never us­
ed. Cost $300.00; asking $150.00
O.8.O. 652-2833.________________ \2/)5
NEVER USED high bock Merlino wool 
seat covers. Offers. 656-4889. 13/16
‘ TUESDAY thru SATURDAY- 
r (G ov .C ert if iedi G r,oAmeT)!|*
’ . -RHONEPO^lAPPOINTMENT ,
:2387 Beacd'n Ave. 656-33i,'1
VIC HIGH — CLASS OF '59. Did you 
graduate that year or know someone 
who did? Would you be interested in a 
30-year reunion in 1989? We need to
hear from you! Please call Rosiline
9 PCE. BEDROOM SUITE, 54 in. bed,
light oak finish, $375.00. Inquire 656- 
2538.
Smith (Frees) 384-2485, Carol Kendall 
(Janke)384-0857, or Val Baba (Wong) 
658-8483. 14/18
13/14
RCA 20" T.V., working condition, 
$80.00; cone back hall chair, ook, 
$50.00; electrolux shampooer, 
$100.00. Phone 652-6418._______I?/ l?
VACATIONING? Mature, reliable pet 
sitter will visit your home daily. Walk 
dogs, water plants, cut gross, etc. Lin­
da, 652-5654 . 07/U
IK-12 TOSHIBA Studio Video Camera, 
complete with tri-pod, 10 years old, 
hardly used, S600.00 O.B.O, 656*2732.
13/17
LI'L RASCALS BATH HOUSE. Gov't, cert, 
dog grooming. For appt. phone Vivien 
at 652-4380. 11/14
SWIVEL CHAIR and Ottoman, black 
fabric, $100.00. 656-8058. 13/15
ihraNERATOR BARRELS. $10.00 
delivered. Phone Chris, 656-0065 or
6^j;5648._  ________ 13/14
' .......f?
CHICKS FOR SALE. Fancy chickens, 
pheasants, wild and other turkeys, 
quoils, etc. 479-1889.
HThORSE IN Deep Cove lo 
and use in local shows by
NORTH SAANICH VOLUNTEER Fire 
Department welcomes all tractor 
owners and spectators to their third 
annual Garden Tractor Pull on April 17 
from 11 am to 3 pm at Sandown Race 
Track. No charge for admission but a 
silver collection to support Muscular 
Dystrophy will be appreciated. For 
more information please call Albert 
Von Wyh at 656-2637.
FRIDGE (13 CU. ft.), o'/en, queen 
waterbed ond headboard, large dog 
cage (foldoble), Renault 12 (S.W., 
1973). 655-3489.
WANTED
exercise i  
responsible 14 yr. old, who has had 4 
yrs. of English riding lessons. Please 
phone 656-9654.______ _______?/.l^
13/15
COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT: Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body; power winder; 43- 
75 mm F 3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flosh; 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension tubes; 2X 
televerter; Slik 800G tripod; remote 
shutter release; deluxe gadget bag. 
Complete kit only $650.00 or nearest 




FOUND: BLACK SWEATER (on West 
Saonich Rd. between Mt. Newton X Rd. 
and McTavish Rd. Late Sunday or early 
Monday. 652-4855.   
LOStT¥lACK, very friendly cat. Flea 
collar. Feb. 17 missing. Orchard Ave. 
area near baseball field. 656-7410, 
________ 14/14
with
THINGS TO DO this month for Peace. • 
Hear Dr. Helen Coldicott speak at UVic 
Centre Auditorium on Friday 8 Aprii at 
7:30 p.m. • Attend the Arkin v. Bradley 
Debate at UVic (Begbie) at 7:30 p.m. 
on Tuesday 12 April. • Share in "Flying 
High with Volunteers " Peace Table at 
Sanscha Hall on Sunday 17 April from 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. “ Walk for Peace on 
Saturday 23 April. 656*8978 for more 
informotion.
^^~AND GREET. Please join the 
Robertson's, new proprietors of 
Ladyhawk Antiques on Sat., April 9th. 
1-4 at 2489 Sevan St. 14/14
YOV
ffOURS -
We invite your 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
TENT TRAILER FOR RENT. Sleeps 6. 
Stove, icebox and awning. $125.00 per 
week or $25.00 a day. 656-7838. 13/18
LOST: AAALE GREY/BLACK cat 
white chest and feet. Answers to Rob­








BEN HOGAN full set plus bag-boy cart. 
Cost $525.00, sell $160.00. Frye boots. 
Engineers high top, cost $215.00, sell 
$70.00. Brand new (boxed). 656-7852.
14/17
FOUND; GINGER CAT. Vicinity 
Veyaness and East Saanich. Hungry & 
friendly. 652-3876.14/15
SINCERE THANKS for the many 
generous gifts of food and sympathy 
cards received during my recent loss. 
Lucille Neely.14/14
Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments.
THANK YOU.




RHODES MARK I Stage piano, $380.00. 




FOR SALE. One recliner chair, one G.E. 
electric lawnmower, with grass cat­
cher and extra blade. Phone 656-6242.
14/14
MUST SELL — lifetime membership in 
Holiday Trails Resorts, current value is 
$3995.00 Canadian. Annual dues 
$200.00 Canadian. Stay 21 days at a 
time in 5 quality resorts in B.C. and 
one in Ontario. Also enjoy over 500 
Camp Coast to Coast Resorts in 
Canada and U.S.A. Asking $2500.00. 
Open to offers. Also a Camp Coast to 
Coast membership goes along with 
Holidoy Troils Resorts. 652-9563. 14/16
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your message will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
, : n/tf
SOLID TEAK dining room table, four
ladder back chairs and buffet, 
$1000.00. Upright piano in good condi- 
Ttion; $750.00. 656-1456. 14/17
PROFITABLE BUSINESS opportunity. In- 
t'l. Corp looking for self-starters who 
want to work a few hours a week or 
full time. Cali Elaine, 652-6163. 11/14
Two 4x6 WHITE slider windows with 
Wescraft / insiders, v $100.00; single 
brass headboard, $25.00; four 80x8 
frailer wheel, tire and tubes, $25.00;
' SST prop, for 85-115 Johnson O/B, 
5s$150.00; alumir>um prop for Johnson 70 
: h.p., $60.00; frailer jack wheel, $10.00; 
two Ford 14" rims, $15.00: level ride 




WOMEN'S .$EXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. ■ 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of- all ages - serving the
Peninsula. Community 





WANTED: SIX GOOD approved life
jockets and Iwo lorge downriggers. 
655-1267. 12/14
WANTED: VERI KENNEL, No. 
Phone 478-7832 after 5:00 p.m.
400.
13/TF
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in­
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353._ _ _ __45/tf
cor-
OLD POSTCARD ALBUMS and ac­
cumulations bought by collector. Also 
want old cap pistols and tin toys from 
tho 1950's ond earlier. 652-9047 even­
ings or write to: Colloclor, Box 286,
^.........................
wanted!garden SHED - reasonable. 
Two tiros G78-15, reasonable. Bevell­
ed siding • roosonable. _______
LADIES IN ORIENT seek 
respondence w/single gentlemen. Box 
5248 Stn. A, Calgary, AB, Canada T2H 
1X6. 08/23
DID YOU WITNESS an auto/motorcycle 
accident at Lochside and Amity Drive, 
Saanichton, March 11, 1988, 3:15 p.m. 
Please contact Earl Joe, 652*9867,
14/14
WANTED: SMALL 10'x 15' storoge shod. 
Roasonablo, Level, Temporary for 







INCOME TAX PREPARED by experienc­
ed consultant. Member <3( CFTC, 655* 
3758, 05/16
HELSiNKi HAIR REGROWTH method, 
100% gunrantood and on oxcollont 
lino of porsonol skin products, com­
pletely Insured. Distributors oho need­
ed. 478-9359. 13/16
9tlV- lOlh APRIL, 10 - 5, 10/60 Derrick
— off Downey, Wo hove a great selec­
tion of good quality Items. ; 
ANNUAL COLIhf PLACE Black Gorage 
Sale. Follow signs off Wallace Drive. 
Many troosuros lo be found, fiomo 
neighbors moving. Sot, April 9, 10 am ■
3 pm. ' ........ .................. ..........
COiLt-CiriBlES, home baking, plants, 
onlertolnmunt lor Iho whole family. 
Sunday, April V/lh, Saiuchn Hall, 10-4, 
Filly community groups porlldpaiing, 
V- T : 14/15






























Cosy & warm with 2 bedrooms and a family room. New master 
ensuite & kitchen — top quality carpeting. Waik to shops and





Terrific parcel of land with full drainage system and watering. 
Good soil, level-fenced. Come and see the barns and





1624 sq. ft. of top quality and design make up this 3 bedroom 
Rancher situated on 1.3 acres close to Sidney. Almost com­
pleted, just time to pick carpets, etc. You get a lot tor your 
money here as there is* an additional 1200 sq. ft. for those





Super floor plan in this 3 bedroom home — new windows and 
carpets — freshly painted throughout. Close to shops 
beaches. See you there Sat. 11-1 pm.ML
^WlMMlWG^POOLr 
PRIVATE YARD
This family-size split-level home is loaded with charm! 3 cozy brick 
fireplaces (1 airtight), vaulted & beamed cedar ceilings, private 
rear patio & pool off rec. room, 3 BRs, 2 baths, double garage & 
convenient, popular Dean Park location, all for only $134,900! 
New M L.
' ' WALK TO SHOPS' ,
Great 3 BR rancher only 2 blocks from Beacon Ave. shops. Comr 
tollable & solid, new roof & gutters, thermal windows, extra insula­
tion, enclosed garage. Rock-faced heatilator fireplace, huge fami­
ly kitchen, fenced yard & patio. Great retirement or starter home at 






PAM & BOB KING 
656-3257





SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Wusloin 
Squoro Danco Asaoclollor'i colloctd all 
usotf fttamps. Prociutdi. to Canciu 
Fund. Drop Ihom off at Tho Roviow.
, , ..........  Y.W'd ■
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET, Sun- 
doyi. Toblu'j und info. 6lj6'4523. 05 if,
dance-“ NON-SMOKING danco, Fob,
'27, Do yincI Confro, 9 ■ l p.m, $5,00 at 
HlllsIdo, Harbour Squoro Malls, Bob's 
Boats, No loans, No lickols at door. 
384,5709,304*6196, 08/00
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA­
TION Thrift Shop, Funds gonoralod by 
this shop slay on tho Puninsulo lo pro- 
vido sorvicos to tho local ranldnnts 
through thu progroms ollorod by 
P.C.A, Wo oppruciaiu your donotlona 
ol lurnifuro, applioricus, houaobold 
Homs, clothing, oic. Pluoso coll 656* 
3511 to orrongrt convonlont pick-up or 
dulivor to Dopol ot 9751 Third Stroot, 
SIdnoy. Tho Ihrlfl Shop lit opun from 
9;lX) - 4:30 Mondoy to Saturdoy, Thank 
you for liolplng to support P,C.A, 0fi’'Tt- 
T.O.P.S. .Join us In losing pounds lor 
0 dimirior rtuimner! 9.30 urn. Mon 
days, Iroquois Pork ClublKiunw. Inlo:
65'2*504«, ' .......
PRESCHbo! STORYTIME Progroms of 
Vancouver Island Rogloncil Librory. 
Pru-r«9i*t«r your ,J*5 ywor olds ot yi,iui 
local bfont h lor six t\nl(-bour stssiions; 
ficbudulu, Cuntfol Soonich / Brant- 
wood TuBsdayi ot I'30 p.m. Sldnoy ' 
fL,i !li Cyvi.iid/ T/,''"'d ' 
Wadnitsdoys at 10;,10 a m, April 12 - 
MoylB, ,14/14
ADULT CHINESE STUDENTS will bo 
avciiloblo to Mxthongo pou tlmfli hulp 
far room oini tiontd noginimig ,S»>()i, 
'B8, (Crjinpanlorisbip lor litxdors, light 
hftusokBietping, boli'/sitling, uic.) 
PliKUti (oll 655 1941 mornini)'*. *'1''!''’'
' LOYAL ORDER OF XitOOSIs, 7935'East 
Saanich Rd,, April 16, IWJI), EJinniru & 
Datscw, livu tnusit, 9 ' I o,m. Cocktails
/'Sn f.......... •• fs AO




Immaculate 4 Bodrm,. 3 bath homo in 
prosllglouti Doan Park Fistalan. 
Custom built In 1085 and londwi with 
oxlraa, Drlght nunny 35 nc.ro lot on 
quiot otiool. Evorythlng In in AAA con­





Enjoy tho watorlronl from tho kltctutn 
and mastor bodroom ol this brand now 
3 Bodrm,, 3 bath hrjm« Ihtil in built by 
Kipot Coniitruollon ar>d covornd by 5 
yoar Now Homo Warranty Program, 
Ono of Iho flnoal aiioots in aidnoyl 
Price $134,900. MLS
FRESH TO MARKET
Super 3-4 bedroom family home al the end of a quiet cul-de-sac 
close to schools and shopping. Solidly constructed, well maintain­
ed. 2 level home offered at the realistic price of $96,400. For more 













Located on boautllul Roljorla Bay 
mlnulos drlvo to downtown Sidney, 
TtMs ocean vlowo and marine life will 
laacinalo you as tho oconoa am over- 
changing, 3 Oodrm,, 3 baths, ? FP's, 
roc room, sun room, and hofil pump. 
Oflora on $150,000, MLS
BRAND NEW 
SIDNEY SEAVIEW * 
Otoloe locnllon afirosa ficxu wotivrfrord 
end minulos v/nik to vniaoe. Watch the 
Loan all year rrMtrxj, CXJaiiiy conotruo* 
lion (2»:e) wllh lop quaiily carpots, 
ceMnela, etc, 3 IMmi, 2 bathn, 




Tho fwrfoci rotiromoni homo, Mov# in 
and enjoy wllhout doing a Ihing. Built 
In tool, ISNX) plua »q. (I, 3 Bodrma,, 1 
■. 4 pco. bath, 14x12 master liodroom, 
ell now carfMiting & flooring, hoaiiialor 
F.P, and vory bright A specious, Bulll 
try Klftol Consiructlon, $02,MX).
Thin spotless beauty sits In ri popular family area of Sidney, with nn 
exfjeilont elemoniniy schrxoi next atieet over, Mride up of three 
bodroomo, throe bathrooms, ample entortoInlrHl and living space, 
all blended logethor with neutral decorating. Tho double garage 
attached to the house alts on a level, easy care 65 x tOO (t, lot, (III- 
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Elegant cedar home. Skylights, 
3 BR/2.5 baths, custom blinds, 
shake roof. PLUS ’Family room 
‘Great family area ‘Electronic 
door opener ‘Sunken living 
room ‘2-car garage ‘Near 
recreation ‘Woodburning stove 
‘One year old ‘Eat-in kitchen. 
LOCATED IN PRESTIGIOUS 
DEAN PARK. Ideal for Savvy 
Buyer. MLS #20616.
STYLISH COMFORTS
Country rambler with ideal kit­
chen. Cedar split level. Great 
family area, electronic door 
opener, electric heat, paddle 
fans, vaulted ceilings, 
skylights, study, thermal glass, 
woodburning stove, wood win­
dows, greenhouse window, city 
water 3 BR/3 baths. PLUS 
‘Family room ‘Garden ‘Fruit 
trees ‘Near everything ‘RV 
pad *2-car garage ‘Deck. 
Located in Sunny Deep Cove. A 




Cedar rancher enchantment. 
Close to beach, 2 fireplaces, 3 
BR/2 baths. PLUS ‘Electric 
heat ‘One owner ‘Electronic 
door opener ‘Quiet street 
‘Great family area ‘Custom 
blinds ‘Near recreation ‘Pad­
dle fans ‘Deck ‘Skylights 
‘Family room ‘Woodburning 
stove * 2-car garage ‘Bay 
views. LOCATED ONLY STEPS 
FROM ONE OF THE NICEST 
BEACHES ON PAT BAY. Ex­
ecutive liquidation! A Splendid 




Sat & Sun 1-4 PM
This spacious family 
home features many 
custom extras as well 
as a 2 bedroom in-law 
suite. Drop by and see 
me or call ahead for ear- 
I Iv viewing.
1 ' VERALLANES 






REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
■ aacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLDc
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
lAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it
tm mmifs PEomEC
2 bedroom bungalow (lots ot 
potential for further develop­
ment down) set on 3.58 acres 
— zoned 1/2 acre. Home 
siluated on edge of property 
so potential to develop 6 more 
lots. Quiet area in the heart of 
horse country this would be 







LOVELY ONE BDRM. CONDOMINIUM 
for sale in Blue Wafers, Sidney. 
S63,900. Write P.O. Box 6061, Station 
C, Victoria, B.C. V8P 5L4 or call 642- 
3766. 14/14
ml




SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE for sale. 3 
bdrm., 1V2 baths, workshop, fenced 
yard, children OK, pets OK. No agents 
please. 656-4587. 09/15




In different areas of Sidney from $97,900. 3 br.. 2 baths. Skylights, 
etc. to $104,500. Immediate possession, different floor plans. ' 
Superbuys!
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOME 
$81,500
Great 3 bedroom, full basement home on bus route close to shop­
ping, and beach. Large fenced-in back yard with fruit trees and 
greenhouse.
SPANISH STYLE
Beautiful 4 bedroom family home in good area of Sidney. Built in 
1973 Spanish style. Close to shopping, bus, etc. All new kitchen & 
bathroom cabinets. New carpets & lino., storm windows, large 
fenced backyard with garden. Finished basement. Super buy!!
GREATSIDNEY BUILDING LOT
1 /2 block to beach in subdivision of custom homes, underground 
services, etc. Super quiet area. $59,900.
DESIREABLE ARDMORE
Executive home in a parklike setting on 1 acre — where peace and 
serenity prevail. You are sure to like the bright oak kitchen with 
built-in to make cooking and baking a pleasure. The spacious din­
ing room to one side while a family room with oak floors and 
heatilator fireplace joins the kitchen on the other. Living room with 
vaulted cedar ceiling and fireplace. The 3 bedrooms with 2 baths 
have a private wing altogether. This home is unique with large win­
dows everywhere to let the beautiful surroundings in. As a bonus 
there is a full basement for guests, hobbies and other activities 
plus an airtight stove to keep il co/y,
ONE-OF-A-KIND SPLIT
Custom built by owner on 1/2 acre Dean Park lot, this com­
fortable, in "perfect" condition home will please the 
discriminating buyer, Largo bright room that makes living here a 
joyful experience, Open space and easy tiaffic flow make this a 
comfortable home and keeps the family together, Tho view, too, is 
exciting and you can enjoy II from most rooms, 3 bedrooms, den, 
family room, wllh stove, living roam, dining room, and bcmus room,
3 baths, garage, and workshop in back AH this for asking price ol 
$185,900,
NEW RANCHER $93,500 FIRM
Groat now ronchot In new sutxJivislon, underground sotvices, 
Close to shoppltig, etc, Heatilator fireplace, 2 bathrooms, 
skylights A much rnoro, Never see this price again, move In now.
SIDNEY. HOUSING CO-OPERATIVE 
welcomes children. Occupancy May 
isl. Only, a few 2 BDRM lownhouses, 
Heft." '^$'1 VOOti'. '"s hd re ‘"p u rc ii a s’e 
$575/month plus utililies. Phone 385-
2131 for info and applmatj^^_
ROOmIn” MODERN >IOUSE,"~^clneyi 
close in. $260.00 per month includes 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove, 
microwave. On bus route. Near 
morino and tennis courts. Non- 
smokers only. 655-1727 early morning 




/ WANTED TO RENT; Help! Cleon, cons- 
i;,g.cientip,us , grtjst;,r\eeds. ,workspace or 
house immediately. Requires 220V for 
kiln. Good references. 652-1697 even- 
' 'tigs. , 11/14
2 BR, 2 BATH, fireplace condo. Harbour 
Rood, No large pots, $600, per month. 
656-2693. 13/14
ONE BDRM. SUITE, w/w carpet, coble 
T.V,, hat woter, range, fridge. Cleon, 
quiet building. Occuponcy Moy 1/88.
6^-1673. ................
LARGii FURNISHED one bdr in. suite! oil 
ulilitips, coble, washer/dryer, 
fireplace, wall x wall, carport, private 
ontroncrj, main level, suits N/S 
bachelor, $445/'mo, Available irn- 
modialely, 13/14
ONE BDRM BASEMENT suite! Clean! 
quiot, separate entrance, Avail. April 
16, $375.00 including utililies, 656- 
8601., ' 14/14
DRIFTWOOD APARTMENTS, 1 bdrm. 
corner sr/ito. Available ,May 1. $425,00. 
Adults only, No pots. Idool (or seniors, 
656 5951 1.1 TF
SIDNEY. MAY 1st. 2 bdrm. In.law suite. 
Small child welcome. $440,00 mon. 
Ulililios ond loiindry incl. 656-1695,
COZY BEDSITTER, 5 inin, lo downlov/n 
Sidney. Own entrance. Bath Icnmdry K 





DonH Forget to Phono 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1558 Re$.
















in milt. li> Bidnoy, >0 mill, le 
Vir;iorl«, M uemplK* wt«
Mh&Mra.RaovoR
SHARED ACCOMMOD.ATIONr'$225.00 
/'ijdl dtwor beoth Wcither. dryer ood
./.t"
FOR RINt: Ihtee Iwdreom; lull hnso- 
ment family home on Chriitlliio PIriie 
(madi Cnnoia Road.l .$725, per 
uiaiilh, one yeui |,ii olei (ml
Relerencnti lequirnd, Coll John Tale 
Block Bret,. Reolty, 656'55R4.
:Sil)NCY,, waterfront'' 'a !• bdrm.
c!u)i i,und'.; b-Fl. uili>,. I i.nt
quiel prottJi'.'ilonql nr ,, r«(ited. N.'5 
/ preferred, PoH welcornc' Utllilieii liul. 
■IVftO. Review, Box 495, 9281 Sihond
St.', hlilney, tl.C, VML 4PIJ, .............14,'15
BDRM,, 'J MAIN, tnnin lionr, Nn 
.ihlldren, no, ,N'S. Moy Isil,
$700,(Xl roquhctd, 6.56'
1(152 , / ....................... .... . ,14.14
rURMISWED ROOM WITH iHtlcony fei 
rwrti in prlvoto homo m Sidney iirna 
Kitchnn. loundry oitd houtnjholil
,, ;|/l. , »nrA OA ,, '111*./
EXPEIIIENCED COOKS WANTED. Apply 
In periion Mon.. April 11. 1i.4p.in. Tom­
my Tuckors, Sovenlh iil., Sidney, 14,14 
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm, 1'/» both loll 
townbousn, KIdti welcome, Avoll. May 
HI, $530,00. 655-3229 or nnntirige 655-
3352,_ ... ... ■ . .....-................
FOUND; kriyr. (ounci on Third St., Apr.
2/80,656.0634,........ .................... . |4/I4
FOUND: Child's leelor-looler. Broril- 
wood Boy. 6.W-.5442, 14/14
SIDNEY" SPLIT''TeVEI," 3' 'bdrm'!," i'h 
bolhv, wlnlerhed tiuniiardr, L-nhaptid 
L/H ■ D/R w/oirtight F/P, 656-2490. 
............... ..........! 14/14
PERSON for about 1 HR, weekday 
morninfiH lo fend, turnoul ft denn 
iilnlU f«r 3 Ivoi hos.. Londsend ctrea, 656 . 
1077f,ivenlng4. 14/14
LANOSCAPING AND RtXIK WORK, 
655-1)04. 14/14
MOTHFR OF TWO - rnrjlT.(ered with 
doyciire will bobyttll 3- 5 yr. eldit. Mrjn. 
Fii, AW»,42.50, 14,' 1-t
TWOSTRONG HEIPFRS tnVmhove'bot.' 
tarn point end land hull from .36' 
f.nilhot.t ' A(.iil nil Cull 656 95.31,
14/14
R ft n'S LANDSCAPING ond rock werk, 
Speciriliring In lock wolU. terrnted 
nerrkinr eroV,- i-ft.'ir.) nr rnd fee -
ting etc, Ranionoblir, Rttlloblo, 655
1104.; ........;...........................! M/lf
ElECANT 1904 MERCUttV Colony Park. 
FmK itlirtt tdoHon wogon. New oil 
(teoion rminili, woM rnmnlnmed, only 
45,000 rnlltM, Crulie coniral, gpod 
' hiplivvoy Vory .coirdoiiQble
(nmlly tm , Aiking $92CH> WJ 652.6117,
, : , '14/14
KENMORI WASHER,/DRyER ono yprir 
old, I Ik I* ni»w, Smair uedlonol, one
vAAf ...l.-j t',.,I tf,i< .'ice
LE COTEAU farms






Largn plAntfi lo BlAit 
your own bHtkot*.










• I.ONO EMa. CUtlUMHEBS
304 Wflilon PI. 050*5880
BC FGRRIGS
SINGLE RESPONSIBLE LADY wonting to 
rent small house. N/.S, Hove medium 
sized, well behaved dog. Prefer 
Sidney/Peninsulo oro. Approx. 
$4^.00^656-8029, after 6 
wanted" to RENT: T wo"" Bdrm! house 
or condo. Fully furnished and supplied. 
Period of Moy 15 ■ Sept. 15. Area of 
Saanichton, Royal Oak, Brentwood, or 
Sidney. Willing to pay $600 
$700/mon. References supplied, 
Pjpno 1 -576-9272; or 1-660-7400. If/14 
TWO SISTERS with two girls with two 
small toy poodles desperately seeking 
3 bdrm, house. Sidney, Saanich area.
" 652.1346, ....: _......... ...... 'l/j.S
HOUSE VVANTEd! " Hondymon! no 
children, close to rotiremoni, seeking 
unfurnished house to rent, Location 
Brentwood lo Deep Cove. Will point, 
ropcjir, landscape if necessary for rent 
consideration. Will pay up lo $600 per 
month for desired abode. Guaranteed 
most reliable tenant you'll over hove. 
Coll Bill, 656-2774 mornings before 9 or 
evenings ofloi 10. '.I 'H
WANTED TO BUY; Hondlcoppod pen- 
sionor would like lo rotlro in a 
one/tv,io brirm house with cleon 
ocean oir, Under $70,000 00. 1-743- 
7564, f'f-HS
WANTED TO RENT, lease or rent to 




Fares between '(/ancouver Island 
and the Gulf Islands, where 
advertised as Return fares on
April 1, 1988, should have read: 
One Way fares.
B.C. Ferries apologizes for any inconvenience 




4 FOOT HIGH BY 4 FOOT WIDE 
4 FOOT HIGH BY 8 FOOT WIDE 
6 FOOT HIGH BY 8 FOOT WIDE
YES, MAMA 
By Helen Forrester
Helen Forrester is a well-known author to many readers (or her 
numerous books, both fiction and non-liction, which have Liver­
pool. England as their setting. With many of tho lower Vancouver 
Island residents having a strong British heritage, this in Itself is a 
good drawing card, Hovjover, Forrester's easy narration In her 
novels make them a delight to read,
"Yes, Mama" Is Forrester's fifth novel and readers can bo 
assured of a captivating tale, well-spun and al times, tugging at 
their heart strings,
The story starts In the late 1800s when a child Is born Into a 
wealthy Liverpool homo. Unfortunately, Iho biological father Is not 
the husband o( the mother and this starts Ihe llte of Alicia Wood­
man off to an uneasy and difficult beginning. Having neither the 
mother or father's love, young Alicia Is handed over to tho care of 
a wot nurse, Polly Ford, Ttio young Mrs. Ford la nowly-wldowecl 
and has just lost her own Infant, Luckily, Alicia has fallen into tho 
hands of a kind and loving woman.
"Yes, Mama" has sprinklingB ol Ukj cultural dialects that give 
this story a good fooling ot roallty. Thoro are also many of the 
social values of the time blended In to show Iho readers how con­
cepts have evolved over tho past hundred years,
Basically, Helen Forrester has produced another succossful 
story for people that enjoy recreational reading that while being fic­




4th fit Beacon Open 8 ani-10 pm EVERY DAY
»4«mwwiM|
HELP us: HELP YOU
AY:
<; a THANK YOU 9 5
. ' Air.'CitnadH’.s 
“Ikart of (HTlcr AAvai'd 
in partncrsliip witli your 
conimuniiy newspaper
lo soineoiic who goes out ot Ins or her way to 
inake your coinmunsiy a belter place to live.
To (Iml out more about how you can say 
‘Thanks’, call your local weekly newspaper,
BKIWiW |W»||M»|»W !■««
■i
,1 'cilrL ,, J I .OfktiAvL' itii; Uvtl ,K. .,.11 ini,. ’Ll :i'< ,il..
SEN DIAL





FAiHnaD i^-^5 MMB BAY 
Ql/AORA SIDNEY b^SI
HLL BAY 743-lt4t
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FRKR GRAIN FED FRESH. GRAIN FED






Y CHUNK Oil or Water
Y LIGHT TUNA Pack .......
I
CHRISTIES
ARROWROOT BISCUITS . wg





FRESH. GRA H FEB, 30SELESS
PORK
zwm
CHOPScsGtre YoJ ..i.S kg
z.mmr' ' ■ ,.y‘
IDELUXE
I PIZZA














MEATS SaJecfec „Vstieliss-f»5g Rig.
; FLETCHER’S
OiBULK 











































» a LYON ^ SA ijSAG E
FINE or Cp/iRSE lOOg
......2.9Sib. 1^M^TLOAF....































STUFF ’ N SUCH
ARDMONA SNACK PACK 













...290g i fCHEESE DINNER...
i/iwr'ncPAR aJ-IQ iSCHNEIDER’S FROZEN ^ -4 38
KING OSCAR ,,, ... ^ I o * i s a mp^i aaf” A I O 4 Varieties T— 1 “ tH/^NOl-MEALS......................!ooo I
4 28 teALIFORNIA
^ BROCCOy ...1.06 kg
PiRSTOFTHE SEASON VALENCIA^
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(maxwell HOUSE ' ^ „
78^ ! INSTANT COFFEE
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■|18 lICALIFORNIA
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128 :ipufi EGG,454g ^ ftO
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98<=SUN RYPE ft So SHAMAPPLE J UiCE r. \^....... u 00___ UNICURESHAMPOO or Reg. or Aloe Vera CONDITIONER .............. 600 mL BONUS
SOPHISTACAT
CAT LITTER
4 5S 3 Varieties
I fSHAVERS .............BONUS 5’s&1’s 88<=
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2.K)0 Sq Ft- of Commercial building located on First Street in 
Sidney Prime caridkiate for renovation into retail — office, or 
Clever — space. Maybe fitness spa v/ith squash court,
restaurant, office space, gift shc^pe, etc.
Offered for safe at $169,000.
To Gc^vil! Biterprises on their new store at 9^5 Third *2 
^^ey. This r^*resents a douttrtg of space for Qxjdwi.} sfom u.e
Beacon Av^tye fc^tion. C^sod Luck to ail at Goodwill, 
f^rchase and sa^earranced thfCMjgh Ron Kubek.
Indusfrfal Lease Space
34,CXX) ft. of industrial land with over 280 feet 
^^’ng crlo th@ Fat Bay Higfwray. Full services with city water and 
sewer. 1.200 sc|. 1. office also available. Vsnctof vM lease at S2.50 
per sq. ft- or portico c^. Idea!^/ suited for R.V. safes, car 
sales. O' a-oy b-smess needing high vtsibility. Many exciting 
ps^sikltt^ Ich'th s prctoedy.
‘There’s never a better time 
to invest in property... 
re not making any more of it! 55
Calf today and let me put my proven 
marketing program to work for you.
656“*5504 (24 tirs.)
Office Space For Lease
Large Sidney lease space in modern building located on main 
street This office is already improved with offices divided off and 
carpeted Pe.riect for dentist, doctor, lawyer, accountant, etc. 
Space ranges from 658-1125 sq. ft. Located right on Beacon.
Available immediately — call today to view!
To Pasta and Gourmet Shop of Sidney on the opening of their new 
store located in the Beacon Plaza Mali. 2313 Beacon Avenue. This 
is the second stoe that the owner, Rita McCreadie operates, the 
other being in the Hillside Shopping. All the best to Rita in her new 
store.
Leasing arranged through Ron Kubek.
Help!
IVSy Owner Has 
Been Transferred . . .
And has to leave behind this spotless 3 bedroom home in the Turgoose Pt. 
area. This 1,100 sq. ft. home has 3 good size bedrooms, large kitchen with 
eating area, roomy laundry room, and a livingroom with a woodstove that 
heats the whole house. Garage is spacious with room for a work area. Won t 
you be my new owner?
Offered for sale at a low $88,500.
A HOME
$150,000 to By a Home 
anywhere in Canada 
Ask Ron for details
If you wish t@ s0© y@sir horn© 
her©r C®it Ron today for a : 
free fiiarket analysis. :
Wanted
2-3 bedroom waterfront anywhere from Landsend to Victoria. Pur­
chaser will pay up to $225,000 or use their present waterfront 
home as a trade.
Wanted




■: or , ' \
Land with Development Possibilities 
For 3 Sidney and Victoria area "cash Purchasers, cornplete 
discretion assured. Call me today. Up to 3 million available today 
for the right projects.
Dollars & Sense
Good house and location for the money. See this 4 
bedroom, 1 bathroom, split with garage. Kitchen 
has eating area, living room spacious and well 
finished off. Just two blocks to Beacon and close to 
schools, this makes Dollars and Sense.
Offered for sale at $87,900.
Big Squeeze
Then don’t miss the opportunity to see this af­
fordable 5 bedroom family home on quiet cul de sac 
in Sidney. From it’s roomy bedrooms to the large 
livingroom with fireplace, family room with a 
woodstove on an exquisite River Rock Base, to the 
kitchen with eating area, this is a true family home. 
Workshop out back leads onto fully fenced 
backyard with a full vegetable garden. Call to view 
this fine. home.






















Located on 5 acres near the Red Barn Market on 
West Saanich Road, this Builders own custom 
home oozes with lots of extras. Home can be 
heated mostly by wood with 2 fireplaces and 1 
woodstove. Add to this thermopane windows and 




This lovely 3 bedroom home m SkJney offers you 
lots of living space on the inside, and outside you 
are just steps away from Majestic Reay Creek Par?^ 
The comfortable living room has a very effiGi^t 
heatilatcr fireplace and 6 incn vwindow siiis. Dinm-g 
room is bright and roomy. Spacious idtchen 
features south faci.n§ windc?* witn 6 inch sills, extra 
counter space, Eurc^an cabinets. _ garbeurato-'. 
dishwasher, and more- Eating area Is brigm writh 
I sliding glass door out onto baicffiiy. Master 
bedroom is roomy with walk-in ctoset ar^ e=egarit 
^ e.nsuite with ^nken tub, skylight and lea<^ glass I door. Two more bedrotxrjs fc-ursi off the living ac- 
^ canodations. Garage is large enough for 1 car with 
plenty of space for a workshop. L£K:ated m quiet
cui de sac this is one of Sidney's better buys.
Offered for safe at $118,800. _____
This Homa Needs Yoiill
SofT« minor larK^:3p:ng s our own cecorating 
wffl relp this split level Sk^iey rKsme. whsch has 4 
bednx>rra. 1 Vs tathroaT^ and large nxsns. to ae- 
carsxJate a ia^^e famfiy. Lsrca yard with nsatufs 
trees wafts for persana' tciK:h. Tr^ well buSt
hcxne waits oher.
Asking SS8.0(KI. .
This 2 storey cedar sided contemporary home 
features 5 extra large bedrooms including a 20 x 
13.6 master bedroom with oodles of closet space, 
a 4 piece ensuite and its own porch. Also include^ 
is a 3 car garage with loads of room for a worK 
bench area and a Satellite dish with all the controls. 
Offered for sale at $209,00.
Brand New Split
Located just steps to the water arid 
minutes from downtown Sidney, this 
one has the best of both This
brand new split fe located wim 6 ctf^ 
brand r?ew homes in Lochav^n Estates 
on Lc-chaven Drive. Spacfcus scstchen 
has eat!f>g area and looks down a few 
stairs onto the Rec .Rcem wrth 
woodstove arsi also back to the dining 
roc>m with its bay wincksw and water- 
view. 3 bedrooms ir^cludl'^ large 
master with 4 piece ensuite. Many ex­
tra touches In this weL' ouilt, ^ x 6 go:~
structed. sf^it level home.
Now offered for sale at $149,503.
This Home Needs Youi
Some minor hnishirw and decora t^wii turn this 5
yair V^ry own conterwary Isniy horre. Wsm 
water large roc^s, and a arge yard, tiss is a 
perfect famiy; fxsrse, and wrh roan 'tx' your 
rrxjther-in-law m her very cssn suite with targe ict- 
chen, bKirocxn, -dining rcxtm, an d irvif^ fcom with 
— It i£ pert act lor a: famipy members: 
Lc-caied cio» to scho^ ar^ ir* Bee Centre 
there islets har theIffiK 10c», ^
The veitder is taking offers cn $1S5,®3. Call me 
today.
Locliaven Estates Relax by the in-ground pool, take a sauna, or just enjoy the setting^en you fKjr- chase this 2.500 sq. ft. contemporary home irxated on a large lot 2 b^rooms _ 
bathrooms. Laundry room, family room, motor home pad (noox-up. hok^ng iank>. 




Located just a short walk to Sidney these 7 quality 
homes are energy efficient with 6” walls and ther­
mopane windows. All the homes have some water- 
views and are just steps across the road to the 
water. OPEN 1-4 p.m. 
Fri.-Sat.-Son. 
9512 Lochside Drive
The homes range in size from 1580 sq. ft. to 1900 
and sq. ft. All homes have fireplaces, double 
garages, fine quality carpets and much much 
more. Prices from $144,000 to $195,000. Call to 
view or come by and browse at our open house.
Brand Nev^ Strata Duplexes
Two particularly spacious and thoughtfuiiy laid-out 1,300 + square feet, 1/^ duplexes, 
rancher style loaded with features usually found in more expensive custom homes.
The outstanding location is just a few minutes walk from both the ocean a.nd heart cf 
Sidney.
The emphasis is on comfort and easy living, combining low maintenance wnh energy ef­
ficiency. The design has a strong European influence and reflects the high quality 
specification and construction. :
Each home is laid out so that the living and sleeping areas are buffered by the uti.ity
areas and garages, guaranteeing peace and quiet.
Here are just some of the features:
•Roomy living area with a superior fireplace complete with glass doors and elegant mar- 
bie.
•Efficient European kitchnn with hioh auaiitv cabinets and informal dining area.
•Heat recovery and ventilation system (HRVS) for fresh air and low heating costs.
•2x6 walls high standard of insulation and thermopane windows.
•Skylights for extra brightness. Affarerf #nr at
•Extra wide mopane windows. Of I sred for sale at
•Skylights for extra brightness. $109,500 & $110,500
•Extra wide doorways. ——------------- --------- ~
•Provision for central vacuum system and electric garage door opener.
Choose your home early and pick your own: floor finishes, paint coiours, doors and door 
handles, kitchen cabinet style, colour and accessories, bathroom colours, faucet 




:| Located - in: ■ arenftvoxJ this d itightfu! ^ 2 ; isdrooB 
I f£?wnhane has r ^macuiaiilymaintasned. Hne 
feHshtrigs include energy conscia. s wcsodctcve, vaulted 
ceilings, wallpaper, ca-sfen ares, and rruch nx^e. 
Lcxrafed just steps to a:l in BrentyvooS this
heme is perfect for peopt e desiTinc rny. ste-x
Offered for sale at $34, W.
Matchless Estate
Dazzling 2 storey cer^rcant&rpcrsr/ tsoTe. Deftly fi^aced c-n lG-07 acres, vathfi^tir^ 
wews. fir^jtace, bearr^ ceilings, master suite with socker feaj. caetaker or
in-iavv eccwmxxfatkri, 4 bedrocxTJS, 2>i baths, th^miai windjws, circs^af drive, large 
view patk» and suTKiseks, riding ring aiKi packStxtks.
Of fered for sale at $475,000.
